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Abstract

The mechanical properties of tissue are inextricably linked to biological form and function.

They are important across a range of length scales, from the molecular and cellular scales,

where the forces a cell experiences and the mechanical properties of its environment are

interwoven with chemical processes and genetic expression, to the organ scale, where

mechanical properties can both indicate the presence of disease and themselves drive

pathology. A myriad of imaging techniques and characterisation tools have been proposed

to measure the mechanical properties from both ends of the length scale; however, there

has been a dearth of tools capable of imaging on the mesoscale between that of cells

and tissue—su�cient to see cellular-scale mechanical organisation within functioning

three-dimensional tissue structures.

Optical coherence elastography (OCE) has potential toward this end. Based on the

underlying technique, optical coherence tomography, OCE is a minimally invasive, non-

ionising optical imaging modality capable of capturing the local deformation of tissue,

in response to an intrinsic or extrinsic load, at a micrometre-scale resolution and to

millimetre-scale depth penetration. The information encoded in tissue deformation

can be used to provide contrast, or to a quanti�cation of mechanical properties and

forces. However, due to the relative immaturity of OCE, there are a number of important

developments still required to translate this tool to clinical and biological applications,

primarily improvements in the contrast, resolution and accuracy, which forms the topic

of this thesis.

This thesis presents the development and evaluation of new methods and techniques

to improve, in order, the contrast, resolution and accuracy of OCE. A new method of

parametric imaging of viscoelasticity is presented, showing the capacity of OCE to

produce contrast beyond the typical elastic contrast (sti� vs. soft). The resolution is

enhanced more than �ve-fold by adapting OCE to optical coherence microscopy—a higher

resolution variant of optical coherence tomography. The accuracy of the OCE methods

is improved though the development and implementation of numerical methods. Two

works are presented: a method to estimate the tactile, or surface traction, forces applied

to a tissue through a compliant stress sensor, and a method to estimate the local Young’s

modulus in tissue through solving the inverse problem of elasticity.

Two applications of OCE in medicine and biology are also presented. The �rst study

adapts the high-resolution OCE technique to measuring the local Young’s modulus in
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a mouse model of hypertension, attaining the highest resolution in quantitative OCE

to date. The second study investigates the use of OCE in the assessment of human

breast cancer, in particular, towards the intraoperative assessment of tumour margins in

breast-conserving surgery.

This thesis presents a number of advances in OCE, which, with further consolidation

and re�nement, may become important tools in mapping mechanical properties on the

mesoscale, enabling monitoring of cellular organisation, patterning and migration in

tissue volumes.
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1 Introduction

The mechanical properties of tissue are inextricably linked to biological form and func-

tion. They are important across a range of length scales, including in healthy mechano-
homoeostasis1

, such as the regulation of blood pressure and breathing, the generation of

motion, and in their association with disease pathology, such as �brosis, hypertension and

tumourogenesis [1–4]. Indeed, it is well established that, on a whole-body scale, many of

such disease pathologies are accompanied by changes in the mechanical properties of

tissue. For instance, pathologies of the breast, such as invasive ductal carcinoma, have

been measured to be signi�cantly sti�er than healthy tissue [5]. The increased prevalence

of cardiovascular diseases with age has been attributed, in large part, to the sti�ening of

blood vessels [6, 7].

The cell is the fundamental unit of life [8]; as such, on the cellular scale, these

whole body mechanical changes can be traced to dysfunctions in the closely linked

mechanical and chemical interactions within and between cells. For instance, liver

�brosis has been linked to the overexpression and decreased degradation of extracellular

structural proteins [4]. The migration of invasive cancer cells is often facilitated by

their e�ective degradation of the mechanical integrity of the surrounding extracellular

matrix [9, 10]. The cells engage in an intricate balancing act, whereby, they respond to

mechanical cues from their environment [11], they sense the mechanical properties of

their environment [12, 13] and they themselves may also change the mechanics of their

environment [3, 4]. This mechanoreciprocity is ever-present; it is not static or passive,

as one might think of non-living structures, but interwoven with chemical processes

and genetic expression [14], and is an important driving and regulatory force behind the

architectural arrangement of cells into functional, complex, three-dimensional tissues

and organs [15, 16].

Observing mechanical behaviour and mechanical properties across length scales, from

the cellular to the whole-body scales, is imperative in the development of understanding

of developmental biology and the formation of disease. A vast range of measurement and

imaging techniques exist to accomplish this. On the cellular-scale, many techniques, such

as atomic force microscopy, traction force microscopy and micropipette aspiration, have

1
The self-regulation of mechanical behaviour to maintain a level of biological function

1
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been used to investigate the relationship between cells, cellular forces and their mechan-

ics [17, 18]. On the organ to whole body scales, techniques such as magnetic resonance

and ultrasound elastography primarily seek to aid in the diagnosis of disease [19, 20]. The

term elastography, in this context, refers to techniques that form images of mechanical

properties (often referred to as elasticity), recovered by measuring the deformation of

tissue under load and matching it with a mathematical model of mechanical deformation.

However, imaging the mechanical properties on the mesoscale between that of cells

and organs has been challenging. Imaging on such a scale is likely to reconcile mechanics

with the structure and function of multicellular tissues, revealing the role of mechanics in

the organisation and disorganisation, patterning and migration that is essential to disease

pathogenesis, tissue regeneration and healthy development. Such information can be

valuable for disease detection, characterisation, drug discovery, treatment monitoring

and to inform fundamental biology. The more recent optical elastography methods have

potential towards this end. The use of optics for elastography, in contrast to ultrasound

or magnetic resonance, enables a �ner resolution, though, typically with a trade-o� in the

penetration depth. However, due to the relative immaturity of optical elastography, there

are a number of important developments still required to translate the tools to clinical

and biological applications, primarily improvements in the accuracy, resolution, speed,

contrast and loading approaches.

This thesis concerns one optical elastography technique in particular—compression
optical coherence elastography—and the improvement to resolution, accuracy and contrast

towards the capacity of cellular-scale characterisation of the mechanical properties of

tissue. This introductory chapter provides a brief overview of optical elastography, the

terminology used, and outlines the research objectives and the structure of this thesis.

1.1 Optical elastography overview2

Optical elastography describes a suite of techniques that use optical imaging methods

to estimate the mechanical properties of tissue. Optical elastography has been under

development for the past 20 years, with over 500 papers
3

published to date, 75% of which

were published in the past 7 years. The recent rapid increase in momentum is credited,

in part, to the maturation of optoelectronic and photonics technologies, the emergence

of promising demonstrations, the provision of su�cient computing power, and related

developments in biomechanical imaging in the �elds of cell mechanics and medicine [21–

2
This section is adapted from Wijesinghe et al., ‘Optical elastography on the micro-scale’ in Tissue elasticity

imaging, Elsevier (to be published October 2017)
3
Web of Science: topic optical elastography
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23].

Optical elastography o�ers a window into tissue mechanics on the micro-scale

between that of whole organs and that of cells. With demonstrated optical resolutions in

the range 2–10 µm, optical elastography presents new opportunities for the detection

and understanding of diseases, such as cancer [24, 25], eye disease [26–28] and vascular

disease [29–31], as well as insight into the underlying cellular biomechanics [22, 32, 33].

Optical elastography research has been directed, broadly, to distinguish tissue features

using mechanical contrast, often toward the goal of detecting signatures of disease in

medicine, and to accurately measure an intrinsic mechanical property, often used to

inform on the biological mechanisms of disease formation.

1.1.1 A brief history

Whilst optical elastography, considered as mapping mechanical properties of tissue

into an image, has been a relatively recent development, the origins of using optics to

observe mechanical behavior dates back over 300 years [34]. In 1665, in his seminal

Micrographia, Robert Hooke communicated his observations of the microscopic world

though a microscope. Concurrently, Hooke was theorizing on the law of elasticity in

springs (which we now know as Hooke’s Law), stimulating Newton’s later discoveries

of the Laws of Motion [35], which are the cornerstones of contemporary continuum

mechanics. Between 1676 and 1723, Antonie van Leeuwenhoek sent close to 190 letters

to The Royal Society describing his �rst observations of microorganisms and cells, noting

particularly their proclivity for extreme motion [34, 36] (noting that the cells are dynamic

and not simply a static sca�old of life). Centuries later, in much of the early work in

cellular physiology, conducted in the �rst half of the twentieth century, mechanics would

feature prominently. In studying the protoplasm (contents of a cell) [37], which was a

prominent �eld of research in the late 1800s and early 1900s, the earliest widely quanti�ed

mechanical property of the cell was viscosity, which was postulated to have profound

e�ects on the dynamics of microorganisms and cells seen under a microscope [38].

Photographic and stroboscopic analysis in the 1950s allowed motion to be studied in

more detail, elucidating biological mechanisms such as ciliary motion [39]. Stroboscopic

analysis was used to complement bulk rheometer characterization of the viscoelasticity of

tissue [40]. The 1950s also saw the emergence of microscopy-based micro-manipulation

techniques, such as the cell elastometer [41]—later renamed micropipette aspiration.

Early methods were held back by the inability to readily record or to digitize the

signal, making subsequent manipulation to extract deeper insights largely unfeasible.

The digital revolution in computing that started in the late 1950s allowed the �eld to
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progress from mostly qualitative observation to more readily quanti�able mechanical

measurement. Further, the digital revolution helped initiate the rise of medical imaging in

the 1970s, with the development and adoption of X-ray computed tomography, magnetic

resonance imaging and ultrasonography. Magnetic resonance (MR) and ultrasound (US)-

based elastography were proposed thereafter [42–44]. The resolution scale of those

techniques, however, did not reach that achievable with optical methods, and in contrast

to the optics-based techniques, which looked into the cellular and biophysical make up of

life, MR and US -based elastography were mainly motivated to non-invasively diagnose

and characterize disease. In fact, it is in the context of these techniques that the term

elastography was �rst coined [42–44]. Such elastography was, and is, primarily motivated

to exploit disease-altered mechanical properties of tissue to enhance image contrast

and, thereby, diagnosis. It is often compared to manual palpation—the common practice,

in which a physician manually feels the sti�ness of a patient’s tissues to help inform

diagnosis. These techniques have been closely connected with gross-scale biomechanics

research, such as the seminal works surveyed by Fung since 1969 [1], and, additionally,

share some connection to industrial materials testing techniques, such as uniaxial testing

and sonic resonance [45].

The emergence of optical elastography was, perhaps, stimulated by the phenomenon

of laser speckle—a granularity observed in all coherent imaging techniques arising from

the superposition of waves scattered from sub-wavelength microstructures [46]. Speckle

was found to provide intrinsic information about the movement and dynamics of tissues.

Around the 1970s, laser speckle �uctuation was rigorously related to the dynamics of

particle motion for the �rst time [31] and was also used to measure vibration of non-

biological samples [47]. By the late 1980s, laser speckle was used to record biological

activity [48] and blood �ow [49]. By the late 1990s, a myriad of optical techniques for

mechanics had been proposed [50]. The demonstration of optical coherence elastography

by Schmitt in 1998 [51] (described in detail in Chapter 3.2) �rst shifted the focus away

from predominantly rheology (the study of the �ow of matter in liquids and solids, e.g.,

viscosity) to elasticity imaging. The work of Schmitt, which represented a major milestone

in optical elastography, was inspired by the early works in US elastography [42]. In

fact, the phenomenon of speckle via the scattering of acoustic waves is also present in

ultrasound imaging; thus, much of the early work in US elastography can be seen to

in�uence current optical elastography research, as we will see re�ected in Chapter 3.2.

Optical elastography is part of the broader generalization of using optics to measure
mechanics, whose roots can be largely traced to—(1) techniques originating from, and

building upon, the �rst observations of cell and microorganism dynamics, such as atomic

force microscopy and traction force microscopy; and (2) techniques inspired by the
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physics of speckle, materials testing, and the precedent of MR and US elastography. It is

these latter techniques that are termed elastography and form the foundation of work for

this thesis; however, whilst their origins are di�erent, the cellular scale techniques and

optical elastography techniques are merging in applications. This is owing to the recent

developments in optical elastography, described in detail in Chapter 3, in which new

methods are approaching a mechanical resolution suitable for cellular scale research.

1.1.2 A matter of length scale

The relationship between a biological tissue, a disease, the associated mechanical prop-

erties and forces (critical in understanding the disease [17]), and the imaging tool, all

fundamentally depend upon the length scale of observation, which, in turn, determines

the necessary spatial and temporal resolution [52]. As the fundamental unit of life, the

molecular, biochemical and mechanical processes that take place within and around

a cell determine its form and function. Cells are hierarchically organized into tissues,

which come together to form organs that perform specialized physiological functions.

Although much has been achieved on the molecular scale, a remaining challenge in the

post-genomic era is to relate dysfunctions in cellular-scale molecular and biochemical

processes to organ-scale symptoms of disease [18]—spanning what we might call the

‘mesoscale’. Over the past 50 years, the role of biomechanics has been explored across

the entire range of this mesoscale [1, 18, 53, 54], laying the foundations of contemporary

optical elastography research.

The scale on which mechanics is probed by an elastography tool often dictates

the approach to be taken to detect and understand disease, and establishes a niche of

suitable applications. Techniques may be classed by the spatial resolution and sensitivity

with which mechanical properties can be determined (hereafter, termed mechanical

resolution and mechanical sensitivity, respectively), as well as the �eld of view and

the penetration depth. For instance, MR and US elastography methods, with a typical

mechanical resolution of ∼1 mm and ∼250 um, and penetration depths of ∼100 cm and

∼10 cm, respectively, predominantly rely on measuring systemic changes in the mechanics

of organs and their immediate surroundings; on this scale, they are particularly suited to

the detection and characterization of pathologies, such as cancer and liver disease, at fairly

advanced stages [55–57]. At the other extreme, atomic force microscopy (mechanical

resolution of ∼100 nm) is employed to understand underlying mechanisms, wherein

microscopic forces and the mechanics of the cell’s micro-environment drive cellular

processes and in�uence early-stage disease progression [11]; however, it may only map

the mechanical properties at the surface, sensitive to 10s to 100s of micrometers in depth,
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depending on the indentation depth and indenter geometry.

Optical elastography, having demonstrated a mechanical resolution in the range

∼2–100 µm, is ideally placed to provide mechanical information on the scale bridging

those of cells and organs [21]. This niche has seen optical elastography techniques link to

or mirror approaches from either side of this range. At the longer end of the range, optical

elastography has followed the precedent of MR and US elastography in their attempt

to aid in the diagnosis, assessment and monitoring of disease, such as cancer [24, 25]

and eye disease [26–28]. Whilst o�ering greater spatial resolution and, thus, potentially

greater sensitivity and earlier detection of disease, optical elastography is hindered by

the limited optical penetration depth (∼1-2 mm) and �eld of view (typically ∼10-15 mm).

Thus, current challenges lie in increasing the �eld of view and contrast, developing

probe-based methods for deep tissue imaging, or �nding applications for which these

speci�cations are su�cient.

At the shorter end of the resolution range, optical elastography aims to translate the

understanding and methods of cellular scale biomechanics to multi-cellular structures

and tissues, in situ and in 3-D [22]. The challenge, in this case, is the improvement of

mechanical resolution and mechanical sensitivity, along with the accurate quanti�cation

of intrinsic mechanical properties and forces, which necessarily requires computational

methods.

A key consideration in elastography research is that the mechanical resolution in

these techniques is distinct to the optical resolution. Whilst optical resolution, under

ideal conditions, is largely dependent upon the resolution of the imaging system and the

optical properties of the sample, and sets a limit on mechanical resolution, the mech-

anical resolution is additionally dependent on the structure and mechanical properties

of the tissue, and the model used to reconstruct these mechanical properties from raw

measurements of, for example, displacement or velocity; it is typically at least a few

times coarser than the optical resolution. The link between mechanical resolution and

mechanical properties stems from the continuity and incompressibility of tissue, meaning

that, within a local region, the response to mechanical loading is also dependent on the

response of tissue features in the surrounding regions.

Critical to accurately estimating the mechanical properties of tissue are the model

employed, and the interplay between it and the loading method. By necessity of speed

and robustness, mechanical models employed in elastography typically derive from some

inherent assumption of homogeneity or uniformity of tissue mechanics [58]. As we

will describe in this thesis, whole tissue loaded over a region commensurate with the

imaging �eld exhibits mechanical cross-talk between its regions, not easily decoupled

via commonly implemented mechanical models. Localized excitation methods aim to
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avoid such e�ects by interrogating only a local region, without loading the rest; whilst

computational methods aim to decouple this in�uence with more sophisticated models,

however, usually requiring superior measurement sensitivity. Thus, as detailed in the later

chapters, although much of optical elastography research has been in the improvement of

the imaging systems, in the future, understanding these interconnections and improving

our capacity to extract unambiguous mechanical properties at high resolution will be a

major direction of the �eld.

Probing with optics, at higher resolutions than other forms of elastography, brings

with it a range of distinctive features. For instance, shear wave speed in tissue is ∼1–

10 m s
−1

; thus, optical methods, with typically �ve times smaller �eld of view than US

elastography, are required to have a �ve times faster acquisition speed to achieve the

same wavefront sampling density. The shallow aspect ratio (1-2 mm depths vs. 10-15 mm

�elds of view) of optical techniques make them particularly prone to boundary e�ects,

such as friction in contact loading methods. In particular, it causes a higher proportion

of the �eld of view to be in�uenced by the surface topography. Further, the higher

resolution makes optical elastography more sensitive to �ne-scale tissue heterogeneities,

such as the presence of microvasculature, lymphatic ducts and other features [21, 24]

that invalidate the common assumption of a tissue as a continuous solid [20], and which

would otherwise be averaged and perhaps lost in coarser resolution MR and US -based

elastography. These e�ects of scale are discussed throughout this thesis and, indeed, can

be seen to in�uence many of the research directions and applications.

1.2 Terminology

Current optical elastography research has merged from diverse backgrounds, each with

their own established terms and approaches to conceptualising ideas. Thus, in the �eld,

and in this thesis, certain terms are used almost interchangeably, depending on the

audience, journal and author.

One such term is elasticity. In the mechanical literature, elasticity refers to the ideal

elastic properties of a material, e.g., Young’s, shear and bulk moduli, as well as the

elastic limit, i.e., the limit to which material can be stretched to without breaking. In

elastography, also broadly termed as tissue elasticity imaging, elasticity of tissue typically

refers to, both, its elastic moduli and mechanical contrast derived from the property of

elasticity (e.g., strain or wave velocity). For purposes of distinction, the former are termed

as quantitative imaging and the latter as qualitative imaging. These terms have been

established in MR and US elastography [20]. However, in the biological literature, it is

common to encounter terms such as elastance and compliance, one being the reciprocal
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of the other. These terms refer to hollow organs, such as airways and blood vessels, and

measure the change in (lumen) pressure over change in (lumen) volume in the case of

elastance. These measures are dependent on the structure as well as the mechanical

properties of the organs, describing more a functional property rather than a purely

mechanical one. In solid tissues, the term sti�ness is also often encountered. Sti�ness, in

most cases, refers to the Young’s modulus of tissue, despite having a separate meaning

(i.e., the force over displacement) in non-biological material mechanics.

Another ambiguity exists in de�ning resolution. In elastography, the resolution of

the underlying imaging modality (e.g., MRI, US or OCT), or the resolution with which

mechanical contrast can be seen, may be given. To disambiguate, we refer to the former

as resolution or structural resolution, and the latter as mechanical resolution. Similarly, this

is done with other imaging qualities, for instance, mechanical sensitivity.

1.3 Research objectives and thesis structure

The objective of the research described in this thesis is to improve the resolution, ac-

curacy and contrast of an optical elastography technique, termed compression optical

coherence elastography (OCE), toward its e�ective translation to biology and clinical

research. Compression OCE employs optical coherence tomography (OCT) to image the

deformation of tissue under a steady-state compressive load. Compression loading was

utilised in the �rst demonstration of OCE by Schmitt in 1998 [51], and remains as one of

the more common optical elastography techniques to this day. OCE is described in detail

in Chapter 3.2 and the compression method in Chapter 4.

This thesis is divided into three major parts: Part I covers the background of this

research; Part II presents technical advances to compression OCE in improving contrast,

resolution and accuracy; and Part III applies the techniques in biological and medical

applications. A brief outline of the contents of each chapter is presented below.

Part I – Background

Chapter 2 – Modelling the mechanical response of soft tissues

This chapter provides an introduction to continuum mechanics and its use in modelling

the deformation of soft tissues. The mechanical models of tissue underpin every elasto-

graphy technique and their derivation, including the assumptions made, is critical to

understanding and advancing the �delity of elastography images. The characteristics of

the mechanical properties of tissue at every length scale are also discussed.

Chapter 3 – Optical elastography

This chapter reviews the current prominent methods of optical elastography, particularly
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OCE and Brillouin microscopy, and the current state of the �eld. Methods of tissue

loading and measurement of deformation are discussed, along with the most promising

applications. The chapter serves to place the compression OCE technique in the context

of the current direction of the �eld.

Chapter 4 – The compression optical coherence elastography method

This chapter details the compression OCE method used in this thesis. It provides the

detailed technical background to the papers presented in Parts II and III.

Part II – Technique development

Chapter 5 – Extending contrast

This chapter presents a method of parameterising the viscoelastic creep of tissue using

OCE [59]. Imaging the viscoelasticity of tissue presents complementary contrast to

the purely-elastic contrast typical of elastography techniques. The technique has the

potential to provide more extensive contrast and characterisation of tissue.

Chapter 6 – Enhancing resolution

This chapter presents a signi�cant enhancement to resolution of OCE by adapting the

method to optical coherence microscopy (OCM) [33], a high-resolution variant of OCT.

OCM improves on OCT by employing a higher numerical aperture objective, for increased

lateral resolution, and a broader spectrum light source, for increased axial resolution.

The typical trade-o� with depth of focus is compensated by employing Bessel beam

illumination. Together, these improvements move compression OCE toward the cellular

scale.

Chapter 7 – Improving accuracy with numerical methods

This chapter presents signi�cant advances to the mechanical model used to reconstruct

the mechanical properties of tissue in OCE. By the necessity of speed, robustness and sim-

plicity, elastography methods often employ stringent approximations to the mechanical

behaviour in tissue. These assumptions are unrealistic for the majority of applications,

resulting in a severe degradation of accuracy of estimated parameters. This chapter

presents two implementations of numerical computation: a solutions to the forward [60]

problem of elasticity, which estimates the imparted surface stress onto a sample by a

compliant layer; and a solution to the inverse [61] problem of elasticity, reconstructing

the Young’s modulus in a sample with a signi�cantly higher accuracy.

Part III – Applications

Chapter 8 – Cellular-scale elastography of mouse aorta

This chapter applies the high-resolution OCM-based elastography technique to imaging

hypertensive mouse aortas [62]. The technique provides maps of the intrinsic mechanical
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properties (Young’s modulus) of tissue at a the highest resolution achieved by OCE to

date. A distinction of mechanical properties between hypertensive and healthy aortas is

presented. The resolution is further demonstrated by resolving cellular-scale architectural

features of the vascular wall.

Chapter 9 – Breast cancer imaging

This chapter summarises the application of compression OCE to breast cancer imaging,

which is the currently leading application of the technique. Compression OCE has shown

promise toward the assessment of margins during breast-conserving surgery. Results

toward achieving this goal are presented, including the demonstration of OCE contrast

in breast cancer [24] and in lymph node assessment [63], and the extension to the �eld of

view towards the complete margin assessment within an intraoperative time frame [64].

Chapter 10 – Conclusion and perspectives

This �nal chapter summarises the advances and conclusions of this work, and discusses

likely future directions of the �eld.
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BACKGROUND



2 Modelling the mechanical response of
soft tissues

Elastography seeks to map the mechanical properties of tissue, thus, the principles of

solid mechanics feature prominently in these methods. This chapter presents an overview

of the methods and equations that are used to model the mechanical response of soft

tissues in elastography, including their derivation from classical mechanics. Whilst this

chapter stands separate from the rest of the thesis, it provides the necessary background

to mechanics, which will feature prominently, and will be referred to, in all chapters.

As we will describe in Chapter 3, there are a myriad of elastography techniques

demonstrated to date [19, 20, 22, 65, 66]. These techniques unify under the common

principles of continuum mechanics—a �eld of classical mechanics that treats a body as a

continuous volume; and, in particular, the theory of elasticity and viscoelasticity.

In elastography, mechanics is commonly considered from the experimental perspect-

ive: a body in a reference state and with given boundaries is loaded, extrinsically (e.g.,

compression) or intrinsically (e.g., blood �ow or osmotic pressure). As a result, the body

undergoes a mechanical response (deformation) and changes to a new state (static or

temporally varying). This transition, from a reference state to a new state, is de�ned by

a set of governing equations, which, in part, comprise the mechanical properties. It is

the goal of elastography to recover the mechanical properties (or some part thereof), set

within those governing equations, from observation.

The governing equations are derived from only a few principles of classical mechanics.

“Mechanics is one of the branches of physics in which the number of principles is at once

very few and very rich in useful consequences. On the other hand, there are few sciences

which have required so much thought—the conquest of a few axioms has taken more

than 2,000 years.”—Dugas, A history of mechanics, 1955 [67]. These axioms, introduced

in this chapter, remain unchanged since the early 1800s, with principles that follow the

works such as of Huygens, Newton and Hooke, and their later mathematical formalism

by Euler, Lagrange, Laplace, Cauchy and Poisson [67].

These principles de�ne the problem of elasticity; however, it is the solutions to this

problem that distinguish elastography methods, and have been a major focus of the

contemporary developments in solid mechanics [68, 69]. As noted in Chapter 1.2, elasto-

graphy techniques may either observe the response directly (e.g., strain or vibrational

amplitude), inferring the mechanics of tissue from its contrast, termed qualitative meth-

12
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ods [20]; or they may attempt to recover the intrinsic properties using some form of

inversion of the governing equations, termed inverse methods or quantitative methods [70,

71]. In the literature, the term inverse methods typically refers to numerical methods,

which are discussed later in this chapter and thesis.

This chapter presents: the principles of continuum mechanics, particularly linear

elasticity, hyperelasticity, viscoelasticity; their solutions in elastography; and the mech-

anics of biological tissues and cells. By no means is this chapter a comprehensive account

of the �eld of continuum mechanics, but rather an overview of the principles used in

current elastography techniques and the work presented in this thesis. A comprehensive

and unparalleled review of the history of continuum mechanics is provided by Dugas [67],

and its applications to engineering by Timoshenko [72].

2.1 Principles of continuum mechanics

Continuum mechanics considers a body, B, as a continuous volume within a domain, Ω,

with no cracks, gaps or holes, Figure 2.1. As expressed by Timoshenko [72], “It will be

assumed that the matter of an elastic body is homogeneous and continuously distributed

over its volume so that the smallest element cut from the body possesses the same speci�c

physical properties as the body.” Every point in such a body can be expressed as a position

vector, x = xiei (Einstein summation), where, ei , is the coordinate or basis vector, typically

in a Euclidean space, i = 1, 2, 3.

The reference shape or reference con�guration, X, can be expressed in terms of the body,

B, as a reference placement, X = κ(B). The placement of B at time t can be expressed

using the map χt , such that the deformed con�guration is x = χt (B). The deformation (or

formerly transplacement [73]) of the body can be expressed as χκ = χt ◦ κ−1, such that

x = χκ(X, t). κ and χt are one to one functions, and are continuous and invertible [74].

The deformation of the body can then be expressed in terms of the material coordinates, ei ,
(i.e., the Lagrangian description) as ∇Xu, where displacement u(X, t) = bt + χκ(X, t) − X;

or in terms of the spatial coordinates, as Ei , (i.e., the Eulerian description) ∇xU, where

displacement U(x, t) = bt + x − χ−1κ (x, t); bt is the translation of the body coordinate

system, Figure 2.1.

An obvious issue with this de�nition as it relates to elastography is that each location

in the body is said to have ‘the sample speci�c physical properties’. Tissue is heterogen-

eous, and it is often the goal of elastography to derive contrast and measure variations in

the mechanics of tissue. The engineering approach to continuum mechanics is either to

decompose the ‘volume’ into �nite elements, which may have varying physical properties,

or simply to assume that the tissue is homogeneous. The �nite-element approach leaves
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Figure 2.1: Continuum body deformation

us to solve a large collection of partial di�erential equations, which are constructed from

the constitutive properties of each element and their cross-interaction, and typically

requires computationally demanding numerical methods [70, 71]. Thus, the assumption

of homogeneity is prevalent in elastography, enabling quick, noise-robust and simple

means of modelling tissue properties; however, at the expense of accuracy [19, 20]. The

assumption of homogeneity allows for closed-form solutions to simple mechanical prob-

lems, for example, uniform compression, bending, wave propagation and indentation

with spheres.

The problem of elasticity may be further simpli�ed by the concept of linear elasticity.

Linear elasticity assumes that the deformation of the body is small compared to its size

(i.e., the in�nitesimal strain theory), such that du � dX, X ≈ x and ∇Xu ≈ ∇xU. This

assumption also implies that the mechanical properties of the body remain unchanged

by deformation. Linear elasticity is assumed by many optical elastography techiques [65,

66] due to simplicity, speed and robustness to noise. These qualities have been key

attributes in translating non-optical elastography in medicine and biology [66]. However,

non-linear elastic properties have also been considered in both non-optical and optical

techniques, including in the work in this thesis. In this Section, we brie�y cover linear

elasticity, hyperelasticity and viscoelasticity in turn.
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2.1.1 Linear-elasticity

2.1.1.1 Infinitesimal stress and strain

Linear elasticity describes the forces and the deformation of a body using the in�nitesimal

stress and strain tensors [75]. Let us consider a deformable body subjected to an arbitrary

number of external forces F1, · · · , Fn, as illustrated in Figure 2.2(a). The external forces

produce a �eld of internal forces inside the body. To examine these forces at an arbitrary

point P , the body is divided into two parts (I and II) by a plane S that passes through P

with a normal vector n. A contact force, ∆F, acts through a small area of the surface,

∆A, centred around P . From Cauchy’s stress principle, as the area, ∆A, approaches 0, the

ratio ∆F/∆A approaches dF/dA, de�ning the surface traction vector, T(n). The traction

vector, in terms of the basis vectors and the normal, is de�ned as T(n) = T (n)i ei , with each

component given as [69]:

T (n)i = lim
∆A→0

∆Fi
∆A
=
dFi
dA
. (2.1)

The internal forces of the entire body may be represented in such fashion via a Cauchy
traction �eld, T(n, x, t). Since traction may not necessarily be along the normal, it can be

decomposed into a normal component, normal stress:

σn = lim
∆A→0

∆Fn
∆A
=
dFn
dA
, (2.2)

and tangential components, shear stress:

τ = lim
∆A→0

∆Fs
∆A
=
dFs
dA
, (2.3)

where s can be two orthogonal vectors tangential to plain S .

Cauchy’s stress theorem states that knowing traction vectors in three mutually or-

thogonal planes is su�cient to determine the traction vectors in any other plane [76];

and through coordinate transformation, there exists a second-order tensor �eld (Cauchy
stress tensor), σ (x, t), such that it is independent of n and:

T (n)j = σijni or T(n) = σ · n . (2.4)

The stress tensor can be represented in terms of its components, equations 2.2 and 2.3,
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as is visualised in Figure 2.2(a):

σ =


T(x)

T(y)

T(z)

 ≡ σij =

σxx σxy σxz

σyx σyy σyz

σzx σzy σzz

 ≡

σx τxy τxz

τyx σy τyz

τzx τzy σz

 . (2.5)

This equation features multiple notations. In this chapter, following the precedent of

Irgens, Continuum Mechanics, 2008 [69], vectors and tensors are presented in multiple

notations: in index notation (e.g., σij ), as components of the Cartesian coordinate system;

in index-free notation, as individual components collected in matrices; and in coordinate

invariant, bold face notation (e.g., σ ). Equivalence between notations is indicated via the

equivalence relation (≡) [69].

The stress tensor in (2.5) comprises 9 components. Each component can be represented

with two subscripts, where the �rst denotes the direction of the component of stress, and

the second denotes the normal of the plane to which that stress is applied. For instance,

σxx is the x-component of stress applied to the x-normal plane (the yz plane). Further,

the conservation of linear momentum leads to the stress tensor being symmetric, such

that σij = σji . Alternatively, normal stress is represented as σ and shear stress as τ , such

that σx = σxx and τxy = σxy . Both notations are common and are found interchangeably

in published work [69].

Let us now consider linear-elastic deformation. Figure 2.2(b) shows a one-dimensional

body, e.g., a spring, deforming from state (i) to (ii). The displacement of each point in

the body, mapped by the position vector x, is ux. For the one-dimensional body, the

displacements of A, de�ned by position x , and B, de�ned by position x +dx , are ux (x) and

ux (x + dx), respectively. For in�nitesimal deformations, the length ab can be expressed

in terms of the length AB = dx as ab = dx + (∂ux/∂x)dx . The strain, ε , can be de�ned

as [75]

εx =
ab −AB

AB
=
∂ux
∂x
. (2.6)

The same approach may be used for a two- and three-dimensional region within a body,

de�ning the normal strains, εii = ∂ui/∂xi . However, in a two- and three-dimensional body,

shear deformation may also be encountered, de�ned as the change in angle between

originally orthogonal lines. It is parameterised by shear strain, γij . In Figure 2.2(c),

γxy = α + β . For in�nitesimal deformation, tanα ≈ α and tan β ≈ β , and:

γxy = α + β =
∂uy

∂x
+
∂ux
∂y
. (2.7)

Similarly to the stress tensor, a strain tensor ε can be de�ned, comprising normal and
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Figure 2.2: A description of stress and strain in an in�nitesimal volume within a body. (a) Stress

tensor components from forces acting on a body. (b) Linear, one-dimensional representation of

strain in a deforming body from state (i) to (ii). (c) Two-dimensional representation of strain.

Reproduced from [77].

shear components of strain with respect to orthogonal basis vectors:

ε ≡ εij =

εxx εxy εxz

εyx εyy εyz

εzx εzy εzz

 =


∂ux
∂x

1

2

(
∂ux
∂y +

∂uy
∂x

)
1

2

(
∂ux
∂z +

∂uz
∂x

)
1

2

(
∂uy
∂x +

∂ux
∂y

)
∂uy
∂y

1

2

(
∂uy
∂z +

∂uz
∂y

)
1

2

(
∂uz
∂x +

∂ux
∂z

)
1

2

(
∂uz
∂y +

∂uy
∂z

)
∂uz
∂z


, (2.8)

or more concisely:

ε =
1

2

(
∇u + ∇uT

)
≡ εij =

1

2

(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj

∂xi

)
. (2.9)
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2.1.1.2 Governing equations

In a linear-elastic body, the relationship between the force and deformation is dictated

by a set of governing principles or governing equations derived from classical mechanics,

in particular, the equations of motion and the constitutive relation, which are discussed in

turn.

The �rst equation derives from Newton’s �rst law of motion
1

— the conservation of

linear momentum — which in its di�erential form can be described as [20]:

ρ Üu = ∇ · σ + ρg, (2.10)

where ρ is density, u is displacement (ü is acceleration), and b is the body force
2
.

Simply, the change in momentum must be equivalent to the sum of forces acting on the

material, comprising the surface force (∇ · σ ) and body force (ρb).

The second equation is derived from Hooke’s law and relates the in�nitesimal stress

and strain tensors through a fourth-order sti�ness tensor Cijkl [69]

σij = Cijklεkl . (2.11)

This equation produces 6 independent equations with 21 mutually independent

elements. In elastography, to simplify the analysis, it is typical to assume that the tissue

is mechanically isotropic, which reduces equation (2.11) to [20]

σij = 2µεij + λεkkδij or σ = λ tr(ε)I + 2µε, (2.12)

where µ and λ are Lamé parameters, of which µ is also the shear modulus, tr is the

trace and I is the identity matrix. Interestingly, linear viscoelasticity, described later in

this section, can be modelled by considering µ and λ as complex numbers, i.e., µ∗ = µ + ıη

and λ∗ = λ + ıκ, where in a one-dimensional system, η and κ can be linearly related

to Kelvin-Voigt damping coe�cients; further, µ∗ is equivalent to the dynamic modulus,
G∗ = G′ + ıG′′, comprising the storage and loss moduli, respectively.

A further assumption that is often made in elastography is that the tissue is homo-

geneous. In a homogeneous body, where µ and λ are constant, i.e., ∇µ and ∇λ → 0, we

can combine (2.10) and (2.12), whilst disregarding body forces, giving the elastodynamic
wave equation [20]:

(λ + µ)∇(∇ · u) + µ∇2u = ρü. (2.13)

1
Every body persists in its state of being at rest or of moving uniformly straight forward, except insofar as

it is compelled to change its state by force imparted.
2
A body force acts throughout the body volume, e.g., gravitational and electromagnetic forces; a surface

force acts across an external or internal surface of a body.
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Equations (2.10), (2.12) and (2.13) form the basis of most elastography techniques.

2.1.1.3 Elastic moduli

Depending on the stress and strain in a body and the components that are measured

in an experiment, a number of elastic moduli may be de�ned [69]. These moduli are

derived by independently considering one or more components of stress and strain in the

constitutive relation (eq. 2.11). In an isotropic material (eq. 2.12), it is enough to know

only 2 of these moduli to de�ne the rest.

Perhaps the most common elastic modulus is the Young’s modulus. Young’s modulus

(E) describes the relation of normal uniaxial stress (eq. 2.2) over normal strain (eq. 2.6),

assuming all other stress components are zero, e.g.,

E =
σx
εx
. (2.14)

For isotropic material (eq. 2.12), Young’s modulus can be related to the Lamé parameters,

as E = µ (3λ + 2µ)/(λ + µ).
Experimentally, Young’s modulus can be characterised using a uniaxial compression

test, where a uniform (e.g., cubic or cylindrical) and homogeneous material is compressed

between two parallel �at plates. If the friction is minimal, the stress is assumed to be

uniaxial. Thus, the uniaxial stress and strain estimated from the measured force and

displacement may be directly used to calculate Young’s modulus. Tensile testing can also

be performed, most commonly on thinner materials. In addition to Young’s modulus,

tensile testing can provides information about the fracture characteristics of materials,

such as the tensile yield strength (the maximum tensile strength a material can take

before breaking).

Shear modulus (G or µ) is de�ned as the ratio of shear stress (eq. 2.3) to shear strain

(eq. 2.7), given all other stress components are zero, e.g.,

µ =
τxy

γxy
. (2.15)

Shear modulus is often probed in dynamic elastography methods, which are described

later in this chapter and Chapter 3. Further, it is often preferred in numerical computation

methods, as equations expressed in terms of µ (e.g., eqs. 2.12 and 2.13) are often more

concise. In incompressible materials, described below, E = 3µ.

Bulk modulus (K) describes the volumetric response of material to hydrostatic (uni-

form) pressure,

K = −V dP

dV
= ρ

dP

dρ
, (2.16)
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where V is volume, P is pressure and ρ is density. For in�nitesimal deformation P =

1/3 tr(σ ), and for hydrostatic pressure P = σx = σy = σz ; and dV /V = tr(ε) = εx + εy + εz .

For isotropic materials (eq. 2.12), bulk modulus can be related to the Lamé parameters, as

K = λ + (2/3) µ.

Longitudinal modulus (M) is de�ned as the ratio of normal stress (eq. 2.2) over normal

strain (eq. 2.6); however, unlike for Young’s modulus, all other components of strain (vs.

stress) are 0, e.g.,

M =
σx
εx
. (2.17)

Longitudinal modulus is often used to describe pressure waves, thus, is also called the

P-wave modulus. For isotropic materials (eq. 2.12), longitudinal modulus can be related to

the Lamé parameters, as M = λ + 2µ.

The Young’s, shear, bulk and longitudinal moduli, like stress, are given in units of

Pascals (Pa).

Poisson’s ratio (ν ) describes the compressibility of material, i.e., its tendency to conserve

volume when deformed. For an isotropic material, Poisson’s ratio can be parameterised

as the ratio of transverse expansion with respect to normal compression under normal

uniaxial stress, e.g., for uniaxial load in the x-direction,

ν = −
dεy

εx
= −dεz

εx
. (2.18)

Poisson’s ratio is unitless and is in the range of 0 < ν < 0.5 for most materials. In-

compressible materials, such as rubber, have a Poisson’s ratio approaching 0.5. For

isotropic material (eq. 2.12), Poisson’s ratio can be related to the Lamé parameters, as

ν = λ/(2λ + 2µ). In soft biological tissues, Poisson’s ratio has been measured to be in the

range of 0.45 < ν < 0.49 [1]; thus, soft tissue is often assumed to be incompressible.

2.1.1.4 First-order approximations to tissue deformation

Equations (2.10), (2.12) and (2.13) elegantly de�ne linear elasticity; however, they rarely

enable a closed-form solution for practical applications, such as in elastography. Either

simple mechanical bodies and simple interactions have to be considered, for instance,

the compression of an elastic half space by a uniform sphere, or additional assumptions

have to be made of the mechanical behaviour. Whilst numerical methods may solve

the problem de�ned by linear elasticity in a general case, they are greatly challenged

by incomplete measurement (such as measuring partial components of displacement),

measurement noise and tissue non-continuity (such as blood vessels). Thus, the majority

of elastography techniques seek to �nd closed-form solutions to these equations by
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making often stringent assumptions in what is termed �rst-order approximations or

algebraic methods. Elastography methods exploit di�erent loading methods to enable such

solutions, and can be classi�ed into static and dynamic methods, based on their treatment

of inertia ρ Ûu (eq. 2.13). Dynamic methods may be further classi�ed into wave-based

harmonic and impulse methods, and spectroscopic methods. Whilst the contemporary

optical elastography methods are discussed in detail in Chapter 3, their mathematical

basis is brie�y discussed here.

Static elastography techniques (also termed quasi-static as the loading is assumed to

be su�ciently slow to avoid signi�cant e�ects of inertia) often make two simpli�cations

to equation (2.13): tissue is incompressible (∇ · u = 0)
note 3

and tissue inertia is negligible

(ρu̇→ 0 ∴ ρü→ 0). This results in equation (2.13) reducing to the Laplace equation [20]:

∇2u = 0. (2.19)

Simply considered, the equation states that the gradients of displacement (strains) shall

not diverge (conserving volume). The solution to the equation is dependent on u at the

boundaries of the tissue, where it reaches its extrema [58]. For example, if the tissue is a

uniform cube under uniaxial compression in x, ux (x) is a linear gradient. The presence of

a contrasting mechanical feature will lead to a perturbation in the linear gradient. The

size and direction of the perturbation correlates with relative values of E in the tissue.

A way to conceptualise deformation is to consider that the mechanical system is

one dimensional (e.g., a collection of independent and axially aligned linear springs),

particularly that stress is uniformly distributed throughout tissue and its tensor, σij ,

possesses only one component, σz . In such a case, equation (2.12) reduces to the familiar

Hooke’s law, equation (2.11). Such behaviour can be realised, to the extent possible in

tissue, by utilizing step compression loading. The relative sti�ness of material can be

estimated from the axial strain—the axial gradient of displacement with depth. This

was the approach in the �rst demonstration of elastography by Ophir in 1991 [42] and

in the �rst demonstration of optical coherence elastography by Schmitt in 1998 [51].

This approach has been prominent to date in OCE [65, 66] and has enabled methods of

quantifying the Young’s modulus [78].

Wave-based harmonic and impulse elastography techniques, by contrast, exploit

the properties of propagating mechanical waves to extract information on the local

mechanical properties of tissue. When a tissue is loaded at su�ciently high frequencies,

unlike in quasi-static methods, the inertial component cannot be ignored, and mechanical

(or acoustic) waves propagate outward from the point of loading. A common example is a

3ν = 0.5⇐⇒ 0 = εx + εy + εz ⇐⇒ ∇ · u = 0
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shear wave; material displaces transverse to the direction of wave propagation conserving

its volume (∇ · u = 0). For shear waves, equation (2.13) reduces to [20]:

∇2u − 1

c2s
ü = 0 , (2.20)

where c2s = µ/ρ is the shear wave speed. A clear advantage of shear wave-based transient

elastography is that the shear modulus may be extracted from the shear wave speed

given a known density and neglecting boundary e�ects.

In harmonic techniques, a continuous-frequency load is applied, and the propagation

of waves, forward and re�ected, throughout the body is captured. Due to the attenuation

and dispersion of waves, and the speed of an imaging system, continuous loading is

not often feasible. Impulse loading, via a short pulse, enables the measurement of the

propagating wavefront, free from re�ections. In this case, the time-of-�ight information

may be used to estimate the speed.

Other wave propagation modes have been exploited, for instance: surface acoustic

waves, lamb waves and pressure waves. The application of these methods are discussed

in Chapter 3.2.4.

In tissue of quite regular shape and uniform mechanics, such as the cornea of the eye,

it is possible that at particular loading frequencies, standing waves or modal patterns may

be observed. For instance, the cornea may be approximated by a circular plate or radius

a, in which the resonant frequency fm,n of mode [m,n] (associated with the number of

peaks in the circumferential (m) and radial (n) coordinates) is given as [79]:

fm,n =
λm,ncs
2πa

, (2.21)

where λm,n is the n-th root of a Bessel function of the �rst kind of orderm, i.e., Jm(λm,n) =
0 [79].

Wave-based techniques rely on the assumption of tissue homogeneity. Boundaries

between tissue regions of varied mechanical properties partially re�ect the waves, and

heterogeneous tissue microstructure causes waves to be scattered and dispersed. Quasi-

static methods, whilst also assuming homogeneity, seem to be more resilient, at least

in generating contrast that corresponds well to tissue structure, if not in accurately

quantifying mechanical properties. An interesting point to note is that if numerical

methods, which we will describe in more detail in Chapter 7.3, are employed to solve

equations (2.10) and (2.12), for static methods, they are required to solve over the entire

domain
4 Ω, whilst for wave-based methods, an arbitrary local volume may be solved

4
It is possible to solve a partial domain in a static case, given knowledge of its boundary conditions, which
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independently, as is now common in magnetic resonance elastography [80].

Spectroscopic elastography describes techniques that load tissue across a spectrum of

frequencies. These techniques, in general, make fewer simpli�cations to equation (2.13),

and further incorporate the viscoelastic properties of tissue. Linear viscoelasticity may be

modelled by considering the Lamé parameters as a complex number; here, represented

as µ∗ = µ + ıκ and λ∗ = λ + ıη. By taking the time-Fourier transform of equation (2.13),

we obtain [20]:

[(λ + µ) + iω(κ + η)]∇(∇ · U) + (µ + iωη)∇2U = −ρω2U . (2.22)

This equation links the frequency content of local tissue displacement in response to

broadband frequency loading to the elastic (µ and λ) and viscoelastic (κ and η) paramet-

ers. Spectroscopic OCE techniques typically measure the vibration amplitude of local

displacement. The amplitude will display distinct spectra in tissue of di�erent mechanical

properties, which allows for characterisation. However, the estimation of the intrinsic

properties (quantitative imaging) is challenging.

2.1.2 Viscoelasticity

Viscoelasticity was brie�y encountered in the previous section. There have been few

demonstrations of measuring the viscoelastic properties of tissue with OCE [59, 81–83],

including, in part, the work in this thesis (Chapter 5). Viscoelasticity describes the com-

bination of the elastic and viscous properties of tissue. Where the purely elastic properties

describe the ability of a tissue to deform and then return to its original con�guration,

i.e., its instantaneous response to loading, the viscous properties describe a time delay

due to the transfer and dissipation of energy associated with any deformation. In OCE,

tissue is typically modelled using linear viscoelasticity for much the same reasons as for

using linear elasticity. There are a number of models of linear viscoelasticity, including

the Kelvin-Voigt (K-V), Maxwell, Zener and Prony series models [84]. The K-V model

has been prominent in OCE and is discussed here. As with methods characterising the

linear-elastic properties, the assumption of homogeneity is also often made in measuring

viscoelasticity.

A Hookean spring may be used to describe a one-dimensional linear-elastic material.

Similarly, a one-dimensional linear-viscoelastic material can be represented by a Hookean

spring in parallel with a Newtonian damper—the K-V unit [84]. The elastic component is

given as the Young’s modulus, equation (2.14), σ = E′ε . The viscous component relates

are rarely known in practice.
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stress and strain as:

σ = E′′
dε

dt
, (2.23)

such that:

σ (t) = E′ε(t) + E′′dε(t)
dt
. (2.24)

Similarly to linear elasticity, the constitutive equation (2.12) may be expressed using

complex parameters (e.g., E∗ = E′ + ıE′′) that are linearly related to the K-V coe�cients.

Perhaps the most common term is the dynamic modulusG∗ = G′+ıG′′, which is equivalent

to the complex form of the shear modulus, alternatively expressed as µ∗ = µ + ıη.

For wave-based elastography, substituting a complex value of shear modulus yields a

complex and frequency-dependent wave number [22]. For instance, shear waves (eq. 2.20)

may be represented by their wave number (k(ω)):

k(ω) = ω

cs(ω)
− ıα(ω) . (2.25)

Shear waves are attenuated by the attenuation coe�cient, α , which is also frequency

dependent. The shear wave speed and attenuation can be expressed in terms of the

complex modulus [22] as:

c(ω) =
√

2(µ2 + η2ω2)
ρ(µ +

√
µ2 + η2ω2)

, (2.26)

α(ω) =

√
ρω2(

√
µ2 + η2ω2 − µ)

2(µ2 + η2ω2) . (2.27)

It is evident that shear wave propagation in a viscoelastic medium undergoes dispersion,

i.e., the shear wave speed is di�erent for each frequency component of the wave, as well

as experiencing increased attenuation at higher frequencies. These qualities are driven

by the viscous parameter (η) of the K-V model. A greater insight into viscoelasticity in

dynamic methods of OCE is given by Mulligan et al. [22].

Viscoelasticity can also be observed in response to a step load commonly employed by

quasi-static methods. If a constant stress is applied at time t = 0, in viscoelastic material,

the strain will experience a time delay, i.e., a strain retardation, also referred to as creep

deformation. For a K-V model, the strain response is described by:

ε(t) = ε1(1 − e−t/τ ) , (2.28)

where ε1 is the viscoelastic strain, such that ε1 = σ/E′, and τ is the time constant, such

that τ = E′′/E′ [85]. Strain will increase at an exponentially decreasing rate until a static
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equilibrium is reached, ε(t) → ε1.

Measuring the viscoelastic properties of tissue enables a more comprehensive charac-

terisation and potentially extends the contrast available to OCE. Further, understanding

the sources and e�ects of viscoelasticity provides some explanation to phenomenological

observations in OCE experiments, such as acoustic wave dispersion and attenuation, and

may stimulate a means to exploit or, alternatively, to overcome them. The number of

OCE approaches that consider viscoelasticity, however, have been far fewer than those

characterising only elastic parameters. The applications are discussed brie�y in Chapter 3.

In Chapter 5, we apply an extended K-V model to OCE to provide additional, comple-

mentary tissue contrast to OCE.

2.1.3 Hyperelasticity

Hyperelasticity is often used to describe elasticity under �nite (large) deformation, de-

scribing, both, the tendency for a material to increase in sti�ness under higher strains,

and the e�ects due to a change in the geometrical shape, i.e., where the deformation with

respect to the reference and the deformed con�guration signi�cantly di�ers (du 6� dX
and ∇Xu , ∇xU). Hyperelasticity describes materials such as rubbers and gels. Biological

tissue typically exhibits hyperelasticity [1, 86]; therefore, it is an important consideration

in many practical applications of OCE.

Hyperelastic models are described by a strain energy density function that relates the

strain energy density to the deformation gradient tensor [69]. The strain energy density

can be considered as the energy stored within a body in a state of deformation, such that

if the body is unloaded, that energy would be released. If we consider the transformation

of a body from a reference to a deformed con�guration (Figure 2.1), i.e., x = χκ(X, t), the

deformation gradient tensor is given by: F = ∇χκ(X, t) = ∂x/∂X.

The Saint Venant-Kirchho� model is the simplest hyperelastic model, which is an

extension of the linear-elastic model (equation (2.12)) to the non-linear regime [69]. The

constitutive equation of the Saint Venant-Kirchho� model is given as:

S = λtr(E)1 + 2µE , (2.29)

where the λ and µ are the same Lamé parameters, S is the second Piola-Kirchho� stress,

E is the Lagrangian strain (∇Xu), and 1 is a second order unit tensor. The strain energy

density function,W , is:

W (E) = λ

2
tr(E)2 + µtr(E2) . (2.30)

The second Piola-Kirchho� stress can be related to the more familiar Cauchy stress, and
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the strain energy density function, as:

S = JF−1σF−T =
∂W

∂E
, (2.31)

where J = det F is the Jacobian determinant.

There are a number of other hyperelastic models that are more prominent in mod-

elling soft tissues, including the Mooney-Rivlin and Odgen models. Di�erent models

o�er variations on the non-linear stress-strain response, and are selected, either for

their closeness to the observed deformation, or for their stability to measurement noise.

Alternatively, hyperelastic models may be constructed based on some assumption of the

underlying material structure, such as the case for the Neo-Hookean or Arruda-Boyce

models.

In Chapter 7, we employ the Mooney-Rivlin model [87, 88] to compute the deformation

and the stress in a known elastomer from the displacement observed in OCT.

The strain energy density of a Mooney-Rivlin material is given as:

W = C1(J−2/3 I1 − 3) +C2(J−4/3 I1 − 3) + D(J − 1)2, (2.32)

where C1 and C2 are Mooney-Rivlin material constants, D is a volumetric response

constant, and I1 and I2 are the strain invariants, such that I1 = λ2
1
+ λ2

2
+ λ2

3
and I2 =

λ2
1
λ2
2
+ λ2

2
λ2
3
+ λ2

1
λ2
3
; λi = 1 + εi is the stretch ratio. For incompressible material, J = 1. In

terms of the elastic moduli, K = 2D and µ = 2(C1 +C2).
Using equations (2.30) and (2.32), Cauchy stress in an incompressible material can be

expressed as:

σ =
1

J
F
∂W

∂E
FT = −2

3
(C1I1 −C2I2)I + 2C1B − 2C2B−1 , (2.33)

where B = FFT is the left Cauchy-Green deformation tensor. For uniaxial compression,

the equivalent to Young’s modulus in linear-elastic material, the relation of uniaxial stress

to uniaxial strain is:

σx = (2C1 + 2C2λ
−1
x )(λ2x − λ−1x ) , λx = 1 − εx . (2.34)

Modelling hyperelasticity has not been prominent in OCE to date; however, the meas-

urement of non-linear properties for improved contrast and a more complete character-

isation will likely feature in future research [65]. Measurement of non-linear mechanical

properties has also been a pursuit in ultrasound elastography [89, 90]. Hyperelasticity is

employed in Chapter 7.2 to model �nite deformation in OCE.
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2.2 Biomechanics

The mechanics of tissue are complex. It is determined by a myriad of factors, including

tissue composition (i.e., the materials it comprises, on a molecular scale), the assembly

of those composites, the organisation and architecture of the micro-structure within

larger tissues and organs, the adhesion between cells, the intracellular and interstitial

pressures, among many other aspects. So far in this chapter, and in the wider �eld

of elastography [19, 20, 58, 70], mechanics has been considered as a continuum, often

with some imposed conditions of uniformity and linearity, which confers a certain level

of elegance, simplicity and rationality to the deformation of mechanical bodies. The

remaining questions, however, are how well tissues are represented by these idealised

models, and to what extent can we trust and utilise the information provided via those

models to inform on biological structure, function, pathology or a clinical outcome.

This is an important question to consider in all forms of elastography, and is discussed

throughout this thesis.

The predominantly characterised biomechanical property is Young’s modulus (other-

wise referred to as elasticity or sti�ness)—a property of linear-elastic materials. Many

biological tissues, however, exhibit nonlinear behaviour [1]. For instance, healthy and

pathological breast tissue has been observed to be hyperelastic, showing an increase in the

e�ective Young’s modulus with increasing strain. In going from 1% to 15% preload strain,

the e�ective Young’s modulus of adipose tissue has been observed to change from 4.8 kPa

to 17 kPa, and in�ltrating ductal carcinoma from 47 kPa to 1, 400 kPa [5]. What is charac-

terised by techniques that use linear-elastic models may change dramatically between

tissues in varying states of strain. In particular, excised tissue may be in a di�erent strain

state to what it would be in vivo. Many tissues also exhibit nonlinear-viscoelasticity [1],

showing continuing deformation on the order of seconds to minutes after loading [91–93].

Some tissue is also poroelastic, i.e., free �uid movement through tissue, such as in blood

vessels and in lymph nodes, or in the interstitial �uid on the micro-scale, contribute to

the mechanical deformation [94]. These qualities have to be considered, either, in their

utility towards better characterisation of biomechanics, or in how to e�ectively unbias

the measurements of linear elasticity from their e�ects.

In Chapter 1.1.2, we have introduced the concept of the length scale, and the relation-

ship between the imaging method and its niche of observation within the hierarchy of

tissue. The concept can be applied to the mechanical quantities and qualities measured,

and their interpretation within the context of the length scale and the frame of reference.

From a purely engineering perspective, the sway of a steel beam and the de�ection of

a nano-cantilever may as well be one and the same; for tissue, this is not the case. For
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Figure 2.3: Reported Young’s modulus values of tissues. Reproduced from [21]

instance, the mechanical properties of the cell within its environment are closely inter-

twined with its adhesion, morphology, patterning, development, biochemical and even

molecular (on the level of DNA transcription) functions. The mechanical properties of

organs, however, are utilised more to indicate the presence of pathology, such as �brosis,

hyperplasia or necrosis, and to inform on its function, such as locomotive, respiratory or

cardiovascular health.

Organs, tissue structures and their constituents, at each level, span a wide range of

mechanical properties, as illustrated in Figure 2.3. Disease processes can modify the

mechanical properties and the micro-architecture or, alternatively, disease can itself be

modi�ed or be stimulated by changes in the mechanical properties of its environment—

the concept of mechanoreciprocity, touched on in Chapter 1. On the macro-scale, the

measurement of mechanical properties in disease has been driven by the anatomical,

clinical and surgical investigations, and have been extensively studied from a materials

engineering perspective [1, 86, 95, 96]. For instance, cancers, such as invasive ductal

carcinoma of the breast, can be more than 10 times sti�er than the surrounding healthy

tissue [5]. Manual palpation (i.e., physically feeling for the presence of mechanical

abnormalities) has been and is still routinely performed by clinicians and surgeons to

screen and locate tumours. Beyond oncology, sti�ness has been used as an e�ective
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predictor of liver �brosis [56, 97], and airway resistance testing (spirometry) has been

used to assess respiratory function, and to diagnose asthma and chronic obstructive

pulmonary disease. Furthermore, blood vessel sti�ness, and capacity for adaptation, have

been used as important predictors of cardiovascular health [6, 98, 99].

On the micro-scale, mechanical properties of the cell have been investigated for

centuries (Chapter 1.1.1, [34]); however, it is only since the discovery of DNA, and

due to the availability of a range of enabling technologies, such as sequencing, genetic

modi�cation, high-resolution microscopy, computation, micro-manipulation devices (e.g.,

optical tweezers, micropipette aspiration, AFM), among others, that the cellular origins

and the micro-mechanical machinery of disease is starting to be discovered [18]. In this

post-genomic era, the �eld of mechanobiology strives to reconcile the role of mechanics

in the cell within the global context of health and treatment [3, 12, 17, 18, 53, 100–103].

On the scale of the cell, the mechanics manifest di�erently to the mechanics observed

on the macro-scale. For instance, malignant cancer cells have been observed to be softer

(0.5 kPa), themselves, and through their degradation of the extracellular environment, to

facilitate their migration through tissue [3, 104]. This is in contrast to mature tumours,

which in their later stages may present sti�ening from hyperplasia, increased collagen

production and cross-linking, and increased interstitial pressure [105]. Mesenchymal

stem cells (MSCs) have been shown to commit to a speci�c phenotype based on the

sti�ness of their environment. For instance, matrices that mimic brain (0.1–1 kPa) are

neurogenic, matrices that mimic muscle (8-17 kPa) are myogenic, and matrices that mimic

bone (25-40 kPa) are osteogenic [106]. The link between the mechanical properties and

the genetic expression is related, in part, to mechanotransduction—the transmission of

mechanical stimulus to biochemical (protein→ phenotype) and molecular (DNA→ pro-

tein) function, through cytoskeletal proteins, such as intermediate �laments (e.g., nuclear

lamin-A) [14], and transcription regulators (e.g., yes-associated protein, YAP) [101]. Liver

�brosis has been associated with matrix sti�ness (via the α-smooth muscle actin) and

the reorganisation of focal adhesions (via the transforming growth factor-β) driving the

hepatic stellate cell transdi�erentiation to �brogenic myo�broblasts [4, 13], i.e., cells that

lay down an excess of matrix proteins.

There is still a long way to go to reconcile the cellular and molecular processes with

whole body pathologies. The discoveries will likely come hand in hand with developments

in molecular biology, mechanobiology, computational biology, mechanics, numerical

methods, and the imaging and measurement techniques. It is still not clear how the

principles of continuum mechanics (which have been the focus of this chapter), and

the principles of elastography can be e�ectively adapted to unify mechanics in cell

biology [18]. It is not su�cient to model tissues and cells as a static material; cells
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di�erentiate, adapt and migrate, and these processes have to be considered in order to

form a holistic picture of mechanics. For instance, focal adhesions of cells can reform

within 20 s–20 mins [11, 107]. Within a timescale of an experiment, the cells may adapt

their mechanics.

Measurement of the mechanical properties of tissues in three dimensions and on the

resolution scale of the cell is likely to facilitate these discoveries. Already the need for 3D

cell models is clear [15, 18, 100, 104]. However, there is still a great deal of development

needed to see the maturation of optical elastography to the point that is can be routinely

used, in a wider �eld, by clinicians and biologists. The next chapter will introduce the

current developments in optical elastography, and will outline the likely future directions

in this �eld.



3 Optical elastography

3.1 Preface

This chapter reviews the main technology and methods of optical elastography, building

on the concepts in mechanics explored in the previous chapter. Optical elastography

methods are described in the context of their imaging modalities and their applications,

touching brie�y upon the history and providing our perspectives on potential future

directions of the �eld. This chapter serves to place the work of this thesis in a broader

context of optical elastography.

Whilst a plethora of optical elastography techniques have been demonstrated, we

focus mainly on two techniques that have become prominent over the past 5 years: optical

coherence elastography and Brillouin microscopy. We brie�y describe other techniques,

including laser speckle imaging, photoacoustic elastography and ultrasound-modulated

optical tomography. We limit this chapter to tissue elasticity imaging, i.e., techniques

involving the imaging of solid tissue mechanics. Given our scope, we do not discuss �ow

measurement, rheology and point-measurement techniques. For a more comprehensive

treatment of optical measurement techniques in mechanics, we direct the reader to [22,

31, 50].

The chapter is an adaptation of a book chapter “Optical elastography on the micro-

scale” in Tissue elasticity imaging (original work) intended for a wide audience with

a background in elastography and mechanics but not necessarily in optics. Unlike in

Chapter 2, this chapter does not describe in detail the technology and the methods used in

this thesis. The background to the technology and methods developed and demonstrated

in this thesis is provided in more detail in Chapter 4.

31
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Optical elastography on the micro-scale

Philip Wijesinghe,1,2 Brendan F. Kennedy,2,3 and David D. Sampson1,4; Book Chapter in
Tissue Elasticity Imaging, Elsevier, 2017

Abstract: This chapter describes the main technology and methods of optical

elastography: a suite of techniques that use optical methods to form images of the

mechanical properties of tissue of the micro-scale. Optical elastography has demonstrated

compelling potential toward the micro-scale characterization of soft tissue and cellular

mechanics. Current developments in optical elastography are described in the context of

their application, as well as touching brie�y upon the history and the potential future

directions of the �eld. This chapter is mainly focused on two optical elastography

techniques that have become prominent over the past 5 years: optical coherence

elastography and Brillouin microscopy; however, other techniques, such as laser speckle

imaging, photoacoustic elastography and ultrasound modulated optical tomography are

brie�y discussed in the context of tissue elasticity imaging.

3.2 Optical coherence elastography

3.2.1 Optical coherence tomography

Optical coherence elastography is based on the underlying imaging modality of optical

coherence tomography (OCT). OCT is able to capture volume images of tissue microstruc-

ture with high resolution, ∼1–10 µm [108], by weakly focusing near-infrared light into

tissue. Due to refractive index gradients present in the tissue structure, a tiny portion
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of the incident light is back-scattered from the tissue microstructure, and this is often

conceptualized as re�ecting echoes of light. The magnitude and time-of-�ight information

extracted from these echoes is used to reconstruct a depth pro�le of tissue structure. De-

tection of changes in the time-of-�ight of light in OCT corresponding to micrometre-scale

resolution requires sampling on the order of a few femtoseconds, which makes direct

detection impossible [109]. Instead, OCT employs low-coherence interferometry [108]

to determine the time-of-�ight. Low temporal coherence is achieved by employing a

source with a broad optical bandwidth (3 dB bandwidth typically in the range 50–200 nm),

which can be contemporaneous from a partially coherent or incoherent optical source, or

sequential by scanning a narrow optical bandwidth over a broad range of frequencies.

The light from the source is split into two paths: a reference path and a sample path. The

light returned from the sample, by back scattering or re�ection, is combined (interfered)

with the light returned from a known reference point (typically provided by a mirror)

(Figure 3.1(a)). The superposition of waves of the interfered light conveys depth-resolved

information on the back-scattering properties of the tissue. Constructive interference

is detected only when the pathlengths in the two arms match to within the coherence

length of the light source. The wider the optical bandwidth, the better the axial resolution,

where the product of the two quantities is a constant. As well as scattering, OCT is also

sensitive to the absorption of light; however, in tissue, at the wavelength probed by

OCT, absorption is generally insigni�cant. OCT is also sensitive to dispersion, i.e., the

di�erent wavelengths of light possessing di�erent phase velocities. When dispersion

di�ers between the sample and reference arms, a broadening of the coherence function

causes axial spatial resolution to be degraded. Dispersion in OCT systems can typically

be compensated for physically (with the introduction of additional optical components)

and numerically (in post-processing). Dispersion in tissues is generally negligible, and

only becomes signi�cant in systems with sub-2–3 µm depth resolution [110].

OCT is also sensitive to the polarization of light, which is a�ected by the source, the

optics and the sample. Similarly to dispersion, it is the di�erences in polarization state of

light returning from both branches of the interferometer that a�ect the signal strength –

being maximized when they are matched. Additionally, some samples, particularly �brous

or other tissues that have regular, organized structures on the scale of OCT, may cause

light to propagate more slowly in one polarization state than another: a phenomenon

known as birefringence. Current realizations of OCT commonly incorporate polarization-

diversity detection [111, 112] to make OCT immune to variations in polarization state,

and this can also form the basis of polarization-sensitive OCT which contrasts features

in tissue through measurement of birefringence [113, 114].

Using low-coherence interferometry for tissue measurement dates back to at least
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Figure 3.1: Optical coherence tomography. (a) Schematic of a Fourier-domain OCT system,

adapted from [120]. (b) Schematics of some of the common contact and non-contact methods of

mechanical loading.

the 1980s [115], for example, in measuring the length of the eye in vivo. OCT was

�rst demonstrated by Huang et al. in 1991 [116], in forming a cross-sectional image

by laterally scanning the optical beam used to perform low-coherence interferometry

in a raster pattern across the tissue surface. Beam scanning forms the basis of most

OCT systems, which borrows its nomenclature from ultrasonography. Axial depth scans,

or A-scans, are captured sequentially, whilst scanning across the fast x axis, forming

cross-sectional images, or B-scans. Scanning across the slow y axis, permits multiple

B-scans to be assembled into three-dimensional images, termed C-scans. The transverse

spatial resolution in such systems is set by the focused beam diameter. Since the signal

from all depths is usually captured at the same time, to maintain relatively high lateral

resolution, the beam diameter should not vary too much with depth over 1–2 mm, which

means weak focusing (numerical aperture on the order of 0.05) is typically used. An

alternative con�guration that supports strong focusing and, therefore, higher lateral

resolution, is full-�eld OCT (FFOCT) [117], which uses a megapixel camera to directly

capture a two-dimensional ‘en face’ (x,y) image at a particular depth, which can then be

scanned to form a volumetric image. OCT is closely related to holography, and various

holoscopic approaches are being pursued [118, 119].

OCT light sources are typically centered close to 800 or 1300 nm, coinciding with the

optical diagnostic window (∼650–1350 nm), where light has the maximum penetration

depth in tissue [108]. OCT can typically image 1–2 mm in depth, depending on the optical

scattering and absorption properties of the sample. Laterally, OCT can readily achieve

�elds-of-view of 10–15 mm in a single acquisition, limited by the ability to telecentrically

scan the OCT beam across the sample within a given optical aperture; however, greater

�elds of view can be achieved using larger apertures, or by stitching together multiple

OCT images [64, 121, 122]. Ultimately, the point-by-point sampling of most OCT systems
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sets limits on the acquisition scale, both spatial and temporal. The axial (depth) resolution

of OCT is dictated by the wavelength and coherence length of the light source, which is

inversely proportional to its bandwidth. With commonly used bandwidths of 50–100 nm,

OCT resolution is commonly ∼5–20 µm [109]; however, resolutions of 1–3 µm have been

demonstrated [123, 124]. Notably, OCT light sources are non-ionizing, non-invasive and

tissues do not require added labelling to form contrast, making OCT a prime candidate

for in vivo imaging.

These ideal qualities have seen OCT directed into a myriad of applications, with by

far its greatest uptake being in ophthalmology, where the low scattering of the tissues

of the eye in the visual pathway permits greater penetration, and an ability to form

volumetric images of the anterior and posterior ocular structures [125]. Despite the

limited penetration depth of OCT, catheter and endoscope-based probes have enabled

its commercial application in cardiology and gastroenterology [126, 127]. OCT has also

been employed for super�cial tissue imaging, for instance in dermatology [128] and in

cancer imaging [129].

Elastography imaging with OCT—optical coherence elastography (OCE)—began with

the work of Schmitt et al. in 1998 [51], who utilized OCT depth information to extract

tissue strain in response to quasi-static compression of the whole sample surface. Schmitt

used digital image correlation to extract tissue displacement in two dimensions. Schmitt

was limited by the low sensitivity and slow imaging speed of the OCT systems available

at the time, so called time-domain systems [108], where the reference mirror was required

to be mechanically scanned to form each depth A-scan. More importantly, the resolution

available from digital image correlation of speckle was limiting, and this is further

discussed in Section 3.2.2. The development of Fourier-domain OCT [130] (Figure 3.1(a))

reinvigorated the �eld, providing access to much faster acquisition speeds (a volume in <

1 s) without sacri�cing sensitivity and, importantly for OCE, easy access to the phase

of the interfered OCT signal, which provided access for the �rst time to displacements

on the nano-scale. Whilst it is possible to capture phase information with time-domain

OCT, mechanical scanning with su�ciently small sub-wavelength jitter is technically

not an easy feat. When available, the phase information can be used to directly infer

the displacement or velocity of sub-resolution tissue scatterers, which was instrumental

in the early development of OCT �ow measurement methods [131, 132], and in recent

elastography methods, which we detail in the next section.

The adoption of Fourier-domain OCT was followed by numerous demonstrations

of elastography in applications such as vascular biomechanics [30, 133, 134], tissue

engineering [135] and cancer [136]. Whilst these demonstrations have been instrumental

in laying the foundations of OCE, they were mostly hindered by the limited acquisition
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speed, OCT system sensitivity and computing power available at the time. Only in the

past �ve years, with the maturation of the technology, have many new OCE techniques

and applications begun to show promise [21–23], for instance, in cancer assessment [24,

25] and eye disease treatment monitoring and diagnosis [137]. The main principles of

OCE are much like those in other elastography techniques: a tissue is subjected to a load,

it deforms based on its intrinsic mechanical properties; the deformation (typically local

displacement) is imaged; and a mechanical model is used to reconstruct a mechanical

property (e.g., Young’s modulus) or parameter (e.g., strain). Various common contact

and non-contact loading methods are illustrated in Figure 3.1(b). Tissue loading schemes

can be broadly classi�ed into two groups: quasi-static and dynamic (harmonic and

transient), as we describe in this section. First, we will discuss the methods for measuring

displacement in OCE, and subsequently consider mechanical models and future prospects.

3.2.2 Measuring displacement in OCE

A cross-correlation approach was employed in many of the early demonstrations of

OCE [51, 134, 138], tracking the displacement between B-scans of features visible in

OCT or, more commonly, of speckle. Speckle is a granular and mottled texture that

arises in coherent imaging method (such as OCT or ultrasound), where the detected

signal is a summation of multiple wave�elds that may constructively or destructively

interfere [139]. Speckle is temporally invariant in static tissue, yet a displacement of

sub-resolution scatterers leads to a corresponding displacement in the OCT speckle

pattern, as demonstrated in Figure 3.2(a). Using digital image correlation on consecutive

cross-sectional or volume OCT images [124, 140], it is possible to track the displacement

of speckle—a technique termed speckle tracking. Speckle tracking can be performed in

one, two or three dimensions, but has most commonly been performed only in two.

Speckle techniques are limited in a number of ways. Firstly, the spatial resolution of

measured displacements is dictated by the correlation window size, which is typically no

less than an area covering 4–5 speckles, some 20–30 pixels. Speckle tracking techniques

are also limited in the range of accessible displacements. At the high end, they are limited

by the phenomenon of speckle decorrelation [140, 141]. As the sub-resolution scatterers

are deformed and reorganized during tissue loading, new realisations of speckle are

generated, with patterns no longer being correlated to that of the initial displacement

�eld, which reduces the e�ectiveness of image correlation. Whilst this is the subject

of much research [140], speckle tracking typically breaks down above ∼1% di�erence

in tissue strain. Under uniaxial compression, for instance, over a typical 500-µm OCT

depth �eld of view, 1% tissue strain roughly corresponds to a maximum displacement of
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Figure 3.2: Measurement of displacement. (a) The evolution of speckle in a tissue-simulating

phantom (with a sti� feature outlined by a dashed red line in the bottom left) under compression.

OCT images (top) with a 2-mm �eld of view, insets 50 µm. Digital image correlation used to

track speckle displacement (bottom). (b) Phase-sensitive measurement of axial displacement

of a tissue-simulating phantom with a sti� inclusion; (top) phase di�erence demonstrating the

phenomenon of phase wrapping, (bottom) unwrapping algorithm applied to reconstruct true

phase shift. Adapted from [142].

5 µm when the spatial resolution is around 10 µm. This maximum scales with the spatial

resolution of the OCT system. Minimum displacement is set by the speckle size and

the need to sample it adequately. Speckle size is determined by the coherence envelope

of the light and focal spot size, and is on the same scale as the OCT spatial resolution.

Nyquist sampling corresponds to 0.5 × OCT pixel sampling size; however, strategies have

been identi�ed to enable sub-pixel tracking [140]. The advantage of speckle tracking,

as we discuss below, is its potential to measure the three-dimensional components of

displacement. Thus, improving mechanical sensitivity and spatial resolution of speckle

tracking remains an area of opportunity in OCE.

The introduction of Fourier-domain OCT provided easy access to the complex form

(intensity and phase) of the detected depth-resolved signal. By tracking the evolution of

phase in OCT images, it is possible to estimate tissue displacement in the axial dimension

on a scale set by the optical wavelength, instead of by the coherence envelope—a method

termed phase-sensitive detection [143]. Phase-sensitive detection owes its origins to

Doppler imaging in OCT [131, 132], where the velocity of moving constituents in the

sample produce a shift in the frequency of back-scattered light. Similarly, the displacement

of tissue sub-resolution scatterers can be accessed from the di�erence in phase, ∆ϕ,

between consecutive OCT acquisitions. The axial (depth) component of displacement,

uz , is given as: uz = ∆ϕλ0/4πn, where λ0 is the mean wavelength and n is the sample’s
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refractive index. Interrogating the phase yields a very high sensitivity to displacement

(<1 nm [142]), and resolution matching that of OCT. This is due to modern OCT systems

typically reaching a phase stability of 1.5–3 mrad [137, 144, 145]; however, this value is

typically measured as the standard deviation of phase over a large number of consecutive

scans, in a location of high OCT signal, thus, representing a best case in practice. Phase

and displacement sensitivity is proportional to the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the OCT

signal [146]; therefore, in tissue, where the OCT SNR is poorer than that of an ideal

test sample, the maximum displacement sensitivity can be more than 300 mrad [144].

Measured phase di�erence is modulo 2π , which limits the unambiguously measurable

displacement to half the OCT wavelength (Figure 3.2(b)). Phase unwrapping strategies

have been successfully employed to extend the range of measurable displacement [142];

however, similarly to speckle tracking, displacement and strain of the sample induces

phase decorrelation [141], limiting the maximum measurable displacement between

consecutive scans to typically 3–4 µm. Another limitation of phase-sensitive detection is

that only displacement co-axial to the imaging beam can be measured.

Phase-sensitive detection has been the predominant method used for OCE in the

past 5 years, due to its high sensitivity, dynamic range and resolution. However, there is

continuing interest in speckle tracking, particularly in realizations where phase is not

easily accessible, such as in full-�eld OCE [124]. Recent developments in processing

speed, accuracy and sub-pixel tracking [147, 148] are improving the prospects of speckle

tracking methods, which to date have not demonstrated performance on a par with phase-

sensitive detection. The distinct advantages in estimating the complete displacement

vector �eld and greater tolerance to higher displacement will likely be important in

emerging computational methods and in vivo applications, further discussed in this

chapter.

3.2.3 Quasi-static OCE methods

Quasi-static OCE methods, at their core, rely on the assumption that tissue is loaded

su�ciently slowly such that the e�ects of inertia are insigni�cant (e.g., no mechanical

wave propagation or measurable motion is present) [58]. The most common quasi-static

method is step compression loading. Tissue is compressed by an external load, and OCT

images are acquired in the compressed and uncompressed state. These images are used

to derive the local displacement of tissue structures. Many of the early demonstrations

of OCE used compression, due to the combined simplicity of loading, measurement and

mechanical model [21], and compression loading still remains prominent. Other quasi-

static methods [58], such as quasi-static cyclic methods (e.g., slow sinusoidal compression),
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have been demonstrated in OCE [149], however, they have been less prominent.

Compression is often applied co-axially to the imaging beam, such that the tissue prin-

cipally deforms along the z axis. Due to the limits imposed on displacement measurement

in both speckle tracking and phase-sensitive detection, tissue is typically �rst preloaded

to ensure even and complete contact with the loading mechanism, and is allowed to relax

in order to minimize the e�ects of viscoelasticity. A controlled micro-scale step load is

then applied during image acquisition. The preload strain (∼5-20%) is typically much

greater than the strain applied during imaging (<0.1% for phase-sensitive detection). The

micro-scale step loading is often achieved with a piezoelectric actuator [150] or transla-

tion stage [124]. To satisfy the quasi-static assumption, step compression is performed at

a frequency below ∼10 Hz [20]. The axial strain (the gradient of displacement) in the

tissue can be estimated locally from the change in axial displacement with axial depth,

εz = ∇zu ≈ ∆uz/∆z [151]. The estimated strain is directly mapped into a cross-sectional

or volume image—the strain elastogram.

Strain elastograms are formed from relative mechanical contrast, and there is some

evidence of its capability to produce unique textures, patterns and hallmarks correlated

with tissue structure, morphology and disease state [21, 24]. Compression OCE has been

demonstrated in a number of tissues, including in human breast cancer [24, 142] (Breakout

Box 1) and in murine models of muscular dystrophy [152]. Strain elastograms, however,

do not provide absolute knowledge of the tissue’s intrinsic mechanical properties, which

is often seen as a prominent limitation of this technique. Under the assumption that the

stress �eld inside the tissue is uniform, strain is linearly proportional to the inverse of

Young’s modulus [153]. This assumption requires the sample to be mechanically uniform

and �at, which is rarely the case in tissue. However, whether or not strain elastograms

provide su�cient information is as yet unknown, and will undoubtedly depend on the

particular application.

A step toward the accurate quanti�cation of mechanical properties with compression

OCE has recently been reported [78]. A compliant, uniform and transparent reference

layer has been used to estimate stress imparted onto a sample [154]. Retaining the

assumption of stress uniformity, the estimated surface stress was projected into the

sample, and in conjunction with strain, used to reconstruct local Young’s modulus using

Hooke’s law [78], i.e., E = σz/εz . The method is accurate for simple tissue-mimicking

phantoms, and has shown improved contrast in delineating features in breast cancer

samples (Figure 3.3(a)). It is di�cult to gauge the absolute accuracy of the method in real

tissues, since the accuracy of the assumption of stress uniformity varies according to the

sample; however, it is possible to improve it through carefully preparing the tissue to

have a �at surface and by employing localized tissue loading [153]. The use of a reference
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Figure 3.3: Quasi-static methods. (a) Compression OCE with a compliant layer of an ex vivo
�broadenoma; (left) H&E histology, (right) sti�ness elastogram; black arrow showing a region

of dense �brous tissue and white arrow showing a region comprising small �brous nodules.

Adapted from [78]. (b) Ultrahigh-resolution compression OCE images of ex vivo mouse aorta,

demonstrating delineation of the mechanics of individual elastin sheaths and smooth muscle cell

layers, validated by comparison to representative histology; (left) ‘en face’ (x,y); (right) B-scan

(x,z). Adapted from [33].

layer to estimate surface stress has further opened up compression to computational

inverse methods [61], which are discussed later in this section.

The simplicity of loading and computation in compression OCE has enabled fast

imaging over large �elds of view, which is particularly bene�cial for clinical imaging.

OCE volumes of 5×5×2 mm (x,y,z), have been acquired in 5 seconds [155], and separately

�elds of view of 50 mm [64] and near video rate processing [156] have been demonstrated.

Strain resolution is reported to be equivalent to the OCT system resolution in the lateral

directions; however, due to the necessarily �nite range required for displacement gradient

estimation [151], axial resolution is typically degraded to ∼50–100 µm. In full-�eld OCE,

resolution depends on the availability of strong speckle or feature contrast, and appears

to be on the order of ∼30–50 µm, isotropic [124]. Recently, a resolution of 2×2×15 µm

(x,y,z) was demonstrated using OCM [33], showing the capacity to observe mechanical

contrast in features as small as single elastin sheaths interleaved with smooth muscle

cells (Figure 3.3(b)), opening up prospects for cellular-scale mechanical measurement.
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3.2.4 Dynamic OCE methods

Dynamic methods rely on the e�ects of inertia and time-dependent behavior of tissue

to probe the mechanical properties [58]. Dynamic behavior typically manifests from

acoustic or higher frequency loading of the tissue, which can be internal or external, and

localized or applied over a wide �eld [22]. Many of the dynamic OCE methods currently

being investigated are based on measurement of the transverse acoustic wave propagation

velocity, an approach which was �rst investigated in ultrasound elastography [157]. The

precise nature of the wave propagation and its dependence on mechanical properties

is dependent on the distance from the surface of the tissue and the associated tissue

structure. Acoustic waves propagating on or near the surface of a tissue can be described

as surface acoustic waves; propagation in the bulk of thick tissue can be described as shear

waves; and propagation in layered tissue can be described as Lamb waves. In each case,

the relationship is slightly di�erent, but the advantage in measuring wave propagation is

that, under the assumptions of linear elasticity, incompressibility and local mechanical

homogeneity, wave speed can be directly related to shear modulus. For instance, shear

wave speed, cs , is related to shear modulus, µ, as c2s = µ/ρ, where ρ is density. Shear

wave speed in soft tissue is typically in the range 1-10 m/s and can propagate for 0.5-20

mm [23]. For a more comprehensive treatment of acoustic wave models, the reader is

directed to [22, 23].

Early demonstrations of OCE have measured surface acoustic waves [158–162]; how-

ever, current techniques predominantly focus on subsurface shear wave imaging [137,

163, 164], and recently, Lamb wave imaging [165, 166]. To excite acoustic waves, these

techniques impart a transient (pulsed) load, either externally or internally to tissue. A

great variety of contact or non-contact methods have been demonstrated [23]. In early

demonstrations, indenters have been used to impart short, localized pulses to the tissue

surface [167, 168]. Whilst indentation loading is perhaps the most trivial to employ, it is

often a stepping stone toward the development of non-contact methods or, alternatively,

it is used for ex vivo characterization. Acoustic radiation force (ARF) has also been used

to provide a transient load by focusing an ultrasound acoustic wave into tissue [169–171]

(Figure 3.4(a)). A force is generated dependent upon the acoustic re�ectance and absorp-

tion properties of tissue and shear waves are generated, typically, by the impulse created

by a focused burst of ultrasound. Similar to ultrasonography, the ultrasound transducer

is placed in contact with the sample to minimize acoustic re�ection at the tissue interface.

Shear waves have also been generated using short air pu� bursts [137, 172]. The non-

contact nature of air-pu� loading is particularly well suited for ophthalmology (Breakout

Box 2). Unlike in air-pu� tonometry, which imparts a force over a wide surface area
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Figure 3.4: Dynamic methods. (a) (top) Shear waves generated by an impulsive acoustic radiation

force at varying incident angles focused internally in a tissue-simulating phantom; (bottom)

sti�ness of porcine retina estimated from local shear wave velocity, adapted from [170]. (b)

(top) Magnetic microspheres engulfed by a single macrophage, outlined in greeen; (bottom)

displacement frequency spectrum showing the local response to magnetic �eld modulation,

adapted from [175].

of the eye, air-pu� loading in OCE is spatially localized to a <1-mm point, required for

the generation of a clear acoustic wavefront. Air-pu� loading, however, has a relatively

slow response time and, thus, struggles to produce a sharp impulse. Another non-contact

method is photothermal loading, where the force generated from thermal absorption

of a focused pulsed laser beam is used to induce shear waves [173]. By its nature, care

is required to minimize the tissue damage caused by thermal absorption. Furthermore,

photothermal loading beyond the tissue surface is made challenging by light scattering

in tissue, which sees intensity decay exponentially with depth.

An interesting alternative for dynamic methods is to incorporate exogenous magnetic

particles into the tissue. In magnetomotive OCE, these embedded magnetic nanoparticles

are excited using an external magnetic �eld [174]. The requirement for magnetic labeling

prevents magnetomotive OCE from being employed for a general case of tissue elasticity

imaging, however, selective tagging of magnetic nanoparticles, akin to �uorescence

microscopy, may provide additional functional contrast, attractive for cellular-scale

applications.

Commonly in these dynamic methods the velocity of acoustic waves is measured

by estimating the acoustic wavenumber from a set of local displacement measurements
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across a spatial �tting range or, alternatively, by measuring the time of �ight of a leading

acoustic wavefront [23]. This typically degrades the mechanical resolution to the order of

an acoustic wavelength (∼100–500 µm). In tissues that are heterogeneous over this length

scale, waves change velocity and direction, as well as disperse, reducing the accuracy

of this simple approach. Computational methods, discussed in Section 3.2.6, are likely

to be important for wave techniques in heterogeneous samples. Furthermore, wave

techniques require high temporal sampling rates to evaluate local wave speed, leading to

potentially long acquisition times [21]. Attenuation and dispersion of acoustic waves is

rapid in tissue [22], which limits the �eld of view or, alternatively, requires loading to be

independently repeated at various locations within the �eld of view. However, newly

developed swept-source OCT systems are enabling much more rapid acquisition [176];

recently, shear wave imaging was demonstrated at an OCT A-line rate of 1.5 MHz [177].

Wave speed imaging, however, is not the only path to mechanical information in

dynamic OCE. Harmonic loading with a continuous wave or pulse in the kHz range can be

localized or applied over a wide �eld. In some instances, harmonic excitation leads to the

formation of standing waves when acoustic waves are re�ected from distinct boundaries

and structures, producing modal patterns at resonant frequencies. These techniques

are likely to be suited to largely homogeneous tissues that possess well de�ned, known

boundaries, such as the cornea. Indeed, modal vibration patterns on the surface of the

cornea have been observed [79]. Similarly, separately generated shear waves can be

interfered in tissue, producing crawling waves [178]. Crawling waves can propagate

much more slowly and, thus, relax the scan speed requirements of the imaging system.

Harmonic loading in the acoustic frequency range has been demonstrated with

mechanical actuators [136] and via acoustic radiation force [179], where continuous

loading generates vibration in tissue, where the amplitude varies according to local tissue

absorption and acoustic impedance mismatch. The amplitude of vibration can be used to

generate images of mechanical contrast [136, 179–181]. Harmonic excitation of magnetic

nanoparticles [175, 182] can be used to target and probe the local mechanical response of

cells and tissues (Figure 3.4(b)). Given a strong acoustic mismatch at the surface, tissue

can also be strained using on-o� modulated acoustic radiation force [183]. Strain can be

captured from the gradient of the local vibration amplitude, and mechanical modulus

can be extracted by comparing the strain in a tissue to the strain in a known reference

material [25]. This technique has been used to characterize prostate cancer biopsies

(Breakout Box 1).

By sweeping the loading frequency, a frequency-dependent mechanical response of

a tissue can be extracted [184]. Measured local displacement is decomposed across a

frequency spectrum through Fourier analysis. Unique frequency content can be used
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as mechanical contrast. Further, it can provide knowledge of the tissue’s viscoelastic

properties: the shear and loss moduli [58]. Viscoelasticity has also been measured from

shear wave propagation [83, 185] and step loading [59, 81]. A more comprehensive

treatment of viscoelastic characterization is given in Mulligan et al. [22]. Intrinsic tissue

dynamics (i.e., loading generated by the tissue itself), such as blood �ow [186], Brownian

motion [187] and osmo-mechanical stress [188] have been also explored.

Despite the diversity of dynamic methods in OCE, they o�er common advantages

and disadvantages over quasi-static OCE. Dynamic methods often provide easier access

to quanti�cation of mechanical moduli, i.e., they do not require knowledge of the local

tissue stress. Furthermore, they permit non-contact loading, which is bene�cial in many

in vivo applications, or applications on delicate tissues. Dynamic methods, however, add

a new dimension (time or frequency) to the measurement, which increases acquisition

time, limits the �eld of view, and represents a challenge for rapid clinical imaging.

3.2.5 Probe-based OCE

Translation of OCE techniques toward clinical and biological applications faces the

challenge in many instances of the limited optical penetration depth in tissue. This

limitation has seen most OCE applications directed toward easily accessible samples,

such as skin [181, 189] and cell cultures [175]; excised tissues, such as breast [24] and

prostate [25]; or otherwise transparent tissue, such as the eye [23]. In vivo minimally

invasive imaging of deep tissue with optical elastography still remains an elusive, but

attractive prospect. The challenge in achieving this goal lies in developing application-

speci�c probes. Such probes must deliver mechanical loading deep into tissue, and

miniaturize and relay the optical imaging system to the same or nearby location.

A general advantage of optics is that the sample imaging beam can be readily relayed

through a �exible and small-footprint optical �ber. Thus, one promising approach is the

miniaturization of OCE into a �ber-based catheter probe, which would be attractive for

applications in intravascular, gastrointestinal and airway imaging. Catheterized OCT

probes have already been demonstrated for diagnosis and therapy [190], and employed

for commercial use in the esophagus and cardiac arteries. Such probes are very similar to

commercial intravascular ultrasound probes in dimensions and scanning approaches. Still,

a challenge remains in locally loading tissue, and an attractive approach would be to use

the natural dynamics and �uctuations of tissue, such as breathing or blood �ow. Externally

applied pressure has been employed in measuring in vivo airway compliance in humans

from the resulting changes in airway dimensions seen in OCT [191]. Using luminal

blood pressure for intravascular OCE has also been proposed [30] (Figure 3.5(a)). Other
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Figure 3.5: (a) Intravascular OCT of lipid rich coronary plaque. Segmented structure used to

predict stress and strain distribution from blood �ow pressure, adapted from [30]. (b) Needle OCE

of ex vivo breast cancer samples, showing the capacity of OCT 1D forward-looking signal and

axial displacement to distinguish adipose and tumor, adapted from [195].

proposed methods include loading using a catheter-based ultrasound transducer [192]

and a mechanical indenter [193]. Catheter-based OCE is still, however, in the very early

stages of development, and clear mechanical images have yet to be reported [194].

Another approach to deep tissue imaging is needle-based OCE. Structural imaging

through a needle has already been demonstrated, aimed toward biopsy-like measurement,

surgical guidance and monitoring [196]. Forward-facing needle probes have been demon-

strated in capturing tissue deformation in 1-D [195, 197]. In this approach, loading was

applied by a blunt tip of a needle, and displacement was captured using phase-sensitive

detection. Distinct displacement slopes were used to identify layer boundaries in tissues,

including a pig airway wall and breast cancer samples (Figure 3.5(b)).

The attraction of probe-based OCE methods are various. In cardiovascular OCT, the

reliable characterization of atherosclerotic plaques is still lacking. In other areas, the

bene�ts of mechanical contrast are less clear, but there is a wealth of potential applications

in cancer, for example. Whilst probe-based OCE is yet to demonstrate practical advances

in deep tissue mechanical imaging, early demonstrations have shown promise. Likely,

we will see considerable research in probe-based OCE in the coming years.
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3.2.6 Computational inverse methods in OCE

To be rigorously quantitative, OCE methods invariably require combination with tech-

niques that solve the inverse elasticity problem, i.e., where an intrinsic mechanical property

is estimated from measured data. Absolute quanti�cation of mechanical properties is

desirable as it allows for system and method independent, inter-sample, and longitudinal

comparisons. Attempts to date to extract quantitative data rely, in some fashion, on a

series of often stringent assumptions on the nature of the mechanical behavior in the

imaged sample. For instance, they typically assume that the tissue is linear elastic, homo-

geneous and undergoes in�nitesimal strain, in order to simplify the model of mechanical

behavior to the point where it can be readily inverted, thus, providing a clear relation

between what is measured (e.g., displacement) and an intrinsic mechanical property

(e.g., Young’s modulus) [19, 58]. These relations, often termed �rst-order approximations,
are quick to compute and robust to measurement noise—important qualities in clinical

imaging [70]. However, as we described in Section 1.1.2, incompressibility and continuity

of tissue creates a mechanical inter-dependency, whereby the mechanical response in a

local area depends on the mechanical behavior of surrounding regions; in heterogeneous

tissues, �rst-order approximations fail to account for this and, thus, carry a penalty in

the accuracy of estimated mechanical properties and lead to the formation of image

artifacts [21, 22].

To minimize the assumptions made in estimating mechanical moduli (particularly the

pervasive but necessary assumption of the structural and mechanical uniformity in tissue),

and in an e�ort to work toward an accurate quanti�cation of mechanical properties,

computational methods have been proposed. Unlike �rst-order approximations, the

majority of computational inverse methods cannot be solved through direct inversion,

and a solution has to be iterated toward, keeping strict to a series of equilibrium equations

that de�ne the mechanical behavior at all points in the imaged sample. Computational

inverse methods have been studied in ultrasound and magnetic resonance elastography,

and comprehensively reviewed by Barbone and Oberai [198]. The use of computational

methods in OCE to date has been limited, however. Such methods were employed

in the early attempts at application of OCE in analyzing atherosclerotic plaques [30,

199, 200] (Figure 3.5(a)); however, in these examples either synthetic data was used, or

the computational problem was signi�cantly constrained based on a priori structural

information. These investigations did not proceed beyond the proof-of-principle stage.

Recently, a more general approach to solving the inverse elasticity problem in compression

OCE was presented [61]. The method was made computationally feasible by its use of

adjoint equations, thereby signi�cantly reducing computation time. Figure 3.6 shows
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Figure 3.6: Tissue-simulating phantom in compression OCE with a compliant layer. (a) OCT

structural image (with layer masked); (b) measured axial displacement; (c) calculated axial strain,

where mε is milli-strain; and (d) shear modulus computed by solving the inverse elasticity problem

(scalebar: 500 µm), adapted from [61].

a 2-D reconstruction of the spatially resolved shear modulus in a tissue-simulating

phantom, showing an ability to characterize elasticity, notably without assuming a

uniform and uniaxial stress distribution. This method can further be translated to volume

reconstructions [201].

We anticipate that computational methods will become important in OCE to enable

the accurate estimation of mechanical properties, as has proven to be the case in MR

and US elastography [198]. Further, the added generality (reduced number of assump-

tions) of the computational inverse methods is likely to facilitate the development of

probe-based methods in OCE by enabling the solution of a wider range of mechanical

models and, thus, accommodating a wider range of tissue loading methods. However,

there remain challenges in progressing these methods. Computational methods are often

ill-posed and ill-conditioned [198]; thus, they are prone to measurement noise which

is often present in OCT images. Whether or not su�cient accuracy can be obtained

from computational methods given the typically noisy input displacement data remains

to be seen. Furthermore, OCE typically generated volumetric images, which adds a

signi�cant computational overhead relative to cross-sectional images, as are typical in

US elastography. The shallow �eld of view and proximity to the tissue surface makes

OCE measurement particularly sensitive to boundary e�ects, which so far have mostly

been left untreated in the development of these methods [198]. OCE would undoubtedly

bene�t from the capture of vectorial displacement (versus the single axial displacement

component available from phase-sensitive detection) with su�cient sensitivity. Compu-

tational methods, however, will most likely not displace simpler approaches to elasticity

imaging. Within the context of any application, a trade-o� exists between their generality

(i.e., treatment of nonlinearity, viscoelasticity and compressibility) and the requirement

for the accuracy of displacement measurement (which is coupled to the acquisition size

and time).
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3.3 Brillouin microscopy

Brillouin microscopy utilizes the phenomenon of Brillouin scattering to capture images

of tissue mechanical properties. Brillouin scattering is a form of inelastic scattering

arising from the interaction of light with high-frequency (gigahertz) acoustic waves

(phonons) [202]. Acoustic phonons are generated by the thermodynamic �uctuations

inherent in all materials. The frequency of light may be down-shifted through excitation

(Stokes shifted), or upshifted through relaxation (anti-Stokes shifted) of acoustic phon-

ons that must be phase-matched with the light in order to conserve momentum [203],

Figure 3.7(b). The Brillouin frequency shift (upward and downward), υB , is given

by: υB = (2n/λ)V sin(θ/2), where n is the sample’s refractive index, λ is the optical

wavelength, θ is the angle between the incident and scattered light, and V is the acoustic

phonon velocity [202]. Phonon velocity is dependent on the local mechanical properties

of tissue and, thus, the Brillouin shift can be used to estimate tissue elasticity, as we detail

later in this section.

Light scattering via acoustic phonons was �rst predicted by Brillouin in 1922 [204], and

experimentally veri�ed by Gross in 1930 [205]. Brillouin scattering was predominantly

employed in single-point spectroscopy techniques for material property characterization,

rheology, environmental sensing and structural monitoring [202]. In biology, Brillouin

scattering has been used to reveal physical properties, such as viscoelasticity, tensile

and compressive strains, temperature, and acoustic velocity, and has been applied to

muscle, bone and eye characterization [206]. Although Brillouin spectroscopy has been

extensively used, until recently it has remained a single-point measurement technique

due to the typically long acquisition time per spectrum. The main measurement challenge

is one of separating the Brillouin scattered light from the orders-of-magnitude stronger

elastically scattered (Rayleigh-scattered) light [202], which is only separated from it in

optical frequency by a few to a few tens of gigahertz. Thus, the detection of the Brillouin

shift requires narrow linewidth lasers and spectrometers with sub-gigahertz spectral

resolution.

The capacity of Brillouin spectroscopy to form images (Brillouin microscopy) was �rst

demonstrated by Scarcelli and Yun in 2008 [202] (Figure 3.7(a)) enabled by their utilization

of a virtual imaged phase array (VIPA) spectrometer. Since then, Brillouin microscopy

has been applied to mechanical imaging of single cells [32], eyes [208, 209] and blood

vessels [207] (Figure 3.7, and Breakout Box 2). With laser source wavelengths in the

range 532–780 nm, Brillouin shifts of ∼6–15 GHz have been observed [32, 207–209]. The

imaging resolution can be tailored by varying the numerical aperture (NA) of the objective

lens (similar to other forms of microscopy); however, the use of high NA (>0.5) lenses is
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Figure 3.7: Brillouin microscopy. (a) Principle and schematic, adapted from [28]. (b) Brillouin

spectrum of distilled water, adapted from [202]. (c) Brillouin shift images (coregistered with phase

microscopy) of a cell before and after hyperosmotic shock (scalebar: 10 µm), adapted from [32].

(d) Mouse carotid artery (inset performed at higher resolution), adapted from [207].

complicated in the case of Brillouin microscopy by angular spectral broadening [203],

which results from the spread in ray angles and the conservation of momentum implied

by the phonon-photon scattering process. Depth-sectioning in Brillouin microscopy is

not necessarily required (for example when imaging a thin layer of cells); however, it

can be achieved through use of a confocal optical con�guration [202]. Recently, Brillouin

microscopy with a resolution of ∼0.5×0.5×2 µm
3
, a spectral extinction of 70 dB and

spectral resolution of 600 MHz has been demonstrated [32]. Achieving such impressive

speci�cations in in vivo application of Brillouin microscopy, however, is still challenged

by the relatively long acquisition times (20 min per volume scan) [209]. Until recently, all

Brillouin microscopy has exploited spontaneous Brillouin scattering, arising from the

random thermal �uctuations. Just as with the laser, however, such spontaneous emission

can be stimulated to produce enhanced signal through gain. Recently, stimulated Brillouin

scattering was demonstrated for the �rst time, providing the prospect of dramatically

deceasing the required acquisition time [206].

The Brillouin shift provides an innate link to acoustic wave velocity and, thus, a

window into the sample’s mechanical properties. As such, Brillouin microscopy, to an

extent, is similar to dynamic elastography methods; however, to satisfy phase-matching
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between photons and phonons, the phonon wavelength (λ/2n) is typically 100-250 nm

for visible light [202]. These short-wavelength acoustic phonons in viscoelastic tissue

are extremely short lived, thus, they only propagate for a few to tenths of micrometers.

Therefore, local phonon behavior is largely independent from bulk tissue heterogeneity

and boundaries.

A Brillouin modulus, M′, can be computed as M′ = ρV 2
, where ρ is the tissue density.

In backward (epi-) detection, typically employed for Brillouin microscopy [32], the Bril-

louin modulus is commonly regarded as equivalent to the high-frequency longitudinal

modulus, i.e., the ratio of axial stress over axial strain, given transverse strain is negligible.

Furthermore, the peak Brillouin frequency shift occurs at θ = π [202]; thus, the longitud-

inal modulus of tissue can be estimated using M′ = ρλ2υ2B/(4n2). Further, the longitudinal

modulus is related to bulk modulus, K , and shear modulus, G, as M = K + 4G/3. Since

the bulk modulus in tissue is high (tissue is nearly incompressible), the longitudinal

modulus is often in the gigapascal range, much larger than the kilopascal range of shear

and Young’s moduli. It is possible, in theory, to probe the shear wave speed directly

though orthogonal measurement of scattered vs. incident light [202, 203]; however, on a

cellular length scale, shear waves are likely to be suppressed by the biphasic (solid and

�uid) composition of cells (�uid is unable to shear).

It is important to note that the longitudinal modulus derives from solid mechanics,

particularly the theory of linear elasticity. Further, the assumption of isotropic and homo-

geneous material is inherent in its formulation. While these assumptions may be adequate

for the low-frequency dynamic elastography methods (Section 3.2.4), it is di�cult to

assert their relevance to gigahertz acoustic phonon behavior, where non-linear elasticity

and viscoelasticity is dominant. In addition, the longitudinal modulus is dominated by

the bulk modulus, which is much more sensitive to the compressibility of tissue than to

its sti�ness. Thus, the correct biophysical interpretation of high-frequency longitudinal

modulus, and its relation to commonly used moduli, would appear problematic. However,

there is ample empirical evidence of the strong correlation between the Brillouin modulus

and Young’s modulus [32]. Whilst the exact relationship may not be understood, it

might not be the case that it reduces the utility of Brillouin microscopy to a biologist.

Such clarity is not an absolute requirement: the Brillouin modulus could become a new

biophysical representation of cell and tissue mechanics. Indeed, new biophysical models

beyond linear elasticity are already being explored [210].

Despite its young age, Brillouin microscopy has rapidly gained traction since its

inception in 2008. It is distinguished from most other elastography methods, such as those

presented in Section 3.2, in that external tissue loading is not required. Intrinsic tissue

loading (via acoustic phonons) is an attractive concept, enabling Brillouin microscopy to
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be non-contact and minimally invasive. Brillouin microscopy will likely grow as a useful

tool for diagnostic in vivo imaging and cell mechanics research, and may yet play a larger

role in clinical applications, as improvements in instrumentation and moves towards

endoscopic implementation continue.

3.4 Other techniques

Over the past �ve years, optical coherence elastography and Brillouin microscopy have

demonstrated the greatest advances in optical elastography; however, a number of other

optical techniques have been demonstrated for tissue elasticity imaging, which we brie�y

survey in this section.

3.4.1 Laser speckle imaging

Laser speckle imaging (LSI) was introduced in the 1980s and has become a convenient

and extensively used tool for blood �ow imaging, in neuroscience in particular [31]. In

LSI, tissue is illuminated with a coherent beam of light and the back-scattered speckle-

modulated image is captured by a camera. The time evolution of the imaged speckle

pattern, commonly quanti�ed by a correlation coe�cient, relates proportionally to the

rate of movement of tissue microstructure. Whilst being particularly suited to �ow meas-

urement, it has also been used for the characterization of rheological parameters [211],

e.g., viscoelasticity. LSI has been demonstrated for imaging vasculature [212, 213] and

skin [214]. Figure 3.8(b) shows a map of a time constant of speckle decorrelation meas-

ured in a necrotic-core �broatheroma, where the objective is to assess di�erences in

the mechanics of the cap of the �broatheroma, and thereby propensity to rupture [212].

LSI is readily incorporated into intravascular probes, directed toward in vivo vascular

monitoring [215], but the requirement for sub-second data acquisition necessitated by

the short-time duration �ushing of blood needed to see the vessel wall presents major

challenges because the temporal evolution of speckles is typically on the millisecond

scale.
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Figure 3.8: Alternative optical elastography techniques. (a) Time constant of laser speckle �uctu-

ations mapped across the surface of a necrotic-core �broatheroma (upper), with corresponding

cross-sectional histology at the dotted line (lower), adapted from [212]. (b) Photoacoustic elasto-

graphy of skin: Movement of structure under increasing compressive load (panels 1-3) is used to

estimate Young’s modulus (bottom right), adapted from [221].

3.4.2 Photoacoustic elastography

Photoacoustic tomography (PAT) has rapidly developed over the past 10 years [216, 217].

By combining optical excitation with ultrasound detection, PAT provides optical contrast,

whilst overcoming the 1–2 mm limit in the optical penetration depth. PAT exploits the

photoacoustic e�ect—a pulse of focused light is absorbed by tissue, generating acoustic

waves, which are then detected by a single or an array of ultrasound transducers. The

same mechanism has been employed in OCE (Section 3.2.4) in reverse, instead of acoustic

detection of acoustic waves, optical detection of the local displacement caused by the

waves is employed. Optical absorption contrast provided by PAT has been primarily

employed for detection and characterization of vasculature, haemodynamics and bio-

markers [217]. By contrast, PAT elastography is very recent, however, it has already been

demonstrated to measure viscoelastic [218] and elastic contrast [219, 220], and recently,

Young’s modulus in vivo [221] (Figure 3.8(a)). In contrast to many other optical elasto-

graphy techniques, PAT images do not possess speckle; displacement tracking in PAT

elastography, which uses digital image correlation is, thus, more challenging as it must

rely on su�cient intrinsic textural contrast in tissue. However, strategies to arti�cially

generate texture are already being explored [222]. PAT elastography may become a useful

tool for providing mechanical information, complementing the functional information

PAT provides, such as blood oxygen concentration [220].
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3.4.3 Ultrasound-modulated optical tomography

Similarly to PAT, ultrasound-modulated optical tomography (UOT) aims to reach beyond

1-2 mm optical penetration depth whilst retaining high resolution and sensitivity to

optical contrast [223]. In UOT, coherent light passes through a section of tissue and is

highly scattered. Orthogonally to the propagation of light, ultrasound is focused to a

spot, modulating the refractive index of tissue and, thus, the phase of light waves passing

through it. The wavefront emerging from tissue comprises a superposition of light waves

scattered by the tissue (i.e., producing speckle), thus, local modulation of phase leads to a

modulation of the wavefront light intensity; the local optical properties can be inferred

by extracting the acoustically modulated component of the recorded light intensity.

Ultrasound-generated acoustic radiation force (ARF) can further be used to generate

propagating shear waves in tissue, spatio-temporally modulating its refractive index.

Trading-o� spatial resolution, ARF-generated shear waves have been demonstrated to

boost the UOT signal strength, whilst enabling simultaneous detection and discrimination

of optical and mechanical contrast by observing the time-evolution of the recorded optical

wavefront. Mechanical imaging with UOT, however, has only been demonstrated on

tissue-simulating phantoms [223–225].

Beyond the aforementioned techniques, optics-based tissue elasticity imaging has

been demonstrated using digital holography [226], di�use wave spectroscopy [227],

digital photography [228, 229], and shearography [230], among others [50].

3.5 Applications

3.5.1 Oncology

It is well known that cancer pathologies signi�cantly alter the tissue’s mechanical proper-

ties [3, 5, 53]. Thus, given its prominence amongst diseases, it is not surprising that it has

been the subject of much e�ort in elastography [20, 21]. Ultrasound elastography has been

well established though clinical studies and in a commercial capacity; however, optical

elastography is still emerging and largely at the demonstration and pilot study stage. The

immediate challenge in applying optical elastography to cancer imaging lies in the limit

of optical penetration (1–2 mm), making it di�cult to see the whole tumor, or to observe

basement membrane penetration in epithelial tumors. However, in some applications

such as in the detection of tumor in excised tissue margins, such a penetration depth

may be su�cient. Indeed, strain imaging with compression OCE has shown a capacity to

delineate the presence of malignant tumors at the surface by a unique heterogeneous
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Figure 3.9: Oncology. (a-i) Invasive ductal carcinoma; (a, d, e) histology, (b, g, f) en face strain

elastogram with adipose tissue masked, overlaid on corresponding OCT structural image, (c,

h, i) OCT structural image. Insets magnify (d, f, h) a tumor region marked by the blue arrow,

and (e, g, i) a benign region marked by the black arrow. A, adipose; D, duct; S, mature stroma;

T, tumor; V, blood vessel. Scale bar is 3 mm in (a-c) and 0.5 mm in (d-i). Adapted from [24].

(j-m) Malignant prostate biopsy; (j) OCT structural image, (k) elasticity, (l) fusion of (j,k), and

(m) histology. The arrows (l, m) indicate beginning and end of malignancy (Scales unspeci�ed.

Biopsies are ∼5–20 mm in length; elasticity ranges ∼0–1 MPa). Adapted from [25].

mechanical signature (Figure 3.9(a)) in 58 freshly-excised breast cancer samples [24]. The

technique o�ers promise for rapid intraoperative assessment of excised tissue margins,

with the goal of reducing the currently high rates of surgical re-excision. In another

promising study, acoustic radiation force OCE was used to characterize 120 prostate

biopsy samples (Figure 3.9(b)) showing an ability to discriminate between malignant

from non-malignant tumors [25]. Probe-based methods (Section 3.2.5) o�er imaging

beyond super�cial tissue, and it is evident that optical elastography is suited to rapid

intraoperative or biopsy imaging.
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3.5.2 Ophthalmology

Figure 3.10: (a) in vivo Brillouin microscopy of normal (left) and keratoconus (right) eye; top

insets are curvature (D, diopter) and pachymetry map, adapted from [209]. (b) Corneal Lamb

wave phase velocity, adapted from [165].

The biomechanics of the eye can be used to assess and monitor several diseases, such as

glaucoma and keratoconus [231, 232]. Optical elastography provides an attractive means

of for monitoring corneal and lens mechanics, and possibly intraocular pressure, with

potential to be used for clinical diagnosis of a range of conditions throughout the eye.

Indeed, this has been one of the main applications of optical elastography research in

the past decade [21–23]. An enabling feature in imaging the eye is to apply a load via

a non-contact and minimally-invasive method, preferred over contact methods due to

patient tolerance and the delicate nature of the eye. Dynamic OCE methods, with air

pu� and, to a lesser extent, acoustic radiation force loading (which has, to date, required

contact), are particularly promising in this regard, and have already been demonstrated in

monitoring UV cross-linking treatment for keratoconus [26] (bulging of the cornea caused

by reduced mechanical integrity) and assessing age-related sti�ening of the crystalline
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lens [27]. The same applications have also been explored with Brillouin microscopy [28,

209] (Figure 3.10(a)) which is particularly encouraging as it avoids the need for external

loading. Further, the clear geometrical structure and boundaries of the eye, as in the

cornea, can simplify mechanical modeling, enabling solutions through complex wave

propagation, such as Lamb waves [165, 166] (Figure 3.10(b)) and through modal vibration

patterns [79]. With re�nement of modeling, loading and an increase in imaging speed,

optical elastography will likely become an important tool in ophthalmology.

3.6 Outlook

Optical elastography has seen remarkable progress over the past �ve years or so. Demon-

strations of micro-scale mechanical contrast in breast and prostate cancer [24, 25] and

rapid advances in in vivo assessment of eye disease [26–28] have demonstrated the poten-

tial of optical elastography as a medical imaging tool. The advancement of high-resolution

techniques [22, 32, 33] is seeing the translation of optical elastography toward the cellular

scale. The various techniques o�er di�erent advantages, such as non-contact imaging

possible with dynamic OCE and intrinsic to Brillouin microscopy, or rapid wide-�eld

assessment of compression OCE, and overall provide a comprehensive suite of tools with

many possible applications in medical translation and biological research.

Despite the recent progress, however, a great journey remains for the �eld. In many

instances, the estimated mechanical properties of tissue present open questions, both in

how they relate to the form and function of tissue and disease, and in whether they are,

indeed, properly describing the true behavior of complex biological tissue. The future

will likely lie with the hand-in-hand progression of the medical translation and biological

research �elds of endeavor—phenomenologically observing whether the mechanical

images provide su�cient sensitivity and speci�city to distinguish disease on the one hand,

and translating research in cellular scale mechanics to volumetric multi-cellular scale

structures and tissues on the other. This requires the proof-of-concept demonstrations

described here to be translated into the hands of clinicians, medical researchers and

biologists [21, 22].

Future progress hinges on continued technological advancement, including the con-

tinuation of the improvement in optoelectronics and photonics technology to enhance

miniaturization, sensitivity, acquisition speed and image quality. The emergence of

computational methods, enabled by dramatic increases in computation speed and data

volume, will likely not only improve accuracy, but also enable more complex tissue

loading schemes. The development of probe-based techniques should further expand the

applications of optical elastography, to intravascular and airway imaging, among others.
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These developments should bring us much closer to a comprehensive understanding of

tissue biomechanics across the full range of scales, from the cell to the organ.

3.7 Perspectives

This chapter has presented a global overview of the contemporary developments in

optical elastography, and has o�ered some perspectives to likely future direction of the

�eld. The original work included in this thesis will be placed in the context of this �eld.

In the year since this chapter was written, there have been a number of developments

in optical elastography, in particular, in improving the contrast, sensitivity and speed, and

in applications in cell mechanics and ophthalmology. Viscoelastic properties of have been

accessed from the frequency-dependence and dispersion of propagating mechanical waves

in OCE [233, 234]. Faster acquisition speeds were enabled through parallel detection

in line-�eld OCE [235] and in line-scanning Brillouin microscopy [236]. Improvement

in Brillouin sensitivity and, thus, scanning time, was also achieved through impulsive

stimulated Brillouin scattering [237]. Dark-�eld Brillouin microscopy was demonstrated

to reduce the detection of elastically scattered light [238].

Ophthalmology has seen numerous new demonstrations, including: observations

of corneal anisotropy in response to intraocular pressure [239]; a combined method of

accessing the intraocular pressure, corneal mechanical properties and geometry [240]; an

assessment of corneal mechanics through ARF-OCE [241]; and the assessment of retinal

mechanics [242] and corneal collagen cross-linking [243] with Brillouin microscopy. In

cell mechanics, a method to measure 3D displacement �elds towards traction force OCE

has been demonstrated [244]. And as part of the work in this thesis (not included as

primary work), compression OCE was used alongside AFM to characterise sti�ness of

hydrogels used in assessing stem cell migration and mechanotransduction [245]. Similarly,

Brillouin microscopy has been placed alongside AFM in characterising cellular-scale

retinal mechanics [242].

Chapter 4 will present, in detail, the technology and methods developed and demon-

strated in this thesis, elaborating on their brief mentions in this chapter. Following on

from Chapter 5, original �rst-author and co-author research papers will be presented.



4 The compression optical coherence
elastography method

This chapter presents some of the key details of the compression optical coherence elasto-

graphy method, and the supporting technology, materials and methods used throughout

the work presented in this thesis. It extends on the theory presented in Chapters 2 and 3,

particularly focusing on the aspects of its implementation.

Brie�y, compression OCE [142] operates by loading a sample with a �at compression

plate or actuator, as illustrated in Figure 4.1 (a). Optical coherence tomography is used to

image the sample at wto levels of compression by synchronising the mechanical loading

with the image acquisition (Figure 4.1 (b)). The local axial displacements resulting from

mechanical loading are measured from the di�erences in the OCT images, and the local

strain is estimated from the axial gradient of displacement, producing maps of mechanical

contrast. Beyond strain, surface stress and an estimation of Young’s modulus may be

obtained with the addition of a compliant stress layer, discussed later in the chapter.

Tomographic scanning via the xy-scanning galvanometer mirrors (X-Y GM) enables the

acquisition of volumes of data in x , y and z, where z-scans (1D) are depth or A-scans,

fast x-scanning enables (2D) cross-sectional zx-scans or B-scans, and slow y-scanning

enables (3D) zxy volumes or C-scans.

This chapter covers each aspects of the compression OCE system: the underlying OCT

system; the method for measuring displacement; estimation of strain, stress and Young’s

Figure 4.1: An illustration of compression op-

tical coherence elastography on a structured

phantom. (a) Sample arm of compression OCE,

showing sample positioning. RP, rigid plate;

SP, sample; IW, imaging window; RA, ring ac-

tuator; L, lens; X-Y GM, xy-scanning galvano-

meter mirrors. Orientation of acquired data

shown below. (b) Actuator displacement (load-

ing) synchronised with fast axis x-scanning.

(c) An example of the displacement and strain

measured along two locations in the sample.

Adapted from [142]

58
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modulus. This chapter also covers the methods of fabricating silicone tissue-simulating

phantoms, used as characterisation and calibration test targets.

4.1 Optical coherence tomography

OCT is presented in Chapter 3.2.1. The work presented in Chapters 5.2, 7.2, 7.3, 7.2 and

9 is based on a �bre-based Fourier-domain (spectrometer-based) OCT system, which

operates at a centre wavelength of 835 nm and a 3-dB bandwidth of 50 nm. The system

has a maximum lateral �eld of view of 10mm, a z imaging range of 3.13mm (optical

distance), and a maximum acquisition rate of 50 kHz. In this chapter, for consistency, we

will present all axial distances as optical distances, i.e., assuming a refractive index n = 1.

The axial resolution of an OCT system is often de�ned as the full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of the envelope of the point spread function (PSF), and assuming a

Gaussian source spectrum, is given as [109]:

∆zFWHM =
2 ln 2

π
·
λ2
0

∆λnд
, (4.1)

where λ0 is the mean source wavelength, ∆λ is the FWHM of the source wavelength

spectrum (i.e., the 3-dB bandwidth) and nд is the group refractive index of the sample.

The ideal axial resolution of the system described above is, thus, 6.2 µm; however, in

practice, it was measured to be 7.8 µm [142]. The discrepancy is likely due to the source

spectrum being not ideally Gaussian, thus having to be reshaped in post-processing.

The lateral resolution is determined by the sample arm optics. Given a collimated

Gaussian beam with a 1/e2 of intensity radius ω′
0
, and a sample objective lens with a focal

length f , the beam numerical aperture is NA ≈ ω′
0
/f . For a di�raction limited optical

system, the transverse resolution at the focus, as the FWHM of the transverse PSF, is

equal to 1/
√
2 of the FWHM width of the Gaussian beam at focus, and is given as [109,

246]:

∆xFWHM =

√
2 ln 2

π
· λ0 f
ω′
0

, (4.2)

A 1/e2 measure is commonly used in microscopy. FWHM is

√
ln 2/2 times the 1/e2

diameter, and is used here for consistency with the axial resolution. The ideal lateral

resolution of the system described above is ∼10 µm; however, in practice it was measured

to be 11 µm, likely due to optical aberrations by the objective lens.

The sensitivity of the OCT system (the highest attenuation in a sample signal that

produces an SNR = 1) was measured to be 102 dB at an exposure time of 36 µs. Higher
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sensitivity OCT systems generally provide higher contrast in images; in tissue, with

relatively lower back-scattering, the OCT SNR is typically in the range of 30–50 dB.

The depth of �eld (DOF) is another important characteristic of OCT. The DOF in OCT

describes the axial distance (depth), centred about the focus, within which the lateral

resolution is <
√
2 × ∆xFWHM of its value at focus [109], which is equal to twice the

Rayleigh range. The DOF for a Gaussian beam is given as [109]

DOF =
2πnд(∆xFWHM )2

λ0 2 ln 2
≈

2nдλ0

π (NA)2 . (4.3)

The DOF of the system is 540 µm.

In Chapters 6.2 and 8.2, we extend on the typical performance of OCT through an

implementation referred to as optical coherence microscopy (OCM). The variant of OCM

employed in this thesis, similarly, uses detection in the Fourier domain. It improves the

axial resolution to 1.5 µm by employing an ultra-broad bandwidth supercontinuum optical

source, approximately spectrally shaped using an acousto-optic tunable �lter to a central

wavelength of 785 nm and a 3-dB bandwidth of 200 nm. The lateral resolution is matched

to 1.6 µm by using a relatively high NA of 0.27. A typical trade-o� in improving the

resolution is the deterioration of the DOF; from (4.2) and (4.3), anm times improvement in

resolution results in anm2
deterioration in DOF. For a Gaussian beam with an NA = 0.27,

the DOF is 7 µm. We extend the DOF to 97 µm by implementing Bessel beam illumination

and Gaussian beam detection, together with the same e�ective NA [33, 123]. This system

is the focus of Chapter 6.2.

4.2 Measurement of displacement

In compression OCE, the primary goal of the aforementioned OCT systems is to meas-

ure the local displacement of tissue undergoing step-wise compressive loading. The

mechanical properties of the sample may be estimated from the displacement using a

model of deformation. The various methods of measuring displacement are described in

Chapter 3.2.2. The phase-sensitive method [143] is used in this thesis, due to its super-

ior resolution and sensitivity to displacement over speckle tracking (image correlation)

methods; however, this method permits only the axial component of displacement to be

measured.

The phase-sensitive method exploits the relationship between the axial displace-

ment of tissue microstructure, and the interferometric phase of the OCT signal. In

Fourier-domain OCT, a spectrum of the interfered sample and reference light is captured,

describing, in one shot, the depth back-scattering pro�le of the sample. Each depth is
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encoded in the spectrum as interference fringes of distinct frequency; the back-scattering

signal, with respect to depth (i.e., an A-scan), can be obtained through inverse Fourier

transformation of the spectrum. The produced A-scan (A) is complex, which can be

represented as a set of phasors [151]:

A(j)z = az exp{ıϕz} , (4.4)

where j represents the series of all A-scans recorded over an OCT acquisition, and z is

the depth position.

If we acquire two A-scans in the same location at time t1 and t2, corresponding to

A-scan indices k and l , then the displacement, D, at each depth is given as [151]:

Dz =
λ0∆ϕz
4πnд

, (4.5)

where the phase di�erence ∆ϕz ≡ ϕ(l)z − ϕ(k)z ≡ ∠A(l)z − ∠A(k)z (mod 2π ). As the measured

phase is wrapped modulo 2π , it introduces an ambiguity (an unknown quotient) if the

displacement is su�ciently high, termed phase wrapping [142].

Practically, the wrapped phase di�erence may be calculated from the angles of the

complex numbered A-scans; however, since ∠A(j)z ∈ [−π ,π ), (∠A(l)z − ∠A(k)z ) ∈ (−2π , 2π ),
which presents an additional ambiguity (an unknown direction of displacement). This

can be resolved as ∆ϕz = ((∠A(l)z − ∠A(k)z )mod 2π ) − π ∈ [−π ,π ).
The variance of the phase-sensitive technique in areas of high OCT intensity, such

that SNR� 1, is given by [146]:

σ 2

∆ϕ =
1

SNRi
. (4.6)

Due to the phenomenon of speckle, the OCT SNR in turbid samples spatially varies

greatly on the order of the OCT resolution; therefore, local phase variance typically

varies greatly between adjacent pixels.

It is often advantageous to perform spatial averaging on the phase di�erence to im-

prove the sensitivity to displacement [247] by reducing the variance. To do so e�ectively,

one must weight the averaging by the local variance. An elegant approach is to use the

Kasai estimator [248]. Consider A as a complex number with an in-phase, I = Re(A), and

a quadrature, Q = Im(A), component. The weighted average is given as [249]:

∆ϕi = arctan


∑

i∈Ω

(
I (l)i Q (k)i −Q

(l)
i I (k)i

)
∑

i∈Ω

(
Q (l)i Q (k)i − I

(l)
i I (k)i

)  , (4.7)
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where Ω is the window (temporal or spatial) over which the phase is averaged. The

formalism employed in this thesis borrows from the Kasai estimator; it is represented in

the phasor notation, generating an intermediary quantity, K , such that:

K =
1

ni

∑
i∈Ω

A(k)i · conj(A
(l)
i ) =

1

ni

∑
i∈Ω

a(k)i a(l)i exp

(
−ı(ϕ(k)i − ϕ

(l)
i )

)
, (4.8)

where ni =
∑

i∈Ω 1. The combined amplitudes of each conjugate pair is the OCT SNR,

which is linearly related to the variance. Upon summation across the averaging window,

Ω, the amplitudes scale the contribution of the phase di�erence angles. The combined

OCT signal is ≈ |K | and ∆ϕ = ∠K ∈ [−π ,π ).
A key requirement of the phase-sensitive method is that displacement is su�ciently

small to avoid phase wrapping between co-located A-scans. Alternatively, in some

instances with a priori knowledge, the phase di�erence may be e�ectively unwrapped.

For example, in compression, the spatial gradient of displacement is continuous and often

close to linear; therefore, it is possible to perform local phase unwrapping based on the

surrounding values of phase di�erence. In this thesis, phase unwrapping is performed

using an unwrapping algorithm described elsewhere [142]. However, even with phase

unwrapping, displacement is limited by the phenomenon of displacement- and strain-

induced decorrelation [141]. Once the scatterers in tissue deform and rearrange between

the two A-scan acquisitions, the information contained in the phase is progressively lost.

Thus, displacement is typically kept to below the OCT resolution [141].

Tissue often possesses a non-uniform surface topography; thus, it is challenging

to impart micro-scale displacement equally across its surface when the tissue is in the

unloaded (resting) state. In compression OCE, the sample is �rst preloaded (typically

by 5–10%) to achieve good contact across the surface of the sample, providing a more

uniform transfer of compressive load during the step-wise micro-scale compression on

the order accessible to phase-sensitive detection.

Here we have considered co-located A-scans taken sequentially in time, which is also

termed M-mode imaging, and allows for the most rapid of movements to be measured.

The same principles may be used for B-scan or C-scan imaging, where co-located B-scans

or C-scans are captured over time; displacement measurement becomes a matter of

picking the corresponding indices based on position, such as k and l (Figures 4.2 (a,b)).

In compression OCE (the sequential step-wise compressive loading and unloading;

Figure 4.2), measurement of rapid movement is not crucial; therefore, it is done in the

B-scan regime (B-mode imaging), such that displacement is measured between two

co-located B-scans. It is important for step-wise compression to be of su�ciently low

frequency to minimise the e�ects of inertia (e.g., wave propagation), thereby, keeping to
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Figure 4.2: Modes of acquisition in compression OCE. (a,b) Phase-di�erence between loaded and

unloaded scans. (c,d) Synchronisation of the actuation with x- and y-scanning waveforms. (a,c)

B-scan imaging. (b,d) C-scan imaging. Adapted from [155].

the assumption of quasi-static deformation. This compression frequency varies based

on the sample arm and the sample mechanics; in practice, frequencies up to ∼25Hz

have been used. This sets the limit on the OCE acquisition speed, favouring B-mode

acquisition. Figure 4.2 (c) illustrates the B-mode acquisition. An actuator, which provides

step-wise compressive loading and unloading, is synchronised with the x-scanning.

A C-scan regime has also been brie�y explored [155], Figure 4.2 (b,d). However,

overall phase di�erence is con�ated by the change (drift) in phase over the course of the

OCT acquisition. The di�erence due to phase drift is likely to be higher with increasing

period between co-located A-scans, thus, imparting a greater error to displacement estim-

ation. If the drift does not cause phase-wrapping, or signi�cant e�ects of displacement

decorrelation, the gradient operation (performed in calculating strain) will remove its

in�uence; however, it still limits the capacity for spatial averaging such as (4.8). Further,

the jitter and drift of the x and y galvanometer mirrors will further degrade displacement

sensitivity, as voxels of consecutive C-scans will not be ideally co-located. This is a source

of error in the B-scan regime, however, only in x . The 835-nm OCT system is further

con�gured in common-path, i.e., the re�ection at the interface of the imaging window

(IW, Figure 4.1) and the sample is used as the reference re�ector. This minimises the

phase noise, achieving a displacement sensitivity of 0.34 nm, vs. a 15 nm sensitivity in a

typical dual-path con�guration (shown in Figure 3.1) [142].
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4.3 Strain estimation

Under the approximation of uniaxial compression, which has been commonly assumed

in previously published work on compression OCE (Chapter 2.1.1.4), local strain provides

a measure of the relative mechanical properties of the sample. Phase-sensitive detection

provides access to only the axial component of displacement, thus, only one component

of the strain tensor may be evaluated, i.e., the axial normal strain, given as: εz = duz/dz.

A simple approach to estimate strain is to take the �nite di�erence, εz = (ui+1 −
ui)/(zi+1 − zi). However, the process of di�erentiation has signi�cant noise, such that it

does not provide a su�ciently high strain signal-to-noise ratio for a readily interpretable

image [151]. Noise may be reduced through spatial averaging; however, a more robust

approach is to evaluate the gradient of multiple points with consideration to the variance

in each of the displacement estimates (related to the OCT SNR). This can be achieved

using linear regression, such as the weighted least mean squares approach.

For a window of points in z, indexed by i ∈ Ωwls , we assume there is a linear gradient,

such that:

ui = β0 + β1zi + ei , (4.9)

where β0 and β1 are the �t parameters (β1 is the axial strain, εz), and ei is the error term

(i.e., the di�erence between the measured and the true displacement). Given an estimate

of β̂0 and β̂1, the sum of squared residuals RSS is given as:

RSS(β̂0, β̂1) =
N∑
i=1

wiê
2

i =

N∑
i=1

wi(ui − β̂0 − β̂1zi)2 , (4.10)

where wi are the corresponding weights of each pixel, wi = 1/σ∆ϕi .
The closest estimators for β are when the RSS is minimised, or when ∂RSS/∂β̂ = 0.

Solving simultaneously for β̂0 and β̂1 yields an analytical closed-form solution for axial

strain [151]:

β̂1 =

∑N
i=1 wi

∑N
i=1 wiziui −

∑N
i=1 wiui

∑N
i=1 wizi∑N

i=1 wi
∑N

i=1 wiz
2

i − (
∑N

i=1 wizi)2
. (4.11)

The strain can then be evaluated by selecting a rolling window of points, Ωwls , forming

an image. In practice, to achieve su�ciently low noise, the window is selected to be on

the order of 10× the OCT axial resolution. For the 835-nm system, for a window size of

100 µm, the strain sensitivity was 2.6 × 10−6 (unitless) [142].
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4.4 Stress estimation: Optical palpation

An object being compressed via external forces will possess stress at its surface (i.e.,

surface traction forces), as described in Chapter 2. The measurement and mapping

of those traction forces is also termed tactile imaging, and is often considered to be

mimicking the sense of touch [250, 251]. The capacity for touch comes from the sensation

of pressures and vibrations by the mechanoreceptors in the skin, and proprioception

(the sense of relative position of body parts); in an abstract physical sense, it can be

expressed as a sense of force and displacement, which may be used to tell if something

is, for instance, hard, soft, smooth or rough. The sense of touch is routinely used by

medical practitioners to aid in the diagnosis of disease, such as feeling for sti� lesions

and in�ammation, a practice often referred to as manual palpation.

An analogue of this may be performed using OCT, termed optical palpation [154, 252].

The traction forces applied to a sample’s surface may be determined with the aid of a

material with well characterised mechanical properties; here referred to as the stress

sensor. The stress sensor is typically fabricated from transparent elastomer, detailed

later in this chapter. The stress sensor is placed in the OCT imaging path, between the

tissue and the compression plate or actuator, as illustrated in Figure 4.3 (a). As the tissue

and the stress sensor are compressed, the stress sensor thickness changes from l0(x ,y)
to l(x ,y) (Figure 4.3 (b,c)), based on the spatial variation and magnitude of the forces

across the tissue-sensor interface. The thickness is measured from the OCT image, using

a Canny edge detector [154]. The uniaxial stress-strain response of the stress sensor is

pre-characterised (Figure 4.3 (d)), and under the assumption of uniaxial compression, the

surface axial stress (with respect to the lateral coordinates, x and y) is given as:

σz(x ,y) = E[εz(x ,y)] · εz(x ,y), (4.12)

where axial strain is εz(x ,y) = (l(x ,y) − l0(x ,y))/l0(x ,y). The stress is a 2D map, estimat-

ing the axial component of the stress conferred to the tissue surface.

Optical palpation is explored in greater detail in Chapter 7.2, where we demonstrate

that through the use of numerical computation, it is possible to drop the assumption of

uniaxial compression, and estimate surface stress with higher accuracy and resolution in

the presence of friction and non-uniform forces.
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Figure 4.3: Quantitative elasticity imaging enabled by a compliant stress sensor. (a) Schematic

of the unloaded and loaded/actuated states of the sample arm. (b,c) Unloaded and loaded OCT

B-scans showing the deformation of the stress sensor. (d) Stress-strain curve of the stress sensor;

inset shows an example of the position on the curve under preload. (e) Local axial displacement

due to actuation. Dotted lines represents the interface with the stress sensor. (f) Estimated strain

in the sample; stress sensor strain is masked out. Adapted from [78]

4.5 Quantitative elasticity imaging

Imaging of either the axial stress at the tissue surface or the local axial strain within

the tissue volume provides a qualitative assessment of the relative distribution of the

mechanical properties. An estimation of the intrinsic mechanical properties, however, is

possible by combining the stress and strain measurements, still under the assumption

of uniaxial compression. The disparity between the measurement of stress and strain,

is that the stress is measured with optical palpation in the mode of bulk compression,

whereby the change in the stress layer thickness is measured from its relaxed (zero-strain)

state and a compressed state, whilst the strain (due to the limitation of phase-sensitive
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detection) is measured in a state of preload, with additional microscale loading and

unloading (actuation).

To estimate the change in stress within tissue due to the actuation, a similar principle

to optical palpation may be used [78]. First, the preload strain in the stress layer is

used to estimate the state of the layer along the stress-strain curve (Figure 4.3 (d)),

i.e., E[εz(x ,y)]. The strain in the layer due to the microscale actuation is evaluated as

εsensor (x ,y) = uz(x ,y)/l(x ,y), where uz(x ,y) is the axial displacement of the tissue-layer

interface measured with phase-sensitive detection (Figure 4.3 (e); at the dashed line). The

associated change in stress is calculated as σsensor (x ,y) = E′[εz(x ,y)] · εsensor (x ,y), where

E′ = dσ/dε is the slope of the tangent to the stress-strain curve, otherwise known as the

tangent modulus. Tangent modulus is equivalent to the Young’s modulus in linear-elastic

materials. However, as we have described in Chapter 2.2, soft tissues are not generally

linear-elastic, generally exhibiting a higher tangent modulus than the Young’s modulus

in the majority of tissues.

Under the assumption of uniaxial compression, the axial stress is constant with depth.

The Young’s (or tangent in non-linear tissue) modulus can be estimated as Etissue(x ,y, z) =
σsensor (x ,y)/εtissue(x ,y, z). This method relies on the assumption of uniaxial compression,

which is discussed in detail in Chapter 2.1.1.4. In tissues with heterogeneous mechanical

properties and uneven surface topographies, this assumption is not satis�ed, leading

to inaccuracies in the estimated modulus. In Chapter 7.3, we investigate the use of

more sophisticated numerical methods to estimate the local mechanical properties of

tissue with greater accuracy, which is enabled by removing the assumption of uniform

axial stress. For uniform tissue-simulating phantoms (described below), for which the

assumption of uniaxial stress has shown to be reasonable [153], the accuracy of tangent

modulus measurement was within 10% of expected at < 20% strain.

4.6 Tissue-simulating phantoms

The advances introduced in this thesis require validation against known targets with

controlled optical and mechanical properties in the range expected in tissue. Throughout

this thesis, consistent with the broader �eld of elastography, these targets are referred to

as tissue-simulating phantoms. Imaging these phantoms enables the characterisation of

sensitivity, resolution, contrast, and allows the general performance of new techniques

to be assessed [93].

In this thesis, we employ phantoms fabricated from two-component room-

temperature vulcanizing silicone. Two silicone compounds were used: Elastosil P7676

and Elastosil RT601 (Wacker Chemie AG, Munich, Germany). The optical properties were
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Table 4.1: Mechanical properties of tissue-simulating phantoms.

Composition E (10% strain)
(Parts A:B:oil) kPa

P7676 2:1:0.3 5.6

P7676 1:1:0 18

RT601 10:1:30 34

RT601 10:1:20 46

RT601 10:1:10 84

RT601 5:1:0 130

controlled though the addition of titanium dioxide particles of known size distribution.

The refractive index of the silicones is 1.4 and of the titanium dioxide is 2.5 [93]. The

mechanical properties were controlled by changing the mixing ratio of the two compon-

ents of the silicone (parts A and B). Further, the mechanics could be varied by diluting the

silicone parts with polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) oil (AK50, Wacker Chemie AG, Munich,

Germany). The phantom mixture was mixed and sonicated to ensure uniform distribution

of constituents and scatterers, and was oven-cured at 80
◦
C. Structured phantoms were

fabricated using molds (to control the surface topography) or by incorporating pre-cured

inclusions of varying compositions during the curing of the bulk material.

A number of selected compositions were fabricated and characterised with con-

ventional uniaxial compression tests (Instron, Norwood, MA, USA). Table 4.1 lists the

mechanical properties of the selected compositions. The range of mechanical properties

approximates that of muscle to denser �brosis or tumour (Chapter 2.2).

The stress layers for optical palpation and quantitative imaging were fabricated from

the same silicones, particularly P7676 with a 1:1:0 parts composition. The C1 and C2

Mooney–Rivlin material coe�cients of the stress layers were characterised from uniaxial

test data (Instron, Norwood, MA, USA) to be 2.23 [+0.04] and 0.70 [+0.03] kPa [95% CI].

4.7 Perspectives

This chapter has presented the main technology and methods that form the basis for

the work in this thesis. Compression OCE (and optical elastography in general) is

still emerging, with many of its technologies and methods demonstrated as a proof-of-

principle. Recent progress of OCE in oncology [24, 25, 63] and ophthalmology [137, 240]

suggest its potential; however, there remains a great deal of work to advance OCE to a

stage where it can be e�ectively used to inform investigations in medicine and biology, in

particular, from the perspective of ‘what can be inferred from mechanical contrast’ and
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‘how accurate and repeatable are the measurements (especially in quantitative imaging)’.

Further, whilst the underlying OCT may possess micrometre resolution, mechanical

resolution rarely achieves such performance [65]. Each stage in the compression OCE

method, presented in this chapter, would bene�t from advancement, re�nement and

rigorous validation.

Part II will present original �rst-author and co-author work in improving various

aspects of compression OCE, including: contrast, by developing a method to image

viscoelasticity; resolution, by developing an OCM-based variant of OCE; and accuracy, by

developing numerical approaches to estimating, both, stress and shear modulus.



Part II

TECHNIQUE DEVELOPMEN T



5 Extending contrast

5.1 Preface

This chapter presents a method of parametric imaging of viscoelasticity. Tissue deform-

ation is imaged over time using OCE in response to a step load with a constant stress.

The measured deformation is �t with a model of viscoelastic creep, and the viscoelastic

parameters are estimated, and mapped into an image.

Predominantly, in previously published work in compression OCE, strain is imaged,

such that a high local compressive strain implies a softer material, whilst a low strain

implies a sti�er material [142]. Recently, in an extension to strain imaging, a method to

estimate a Young’s modulus was demonstrated [78]. Both this method and strain imaging

are derived from the principles of linear elasticity, described in Chapter 2.1.1. The methods

are described in detail in Chapter 4 and placed in a wider context of elastography in

Chapter 3.

However, many biological tissues exhibit measurable viscoelasticity [1, 54, 86], i.e.,

possessing properties of both elastic and viscous materials. Measuring the viscoelasticity

of tissues has the potential to lead to a more comprehensive characterisation of the

mechanical properties and to provide complementary contrast, enabling a more accurate

detection of diseases. Viscoelasticity is presented in Chapter 2.1.2, and has been explored

as an alternate mode of contrast in ultrasound [85, 253–257] and magnetic resonance

elastography [80, 258, 259].

The paper presented in this chapter parameterises viscoelastic creep, the response of

tissue to step compression (constant stress), using a four-parameter Kelvin-Voigt model.

This is a conceptual successor to quasi-static compression OCE, which also features a

form of step compression, thus, being a motivator for this work. The paper is presented

verbatim, with minor changes to formatting.

71
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Contribution. PW is the principal author of this article. PW developed, built and

evaluated the loading method; fabricated and tested the tissue simulating phantoms;

developed the reconstruction and processing algorithm to extract viscoelastic parameters;

performed the experiments; and led the writing of the manuscript, which was edited and

reviewed by all authors. All authors analysed and inferred the results. Further details are
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5.2 Parametric imaging of viscoelasticity using optical
coherence elastography

Philip Wijesinghe,1 Robert A. McLaughlin,1 David D. Sampson,1,2 and Brendan F. Kennedy1;
Physics in Medicine and Biology, 60(6), 2293, 2015

Abstract: We demonstrate imaging of soft tissue viscoelasticity using optical coherence

elastography. Viscoelastic creep deformation is induced in tissue using step-like

compressive loading and the resulting time-varying deformation is measured using

phase-sensitive optical coherence tomography. From a series of co-located B-scans,

we estimate the local strain rate as a function of time, and parameterize it using a

four-parameter Kelvin-Voigt model of viscoelastic creep. The estimated viscoelastic

strain and time constant are used to visualize viscoelastic creep in two-dimensional,

dual-parameter viscoelastograms. We demonstrate our technique on six silicone

tissue-simulating phantoms spanning a range of viscoelastic parameters. As an example

in soft tissue, we report viscoelastic contrast between muscle and connective tissue in

fresh, ex vivo rat gastrocnemius muscle and mouse abdominal transection. Imaging

viscoelastic creep deformation has the potential to provide complementary contrast to

existing imaging modalities, and may provide greater insight into disease pathology.

1
Optical+Biomedical Engineering Laboratory, School of Electrical, Electronic and Computer Engineering,

The University of Western Australia, Crawley, WA 6009, Australia
2
Centre for Microscopy, Characterisation and Analysis, The University of Western Australia, Crawley, WA

6009, Australia
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5.2.1 Introduction

Disease commonly alters tissue mechanical properties [1–5]. The measurement of disease-

altered mechanical properties can serve as a tool for identi�cation and characterization

of disease state and progression [6–10]. Over the past 25 years, a family of imaging tech-

niques, known as elastography, have been developed to image the mechanical properties

of tissue [9]. Each technique consists of three key steps: (1) a mechanical load is imparted

to a tissue; (2) the resulting deformation is measured using an imaging technique; and (3)

a mechanical property is estimated and mapped into an image, known as an elastogram.

Elastography, based on either ultrasound or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), has

matured to the point of commercial availability. Examples of clinical applications of

elastography include liver �brosis [11] and breast cancer [12].

Amongst various optical approaches to elastography, a number of optical coherence to-

mography (OCT)-based techniques, known collectively as optical coherence elastography

(OCE), have been proposed. These techniques have the potential to improve the spatial

resolution and sensitivity to deformation over ultrasound and MRI-based techniques.

OCE has been proposed and to some degree demonstrated for a range of applications,

including in breast cancer [13–15], ophthalmology [16–18], and cardiology [19–21]. OCE

techniques may be conveniently classi�ed by the mechanisms used to impart the mech-

anical load, and by the methods and models used to extract mechanical properties from

the measured deformation [22]. Examples include: compression [23, 24], surface acoustic

wave and shear wave [25], and magnetomotive [26] OCE. The majority of OCE techniques

have probed the mechanical properties of tissue under the assumption that tissue is purely

elastic [22], i.e., that the mechanical response is adequately modelled by a network of

connected springs. However, tissue exhibits viscoelasticity, combining characteristics

of both solids and liquids. Viscoelasticity is more accurately modelled as a system of

springs and dampers [27]. An appropriate parameterization of the viscoelastic properties

of soft tissue has the potential to provide contrast that is complementary to purely elastic

contrast and to provide a more complete characterization of tissue mechanics. For ex-

ample, in the related �eld of ultrasound elastography, characterization of viscoelasticity

has shown the capacity to di�erentiate malignant from benign breast cancer tissues [28],

and has shown promise in characterizing rodent mammary tumours [29].

Prior work using optical techniques has demonstrated the potential of viscoelasti-

city in point-based measurements. In one study on agarose gel, viscoelastic creep in

response to an indentation load was measured using OCT [30]. Using a spherical indent-

ation model, point measurements of viscosity were derived from the displacement of

material interfaces observed in OCT B-scan images. In another technique, viscoelastic
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creep was measured using magnetomotive OCE through step-like excitation of magnetic

nanoparticles embedded in tissue [31]. Tissue viscoelasticity was characterized using

motion-mode, phase-sensitive OCE, where axial displacement is derived from the phase

di�erence of successive co-located axial scans [32]. In a related technique, referred to as

creep compounding, the viscoelastic response of tissue was used to reduce speckle in

OCT images [33].

In this paper, we demonstrate the capacity of OCE to perform parametric imaging

of tissue viscoelasticity on sub-millimetre resolution scales. Using phase-sensitive OCT,

we measure the time-dependent response of a sample subjected to a step load. Using

processing techniques similar to those previously developed for compression OCE [34],

we measure the strain rate between two OCT B-scans. By �tting the strain rate versus

time to a model of viscoelastic creep deformation, we extract both the viscoelastic strain

and time constant. In an extension of previous techniques, we present B-scan images

of viscoelasticity (viscoelastograms) using a two-parameter (viscoelastic strain and time

constant) colour scale that distinguishes sample regions with distinct viscoelastic prop-

erties. We demonstrate our technique on tissue-mimicking phantoms with controlled

viscoelastic properties. We present dual-parameter viscoelastograms of freshly excised

rat gastrocnemius muscle and mouse abdominal muscle that demonstrate contrasting

features. Parametric imaging of viscoelasticity with OCE may provide opportunities for

characterizing tissue and disease mechanics on the sub-millimetre scale, and provide new

diagnostic tools complementary to other OCE methods.

5.2.2 Methods

5.2.2.1 System set-up and loading protocol

Imaging was performed using a �bre-based spectral-domain OCT system, previously

described in detail by Kennedy et al. [15]. A superluminescent diode source was used, with

a central wavelength of 835 nm and a bandwidth of 50 nm. To improve phase-sensitive

detection, the system was set up in a common-path con�guration, in which the re�ection

from the sample side of the imaging window was used as the reference signal. The

imaging window consists of a 2-mm thick glass plate, which acts to support the sample

and provide reaction forces to applied loads. The measured axial and lateral resolutions

are 8.5 µm (in air) and 11 µm, respectively. Images were acquired with a sample-arm

illumination power of between 7 and 8mW. In this paper, axial distances are given as

optical lengths, i.e., the product of the group refractive index and physical length, and

lateral distances are given as physical lengths.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of the sample arm loading system, with the sample unloaded (left) and

loaded (right). GL, gravitational load; RH, ring holder; TS, translation stage; and IW, imaging

window

To induce viscoelastic creep deformation [27], a �anged cylindrical weight (30mm

height and 25mm diameter body, with an additional 5mm height and 30mm diameter

head) providing a constant gravitational load of 1N was placed on the sample, as shown

in Figure 5.1. The load was constrained in all its degrees of freedom, except for axial

translation, by a ring holder which guided the load without being connected to it. The

ring holder was mounted on an actuated (z-) translation stage, and was manually aligned

to ensure that the contact surface of the gravitational load was coaxial with the optical

axis and coplanar with the imaging window. The actuated stage was used to guide the

gravitational load, thereby providing controllable and repeatable placement of the load

onto the sample. Prior to acquisition, the stage was manually lowered until the �rst point

of contact of the gravitational load with the sample surface, such that minimal preload

deformation was introduced prior to imaging. The sample was allowed to relax until

no displacements above the noise �oor of the system (described in Section 5.2.2.3) were

observed. The stage was then lowered at a rate of 0.2mm s
−1

for 4 s, synchronized with

the start of acquisition. Imaging was performed from the opposite side of the sample to

that being loaded.

5.2.2.2 Viscoelastic model

Under constant load, a viscoelastic material deforms over time at a decreasing rate until

a steady state is reached. This behaviour is termed viscoelastic creep deformation [27].

It can be observed on the macro-scale, as whole body deformation, as well as on the

micro-scale, where collections of cells, tissue constituents and other micro-structures

deform under bulk body loading.

To model viscoelastic creep deformation within tissue, we employ a four-parameter

Kelvin-Voigt model, consisting of a parallel spring and damper unit with a series of spring
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Figure 5.2: (a) Viscoelastic creep strain and (b) viscoelastic creep strain-rate response of a four-

parameter Kelvin-Voigt model to a constant load. Inset shows the four-parameter Kelvin-Voigt

model represented as a spring and damper system

and damper elements [27], as illustrated in the inset in Figure 5.2. In this model, the

time-dependent strain, ε(t), shown in Figure 5.2(a), is described by the following equation:

ε(t) = ε0 + ε1
[
1 − exp

(
− t
τ

)]
+ ε2t , (5.1)

where ε0 represents the instantaneous ‘elastic’ strain; ε1 and τ represent the ‘viscoelastic’

strain and time constant, respectively; and ε2 represents the ‘viscous’ strain [35]. The

contribution of these parameters to the viscoelastic creep deformation is illustrated in

Figure 5.2. The contribution of the viscous element, ε2, does not diminish with time and

represents a steady-state loss of volume. It is typically attributed to the viscous �ow of

free liquid present within a material [35]. In tissue this can account for the exudation of

blood, lymph, or intra- and extra-cellular �uids.

Such a characterization of viscoelastic creep deformation is in part quantitative and in

part a relative measure. The three strain terms in equation (1) represent relative measures

of deformation. A value of stress, σ , is required to convert them to a mechanical modulus,

such as creep modulus,Gc = σ/ε1. By contrast, τ is directly quanti�able and independent

of the applied stress [27].

5.2.2.3 Data analysis and acquisition

We parameterize the viscoelastic response within tissue using two of the four model

parameters, the viscoelastic strain, ε1, and viscoelastic time constant, τ . To achieve

this, we adapt a method used in phase-sensitive compression OCE [34] to estimate

the change in local strain from sample displacement measured between pairs of co-

located, complex OCT B-scans. We extract the local sample displacements from the phase

di�erence between the B-scans [32]. Local strain, ε(t), is de�ned as the spatial derivative

of displacement averaged over a �nite axial depth range within a sample [34]. The change

in local strain, ∆ε(t), is de�ned as the deformation measured between two B-scans, i.e.,
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∆ε(t) = ε(t − ∆t) − ε(t), where ∆t is the time between the B-scans. From the local, axial

variations in the measured displacements, the change in local strain is estimated using a

weighted-least squares (WLS) approach [34], with an axial �tting range of 50 µm.

A limitation of phase-sensitive OCE is that displacements exceeding one half of a

wavelength cannot be determined unambiguously due to phase wrapping. Characterizing

the viscoelastic response is particularly susceptible to this limitation because of the relat-

ively large displacements in the early response. Therefore, without phase unwrapping,

we cannot estimate local strain, ε(t), necessary for parameterization by equation (1), as it

requires the integration of strain rate at every time point, which is confounded by the

phase-wrapped region. By di�erentiating equation (1), we instead derive the strain rate

representation of the model, as illustrated in Figure 5.2(b), i.e.,

∆ε(t)
∆t
≈ dε(t)

dt
=
ε1
τ

exp

(
− t
τ

)
+ ε2 . (5.2)

For simplicity, the strain rate data corrupted by the presence of phase wrapping is

discarded; therefore, the remaining data can be �tted directly by equation (2), providing

an estimate of the viscoelastic parameters ε1 and τ . For long acquisition times, where

t � τ , a steady state is reached, where the exponential decay in strain rate approaches

zero and the strain rate model becomes dominated by ε2. Averaging the measured strain

rate observed at the end of the response results in an estimate of ε2. This conveniently

reduces the number of �t parameters from three to two, improving the robustness of �t

for ε1 and τ , and increases the data processing speed.

Viscoelastic parameters ε1 and τ were estimated by �tting equation (2), including the

estimate of ε2, to the measured strain rate by minimizing the weighted sum-of-squares of

residuals. The measured strain rate was also spatially �ltered using a rectangular window

(boxcar) smoothing kernel prior to �tting to reduce the e�ect of noise. Below, window

size is speci�ed for all presented results.

We acquired B-scans at a rate of 10Hz. Changes in local strain were estimated for

each consecutive acquisition pair, resulting in ∆ε(t) measurements every ∆t = 0.1 s. For

each B-scan, 1000 A-scans were acquired over a 10mm �eld-of-view at rate of 10Hz, with

the exception of the experiment on the dual-layer tissue-simulating phantom (described

in Section 5.2.2.4), where 500 A-scans over a 5mm �eld-of-view were acquired at a rate

of 5 kHz. For all experiments, B-scan acquisition commenced immediately prior to load

application. Total acquisition time was approximately 40 s for the sti� phantoms, 80 s for

soft phantoms, and 120 s for tissues. OCT acquisition times were chosen, by observation,

to encompass the full viscoelastic creep response, described in Section 5.2.2.2, from loading

to steady-state. The displacement and strain sensitivity of the phase-sensitive OCE system

was measured to be 0.34 nm and 2.6 µε (100 µm axial �tting range), respectively [15].
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Table 5.1: Elastic modulus (E), measured with an Instron tester, and our estimated viscoelastic

parameters of homogeneous silicone tissue-simulating phantoms

E ε1 τ

Material (kPa) Mean (×10−3) σ/µ (%) Mean (s) σ/µ (%)

P7676 4:1:0 3.5 3.0 5.8 11.6 0.2

P7676 1:1:0 35 0.82 1.3 7.4 1

RT601 10:1:30 42 1.0 1.7 8.6 1.2

RT601 10:1:20 100 0.51 0.8 6.7 1.1

RT601 10:1:10 210 0.29 1.0 5.6 1.2

RT601 5:1:0 130 0.037 8.6 3.6 6.7

5.2.2.4 Sample Preparation

Our imaging technique was initially evaluated using tissue-simulating phantoms fab-

ricated from room-temperature vulcanizing (RTV) silicone rubber (Elastosil P7676 and

Elastosil RT601, Wacker, Germany) and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) oil (AK50, Wacker,

Germany). Titanium dioxide particles were added to introduce optical scattering. The

fabrication procedure is described in detail by Lamouche et al. [36]. Phantoms were

cylindrical in shape, with a height of 3mm and a diameter of 22mm. Variation in mech-

anical properties was achieved by using di�erent mixing ratios of silicone compound

(Part A), cross-linker (Part B) and PDMS oil. The composition of the silicone phantoms is

speci�ed by the relative proportions of these components, e.g., RT601 1:10:10. Additional

PDMS oil was used as a lubricant on the imaging plate and compression surface to reduce

friction. The oil also served as a refractive index-matching �uid.

Imaging was performed on a series of homogeneous silicone phantoms of di�erent

composition, and a dual-layer phantom. Homogeneous phantom compositions were

selected to span a range of elastic moduli. These compositions are described in detail

elsewhere [36]. The elastic modulus (at 1N load) of the phantoms is listed in table 5.1.

These values were measured by uniaxial compression using an Instron 5848 micro tester

system (Instron, Norwood, MA, USA). Homogeneous phantoms were fabricated with

optical scatterer density of 1mg mL
−1

. The dual-layer phantom was constructed from

two silicone compositions with contrasting mechanical properties: a 2.5-mm layer of

P7676 2:1:0.3 and a thin 0.4-mm layer of RT601 5:1:0 with matching scatterer density

of 1mg mL
−1

. The dual-layer phantom was orientated with the thin layer towards the

imaging side, as shown in Figure 5.3(a). As described previously [37], the quantity

of titanium dioxide particles added results in a scattering coe�cient within the range

expected in tissue.

Viscoelastic imaging was also performed on freshly excised rat and mouse muscle

tissue samples, obtained under The University of Western Australia Animal Ethics Com-
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z
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GL
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Figure 5.3: Sample positioning in the sample arm loading system, showing (a) dual-layer phantom

(thick layer, white; thin layer, blue), and (b) animal tissue (light brown) on top of a compliant

silicone layer (white); compressed between the gravitational load (GL) and the imaging window

(IW); OCT incident beam direction shown by the red arrow

mittee’s tissue sharing protocols. For rat gastrocnemius muscle, the OCT beam was

incident upon the dorsal side of the muscle with the B-scan aligned transverse to the

muscle �bres. For mouse abdominal muscle, the sample was imaged from the peritoneal

side (organ side) with B-scan cross-section along the sagittal plane (vertical plane). We

placed the rat and mouse muscle on top of a thin (500 µm) compliant silicone layer, fab-

ricated from P7676 2:1:0.3 with no added scatterers, to distribute the applied compressive

load over the irregular surface geometry of tissue [38]. Orientation of animal tissue over

the compliant layer is shown schematically in Figure 5.3(b). After excision, the tissue

samples were kept hydrated until imaging (<5 hours) in saline solution, which also served

as lubrication for both the imaging and compression surfaces.

5.2.3 Results

5.2.3.1 Homogeneous phantoms

Three independent OCT acquisitions were performed on six tissue-simulating phantoms.

For each acquisition, the measured strain rate was spatially averaged across a 5-mm

lateral and 100-µm axial ranges. Measurements were laterally centred in the 10-mm �eld

of view, with the axial range starting at 200 µm in depth to minimize boundary friction

e�ects but still ensure a high signal-to-noise ratio of the viscoelastic response. The strain

rate versus time response of each acquisition is presented in Figure 5.4(a).

From the measured strain rate curves, we can see that each phantom composition

yields a distinct and repeatable viscoelastic response. The calculated values of ε1 and τ for

each acquisition are presented in the parameter map shown in Figure 5.4(b). The bounding

ellipses were centred at parameter means and extend to the 95% con�dence intervals

of the curve �t. The wide coverage of the parameter space demonstrates the ability

of the proposed imaging method to provide versatile viscoelastic contrast. The tight

grouping of parameters for each phantom composition suggests that the viscoelasticity
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Figure 5.4: (a) Measured viscoelastic creep strain rate from three independent acquisitions

performed on silicone phantoms of di�erent compositions. (b) Viscoelastic strain and time constant

parameters estimated from responses in (a), where the ellipses represent the 95% con�dence

intervals

of the imaged silicone phantoms does not vary signi�cantly through repetitive loading

(minimal plastic deformation or long relaxation times), and demonstrates the repeatability

of our technique.

The mean, µ, and coe�cient of variation, σ/µ, of the estimated viscoelastic parameters

are presented in table 5.1. From the coe�cient of variation, we can see that the sensitivity

of the imaging system to parameters ε1 and τ reduces for phantoms with relatively large

(e.g., P7676 4:1:0) or small (e.g., RT601 5:1:0) viscoelastic parameters, and approximately

spans the system’s dynamic range. We can adjust this dynamic range by varying imaging

parameters, such as loading force and B-scan acquisition speed, bringing di�erent ranges

of the viscoelastic response into the observable window, which is further discussed in

Section 5.2.4.

5.2.3.2 Dual-layer tissue-simulating phantom

Imaging of viscoelasticity using OCE was performed on a dual-layer phantom. As

described in Section 5.2.2.4, the phantom layers had matching optical properties and

di�ering mechanical properties. The OCT image is presented in Figure 5.5(a). The

layer boundary was measured to be at an optical length of 570 µm from the surface

(410 µm physical depth, assuming PDMS refractive index ∼1.4 [36]) and is indicated by

the dashed white line. We �tted the viscoelastic parameters to the estimated local strain

rates after spatially averaging with a 250-µm lateral and 70-µm axial rectangular window.

Viscoelastic strain, ε1, and time constant, τ , were overlaid on the OCT image to provide a

graphical representation of the viscoelastic response, and are presented in Figures 5.5(b)

and 5.5(c), respectively. We observe good contrast between the layers present in both

of the parameter maps. The measured ε1 and τ values in the sti�er (top) layer were
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Figure 5.5: (a) OCT B-scan image of a dual-layer silicone phantom, overlaid with estimated (b)

viscoelastic strain, ε1; (c) viscoelastic time constant, τ ; and (d) dual-parameter (ε1,τ ) image. Layer

boundary is indicated by the dashed white line

9± 1× 10−5 and 4.5± 0.9 s (mean ± standard deviation), respectively, and 1.4± 0.3× 10−3

and 11 ± 1 s for the softer (bottom) layer.

We may represent viscoelasticity as a variation in solely ε1 (Figure 5.5(b)), variation in

solely τ (Figure 5.5(c)), or as a combination of both (Figure 5.5(d)), where in each case the

parameter is overlaid on the OCT image. The dual-parameter viscoelastogram presented

in Figure 5.5(d) exhibits strong contrast between the layers.

5.2.3.3 Excised animal tissue

Imaging of viscoelasticity using OCE was performed on a rat gastrocnemius muscle. An

OCT B-scan image of the muscle is presented in Figure 5.6(a). The imaged side of the

muscle was partially sheathed by fascia [39], a collagenous layer that may be identi�ed

in OCT by its higher backscatter. Parameter maps were generated using a rectangular

smoothing kernel with a 250-µm lateral and 70-µm axial window size. The dual-parameter

viscoelastogram presented in Figure 5.6(b) shows distinct layers corresponding to the

super�cial connective tissue and adjacent muscle tissue, with connective tissue presenting

higher ε1 and lower τ values (orange) and the muscle tissue presenting intermittent regions
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Figure 5.6: (a) OCT B-scan image of a rat gastrocnemius muscle, (b) overlaid with a dual-parameter

(ε1,τ ) image. F: fascia, and M: muscle tissue

of lower ε1 and higher τ (blue), and lower ε1 and lower τ (transparent). Muscle close to

the surface on the right hand side of the image presents regions of higher ε1 and higher τ

(purple). At low OCT SNR, the displacement estimated using the phase-sensitive method,

described in Section 5.2.2.3, is zero biased [40]; therefore, the measured strain rate and

the viscoelastic parameters are also zero biased in regions of low SNR. This accounts for

much of the transparent, or colourless, regions in the viscoelastogram.

Imaging of viscoelasticity using OCE was also performed on a mouse abdominal

muscle. An OCT B-scan image of the muscle is presented in Figure 5.7(a), in which we

can see a layered structure comprising: the higher scattering peritoneum (consisting

primarily of collagenous connective tissue [41]); the lower scattering extraperitoneal

fatty tissue; and the inner layer of transverse abdominal muscle [42]. The dual-parameter

viscoelastogram is presented in Figure 5.7(b). Viscoelastic parameters were calculated

using a rectangular smoothing kernel with a 125-µm lateral and 35-µm axial window size.

The peritoneal layer exhibits higher ε1 and lower τ values, and the transverse muscle

�bres exhibit lower ε1 and higher τ . The extraperitoneal fat layer is less de�ned due to

the heterogeneity of tissue [41], as well as due to lower scattering and, therefore, lower

SNR. The fat layer presents generally higher ε1 values with interspersed regions of high

τ in its thicker parts. The delineation of layers in mouse abdomen is less pronounced

than in the previous, structurally simpler case of rat muscle fascia.
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Figure 5.7: (a) OCT B-scan image of mouse abdominal muscle and surrounding tissue. (b) OCT

overlaid with a dual-parameter (ε1,τ ) image. Tissue layers are: (1) peritoneum; (2) extraperitoneal

fat; and (3) inner layer of transverse abdominal muscle. Layer interfaces are marked by white

dotted lines

5.2.4 Discussion

Clinical application of imaging of soft tissue viscoelasticity using ultrasound and MRI has

been investigated [28, 43, 44], and has demonstrated the ability to discriminate between

benign and malignant breast lesions. In the work presented here, we have demonstrated

the capacity to image viscoelasticity using an optical method, providing prospects for

higher spatial resolution than ultrasound [35, 45] or MRI [46] methods. Further investig-

ation is needed to ascertain whether imaging of viscoelasticity on the scale provided by

optical imaging can provide useful additional information in biomechanics investigations

and clinically relevant scenarios. The resolution of the OCE technique is non-trivial;

it is dependent on the resolution of the system, and the optical and the viscoelastic

properties of sample features. Experimentally, we have found that spatial averaging

was necessary to produce a su�ciently high signal-to-noise ratio in the measured strain

rate. We have presented viscoelastograms estimated with a 50 µm axial �tting range of

displacement used in strain estimation [34], and with 250 µm (lateral) by 70 µm (axial)

(boxcar) averaging in the dual-layer phantom and rat gastrocnemius muscle, and 125 µm

(lateral) by 35 µm (axial) averaging in the mouse abdominal transection. The ideal lateral

resolution of the system is determined by the lateral boxcar kernel size, and the ideal

axial resolution, by the sum of the axial boxcar kernel size and the axial �tting length.

However, the ideal resolution can only be reached given perfect step strain responses

in the imaged samples. The e�ective resolution will likely be further degraded by the

presence of boundary e�ects between mechanical features [38]. It may be possible to

improve resolution by implementing Gaussian spatial �ltering or by performing repetit-

ive creep measurements on the same sample, adding another dimension for averaging.
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Furthermore, any improvement in strain sensitivity in compression phase-sensitive OCE

is likely to allow for spatial averaging over a smaller kernel.

The interpretation of viscoelastic contrast provided by our technique requires the

consideration of both, viscoelastic strain and viscoelastic time constant parameters. This

is naturally facilitated by the dual-parameter representation on a single colour scale used

in this paper. We have generated our colour map following the framework presented

by Geissbuehler and Lasser [47] and Baum et al. [48]. By overlaying the dual-parameter

viscoelastogram on the OCT B-scan, we also provide structural context to the estimated

viscoelasticity. Such dual-parameter images are common in �uorescence imaging, and

overlays have been used in multi-modality imaging, such as MRI/PET [48]. Single-

parameter overlay images have also been previously explored in cardiovascular imaging

using polarization-sensitive OCT [49].

Previous work in compression OCE has been restricted to imaging the purely elastic

response of tissue, with care needed to avoid the time-dependent viscoelastic e�ects [22,

23]. In the context of the Kelvin-Voigt model, such imaging probes the elastic strain,

ε0, which is independent of the viscoelastic strain and time constant [27]. Therefore,

viscoelastograms may provide new insight into tissue mechanics compared with conven-

tional strain elastograms. However, as mentioned in Section 5.2.2.2, elastic strain and

viscoelastic strain are not absolute measures: accompanying measurements of the local

stresses are required to quantify mechanical moduli. In simple phantom geometries, local

stress could be inferred from the known force applied at the surface by the gravitational

load; however, in tissue possessing mechanical heterogeneity and uneven boundaries,

such estimation of local stress will only likely be accurate throughout the sample bulk

with application of inverse methods [50]. This is in contrast to the viscoelastic time

constant, τ , which is independent of the applied load and directly quanti�able. Thus,

comparison of the measured time constant may be made between di�erent measurement

systems and samples. In Figures 5.6(b) and 5.2(b), we observe measured τ values between

5 and 10 s in the collagenous connective tissue. The viscoelastic time constant of collagen

�brils was reported to be 7 ± 2 s by Shen et al. [51], which is within our measurement

range. Fibrillar collagen is considered to be the dominant source of viscoelasticity in

connective tissue [52].

In table 5.1, we can see that the precision in estimating viscoelastic parameters in the

sti�er RT601 5:1:0 and in the softer P7676 4:1:0 is generally lower than for phantoms in

the middle of the sti�ness range. The range of measureable viscoelastic parameters, is

limited but can be shifted by varying acquisition and loading parameters. For instance,

by increasing the B-scan acquisition speed, the maximum measurable strain rate (limited

by phase wrapping) is increased. The disadvantage is that the increased acquisition
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speed raises the OCT noise �oor. Increasing acquisition speed is likely to improve the

precision for tissue exhibiting a lower viscoelastic time constant. This performance can

be further improved by implementing a phase-unwrapping algorithm, similar to that

demonstrated in compression OCE [15]. However, improvements at the high strain rates

exhibited at the start of viscoelastic creep are likely to be limited by phase decorrelation,

i.e., the decorrelation between the speckle patterns in consecutive B scans, as discussed

in Chin et al. [53]. Further evaluation is required to assess the accuracy of the measured

viscoelastic parameters, for example, by comparing to existing mechanical testing systems.

Furthermore, accuracy and precision should be tested for a wider range of viscoelasticities

than reported here, which may be produced using �brin or poly(vinyl alcohol) cryogels

(PVA-C) [36] or gelatine [43].

Tissue often possesses uneven surface topography. Experimentally, we have observed

that surface irregularities can correspond to heterogeneities beneath the sample surface

in viscoelastograms. By placing the tissue on a compliant silicone layer, as described in

Section 5.2.2.4, we have observed that these surface e�ects are minimized. As observed

in previous work [38], a compliant layer dissipates sharp variations in stress, and acts

to provide a more uniform stress at the tissue-compliant layer interface. By minimizing

surface-induced variations in stress, the use of the compliant layer likely results in the

measured viscoelastic strain contrast becoming more linearly related to the true creep

modulus. Further investigation is required to evaluate the e�ect of dimensions and

mechanical properties of the layer on the stress distribution and uniformity, as well as its

e�ect on the sensitivity of the measured viscoelastic parameters.

We have estimated only two of the four parameters in the Kelvin-Voigt model, vis-

coelastic strain and viscoelastic time constant. We brie�y discuss the other two parameters,

elastic strain and viscous strain. It is challenging to extract elastic strain from our model

due to the high rate of deformation in the early viscoelastic response causing high rates

of phase wrapping. In any case, measurement of elastic strain is readily performed by

compression OCE [15]. The two methods could be performed sequentially by modifying

the loading hardware to incorporate micro-scale actuation, as described in [23]. Viscous

strain, ε2, is already estimated using our technique, but there are several issues to be

considered. As mentioned in Section 5.2.2.2, viscous strain accounts for the steady-state

loss of volume of a material, e.g., the exudation of PDMS oils in phantoms, and the exud-

ation of �uids in tissue. To minimize the e�ects of friction at the sample boundaries in

compression, we have applied lubricating �uid to sample surfaces: PDMS oil in phantoms

and saline in tissue. We have observed experimentally that the measured viscous strain

is dependent on the amount of lubrication used; therefore, the measurements of ε2 were

not representative of the true viscous behaviour. It may be possible to hold constant the
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contribution of the lubrication towards the measured ε2 if the amount of lubricating �uid

were to be controlled. Such an e�ect would likely not arise if this technique were to be

applied to in vivo or in situ scenarios, as measured viscous strain should represent that

expected in the physiological environments. In these cases, it could potentially be used

to generate additional contrast.

Previous works in ultrasound [35, 43] and MRI [44, 54] have implemented more

complex models of viscoelastic creep behaviour: primarily, a dual-exponential model

derived from two series Kelvin-Voigt units and characterized by two viscoelastic strains

and time constants. For our technique, a single-exponential model proved su�cient to

generate contrast in phantoms and muscle tissue. If the dynamic range or the sensitivity

of strain rate measurements were to be improved, a more complex model of viscoelastic

creep might provide additional information, but further investigation would be required

to analyse the trade-o� in the increase in number of parameters with the goodness of

�t in implementing higher order models [55]. Furthermore, the Kelvin-Voigt model is

one-dimensional and does not account for the anisotropy of tissue, which is present in

muscle. Contrast in the muscle viscoelastograms will likely vary based on the direction

of the muscle �bres with respect to the direction of compression. Further investigation is

required to access the feasibility of OCE in measuring anisotropic viscoelasticity, as it

will likely require not only a di�erent viscoelastic model but also the measurement of

viscoelasticity in di�erent sample orientations [56] or, alternatively, the reconstruction

of the full strain tensor in three dimensions [44].

Our technique has the potential to be extended to three-dimensional imaging. A limit

in three-dimensional acquisition is the trade-o� between acquisition rate and the density

of sampling over the �eld of view, as the acquisition rate of co-located OCT scans a�ects

the dynamic range of our technique. As described in Section 5.2.2.3, we have acquired B-

scans at a rate of 10Hz, formed from 1000 A-scans each corresponding to a 100 µs period.

Using the same OCT system, recent work in compression OCE [57] has demonstrated the

ability to acquire A-scans with a 10 µs period, forming three-dimensional OCE volumes in

5 s. Therefore, it may be possible to sample viscoelastic creep at a density of 10000 A-scans

per C-scan (for example, 100 A-scans in a B-scan and 100 B-scans in a C-scan), whilst

maintaining the same acquisition rate of 10Hz. A faster OCT system, with megahertz

A-scan rates, has been presented by Wieser et al. [58], although the phase sensitivity of

the system was not reported; therefore, further investigation is required to assess the

feasibility of such a system for phase-sensitive measurements.
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5.2.5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have demonstrated the ability of OCE to measure the viscoelastic creep

response by extracting the parameters ε1 and τ , which have been used to form B-scan

dual-parameter images. We have demonstrated repeatable measurements of viscoelastic

parameters in tissue-simulating phantoms and have demonstrated the the ability of

viscoelastic creep imaging to generate additional contrast to that of OCT imaging. We

have observed viscoelastic contrast in excised rat and mouse muscle tissue, discriminating

between tissue structures on the sub-millimetre scale. Viscoelasticity imaging using OCE

may provide opportunities to improve the sub-millimetre to micro-scale mechanical

characterization of tissues and disease pathologies, and provide contrast complementary

to existing OCE techniques.
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5.3 Perspectives

This chapter has presented a method for parametric imaging of viscoelastic creep in

tissues using a variation on compression OCE. The results demonstrate the capacity to

distinguish tissue type based on its viscoelastic response. Beyond this proof-of-principle,

however, and in moving to a more routine implementation of viscoelastic contrast in

OCE, there are a number of key considerations and limitations that have to be addressed.

The main di�culty of this technique is achieving a controlled compression with a

uniform stress over time. In this work, a gravitational load was used, which has limited

the technique to imaging a single B-scan cross-section. To image in 3D, C-scans must be

acquired rapidly enough to capture displacement with no phase wrapping, and minimal

displacement and strain decorrelation. In this study, a B-scan rate of 10Hz was used, thus,

a C-scan rate must be on the same order. Since this work, we have achieved compression

OCE at a 144 kHz A-scan rate; thus, at most a 120×120 C-scan sampling could be achieved

with that system. OCE, with phase-sensitive capacity, has been recently demonstrated

at 1.5MHz [177]. Even with such a speed, a 387 × 387 C-scan sampling may only be

achieved.
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Alternatively, loading may be repeated for blocks of acquisitions. This would require

an automated method of loading, and the need for constant stress would require it to

be a closed-loop system, i.e., a stress sensor driving the displacement of the compres-

sion plate. Phase-sensitive detection of displacement is sensitive to nanometre-scale

displacement [142], thus, a signi�cantly high noise performance of the loading system is

a requirement. Such a system adds signi�cant complexity to OCE.

Imaging of viscoelasticity adds a new, temporal dimension to data acquisition, as is

the case for dynamic elastography methods. As such, a burden of longer acquisition,

larger datasets and longer processing is added, which is a limit for clinical applications

and ease-of-use. Therefore, the bene�t of added contrast must be critically considered in

each application.

Beyond the addition to contrast, as presented in the paper, characterisation of vis-

coelasticity is important in understanding and uncovering its biological role in cell and

tissue mechanics. Indeed, there is increasing emphasis on viscoelasticity in cell mech-

anics [260–262], particularly in the response of cells to dynamic and cyclic loading. In

combination with the work presented in later chapters, viscoelasticity imaging may be

revisited in the future.

A further consideration is that viscoelastic creep, similarly to strain, is a relative (or

qualitative) measure, and does not quantify the intrinsic viscoelastic properties of a tissue.

As presented in the paper, viscoelastic strain requires an accompanying measure of stress

to enable quanti�cation. The time constant is a quantitative parameter (τ = η/µ), though,

it is rarely encountered in literature. It is possible to quantify properties, such as the dy-

namic modulus (Chapter 2.1.2), with an implementation of a compliant stress sensor [78]

and through numerical inversion [61]; however, it may not be the optimal means to such

an end. The estimation of viscoelasticity is more suited to wave-based elastography,

where such information is already implicit in the measurements (e.g., the attenuation,

phase velocity and dispersion of shear waves), or to spectroscopic elastography, where at

the high loading frequencies, the e�ect of viscoelasticity is readily observed. Indeed, the

measurement of viscoelasticity is an active pursuit in these techniques [22].



6 Enhancing resolution

6.1 Preface

This chapter presents ultrahigh-resolution optical coherence elastography (UHROCE).

UHROCE improves on the resolution of conventional OCT, from an imaging resolution

of ∼10 µm down to 1.5 µm (isotropic), with a similar improvement in the “mechanical”

resolution (de�ned in Chapter 1.2). A resolution of sub-2 µm is maintained over a depth

of �eld of nearly 100 µm by implementing Bessel beam illumination, shaped with a spatial

light modulator.

The prime motivation of this thesis is to extend OCE to applications in biology,

particularly, to explore its utility in cell mechanobiology, as presented in the introductory

Chapter 1. The improvement in the resolution of both structure and mechanics to that of

the cellular scale (∼10 µm) is a necessary �rst step.

The paper included in this chapter presents the UHROCE system, and demonstrates

strain imaging using compression OCE on phantoms and excised aorta samples. In

Chapter 8, UHROCE is further developed to enable the estimation of Young’s modulus,

as demonstrated on excised aorta from a mouse model of hypertension. The paper is a

co-author paper; however, it presents an important advance in OCE technology, which

forms the basis of the work in Chapter 8. Due to its letter format, it is presented verbatim.

Contribution. PW contributed to the design and construction of the loading mechanism;

contributed to developing the acquisition strategy; contributed to developing and adapt-

ing the reconstruction and processing code, in particular, the displacement and strain

estimation algorithms; assisted in some of the experiments; and digitised the histology

sections. All authors reviewed and edited the manuscript. Further details are provided in

the Statement of Contribution.
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6.2 Ultrahigh-resolution optical coherence
elastography

Andrea Curatolo,1 Martin Villiger,2 Dirk Lorenser,1 Philip Wijesinghe,1 Alexander Fritz,1

Brendan F. Kennedy,1 and David D. Sampson1,3; Optics Letters, 41(1), 21–24, 2016

Abstract: Visualizing sti�ness within the local tissue environment at the cellular

and sub-cellular level promises to provide insight into the genesis and progression of

disease. In this paper, we propose ultrahigh-resolution optical coherence elastography,

and demonstrate three-dimensional imaging of local axial strain of tissues undergoing

compressive loading. We combine optical coherence microscopy and phase-sensitive

detection of local tissue displacement to produce strain elastograms with resolution (x ,y ,z)

of 2 × 2 × 5 µm. We demonstrate this performance on freshly excised mouse aorta and

reveal the mechanical heterogeneity of vascular smooth muscle cells and elastin sheets,

otherwise unresolved in a typical, lower resolution optical coherence elastography system.

Disease often changes the mechanical properties of tissue, providing a source of con-

trast for diagnosis distinct to that provided by optical properties [1]. Physical palpation,

the most commonly used diagnostic method based on mechanical properties, enables

physicians to detect abnormalities, but is subjective and provides very coarse resolution.

Elastography is a medical imaging technique based on the spatially resolved response

of tissue to mechanical loading and can provide a map of mechanical properties. Ela-

stography based on magnetic resonance imaging or ultrasound imaging [2] provides

better resolution than manual palpation and is emerging as a clinical tool in the diagnosis

liver �brosis and breast cancer[3]. Optical coherence elastography (OCE) [4], a form of

elastography based on optical coherence tomography (OCT), shows promise in visualiz-

ing mechanical contrast in tissue with resolution of tens of micrometers, enabling the

probing of mechanical properties on a scale intermediate between that of cells and organs.

However, disease changes the mechanical properties of tissue on even smaller cellular

to sub-cellular length scales [5]. Indeed, the �eld of cell mechanics seeks to study the

onset and development of disease on the cellular scale and to characterize the mechanical

signatures of healthy and diseased cellular tissue constituents [6]. Ideally, such studies

would include the ability to provide in situ images at cellular resolution in live tissues in

1
Optical+Biomedical Engineering Laboratory, School of Electrical, Electronic and Computer Engineering,

The University of Western Australia, Crawley, WA 6009, Australia
2
Wellman Center for Photomedicine, Harvard Medical School and Massachusetts General Hospital, 40

Blossom Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02114, USA
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their native environment.

Atomic force microscopy [7] can be used to probe the mechanical properties on this

and still �ner scales, but it has a small �eld of view (FOV), typically hundreds of µm
2
,

providing measurements from the tissue surface only, and is not compatible with in vivo

imaging.

Optical coherence microscopy (OCM), in both its Fourier-domain and full-�eld im-

plementations [8], is a high-resolution version of OCT providing spatially isotropic

resolution below 2 µm. Elastography techniques based on OCM have the ability to probe

sub-surface mechanical contrast overcoming a main limitation of AFM [9, 10].

A limitation of elastography based on Fourier-domain OCM is the technique’s small

depth of �eld (DOF), imposed by the high numerical aperture required to achieve ultrahigh

in-focus resolution [8]. On the other hand, the ability to acquire a depth scan of the

sample structure, with a single spectral acquisition, is an attractive feature that enables

phase-sensitive displacement measurements. The dynamic focusing ability of full-�eld

OCM overcomes the DOF limitation, but at the expense of severely restricting accurate

phase-sensitive displacement detection. To date, the employment of a digital volume

correlation (DVC) method [11] on a rather large 3D sliding window has limited the strain

resolution of full-�eld OCM.

In this paper, we seek to address the above shortcomings by achieving simultaneously

high strain sensitivity and high spatial resolution. We do so via ultrahigh-resolution opti-

cal coherence elastography (UHROCE), which combines extended-focus Fourier-domain

optical coherence microscopy (xf-FDOCM) [12], phase-sensitive detection, and compress-

ive mechanical loading [13]. Bessel beam illumination and Gaussian mode detection [14]

maintain sub-2 µm transverse resolution over a nearly 100-µm DOF. Phase-sensitive

detection enables nanometer-scale displacement sensitivity over a wide displacement

dynamic range from less than 1 nm to ∼2 µm [15]. We demonstrate UHROCE in three

spatial dimensions on a structured silicone phantom and on freshly excised mouse aorta,

comparing UHROCE images with co-located typical, lower resolution OCE images [13].

The comparison highlights the unprecedented strain resolution of UHROCE and its ability

to visualize the distribution of features, such as 10 µm-thick elastin sheets in the tunica

media of mouse aorta, otherwise unresolved in the lower resolution strain elastograms.

In the UHROCE system, broadband light from a supercontinuum source (SuperK

Extreme EXR-1, NKT Photonics, Denmark) is spectrally shaped to produce a spectrum

with central wavelength λ0 = 785 nm and 3 dB bandwidth of 200 nm. The source output

is coupled to one arm of a 2 × 2 broadband �ber coupler forming part of a Mach-Zehnder

interferometer. The optical design of the sample arm employs point-spread function

(PSF) engineering and beam scanning in a three-stage telescope system, depicted in
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Figure 6.1: UHROCE system. (a) Schematic of the sample and reference arms of the extended-

focus Fourier-domain optical coherence microscopy (xf-FDOCM) system. C: collimator DC:

dispersion compensation, FC: �ber coupler, Gx,y: galvanometer mirrors, L: lens, OL: objective lens,

SF: spatial �lter, SL: scan lens, SLM: spatial light modulator (angle exaggerated), P: polarizer, PBS:

polarizing beam splitter, PC: polarization controller, TL: tube lens, λ/4: quarter-wave plate, IIP:

intermediate image plane, FP: Fourier plane, OP: object plane. (b) Measured irradiance pro�les of

the beams (Bessel—top, Gaussian—bottom) around OP1 in the illumination and detection paths

along (left) and transverse to (right) the propagation direction. The white dashed lines bound the

depth of �eld of both modes. (c) Measured xf-FDOCM point-spread function in focus (axial—top,

transverse—bottom).

Figure 6.1(a). A Bessel beam (Fresnel number N = 10.5) generated by a spatial light

modulator (SLM) (Pluto NIR II-HR, Holoeye Photonics AG, Germany) provides a good

trade-o� between improved DOF and reduced peak intensity compared to an equal

resolution Gaussian beam [16]. The Bessel beam is relayed from the intermediate image

plane 3 (IIP3) to the object plane (OP) within the sample, with an e�ective demagni�cation

of ∼ 21×. The illumination path (e�ective numerical aperture, NAe� = 0.27) and separate

detection path (NAe� = 0.16) result in a Bessel illumination DOF of 94 µm and a Gaussian

detection DOF of 21 µm. Figure 6.1(b) shows the axial plane and in-focus transverse plane

illumination and detection irradiance pro�les, acquired using a beam-pro�ling camera

(SP620U, Ophir-Spiricon, USA). Figure 6.1(c) shows cross-sections of a PSF near focus,

i.e., the OCM signal generated by imaging a phantom comprising red iron oxide (Fe2O3)

300–800 nm-sized particles (refractive index, n ≈ 3) embedded in polyurethane resin (n =

1.49) (National Physical Laboratory, UK). The measured axial and transverse resolutions

are 1.5 and 1.6 µm, respectively.

Measurements of the phase stability were carried out to benchmark the displacement

sensitivity of the xf-FDOCM system against an in-house, common-path OCT system [13].

The best displacement sensitivity calculated between groups of four A-scans, at an A-scan
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frequency of 20 kHz, is 2.3 nm. The best displacement sensitivity for the common-path

OCT system, at an A-scan frequency of 10 kHz, is 0.34 nm [13]. Such comparatively large

phase �uctuations in the xf-FDOCM system are due to the relatively long path lengths

employed in the Mach-Zehnder interferometer setup. A common-path con�guration

would reduce these �uctuations, but it could not be implemented due to the e�ectively

“dark-�eld” design [14], necessary to reduce the otherwise saturating signal from the

sample coverslip. Mechanical loading was introduced using a piezoelectric transducer [13]

to compress the sample, from the opposite side to that imaged.

The signal processing chain involves calculating the phase di�erence between a pair

of complex xf-FDOCM B-scans of the uncompressed (pre-loaded) and compressed sample

acquired at the same y-location. Axial unwrapping of the resulting phase di�erence [13]

allows for unambiguous calculation of the local displacement in the sample. Local strain

was estimated from the displacement map following the weighted-least squares (WLS)

method described in [15]. To reduce the WLS regression window on the measured

axial displacement for a given strain sensitivity, i.e., to exploit the xf-FDOCM resolution

improvement, additional steps in the acquisition and signal processing scheme were

required. Phase averaging was performed to improve the displacement sensitivity [13].

At each transverse x-location, four A-scans were acquired for each of the uncompressed

and compressed sample states, enabling the averaging of their respective phase di�erences,

thereby providing increased displacement sensitivity with no loss of spatial resolution.

Similarly, two pairs of uncompressed–compressed B-scans per y-location were acquired

and the resulting co-located B-scans strain elastograms were averaged. A structured

tissue-mimicking phantom with well-determined optical and mechanical properties

was fabricated using two-component, room-temperature vulcanizing silicone (Elastosil,

Wacker, Germany) [17]. It comprised two sti� inclusions separated laterally by less than

20 µm, in a 325 µm-thick soft bulk. The optical properties were controlled by adding

titanium dioxide (TiO2) nanoparticles (refractive index n ≈ 2.51, average diameter 25

nm) to the silicone. A scatterer volume ratio of 3:1 between the inclusion and the bulk

provided optical contrast. A sti�ness (Young’s modulus) ratio of 3:1 between the inclusion

and the bulk provided mechanical contrast. The Young’s modulus of the inclusion was 150

kPa and that of the bulk was 50 kPa. These values were measured for a preload of 4 kPa

applied to the bulk, corresponding to 10% strain. We acquired UHROCE images of this

phantom. Comparative images of the same phantom were taken with the lower resolution

OCE system, with an OCT resolution of 7.8 µm (axial, in air) by 11 µm (transverse) [13].

The amount of phase averaging applied was similar to that used in the UHROCE system

and the same axial �tting range window of 20 µm (15 µm FWHM equivalent) was used

for strain estimation. For both systems, the additional bulk compression of the inclusion
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Figure 6.2: OCT images and strain elastograms of an inclusion phantom taken with the two

systems: OCE (left panels, OCT resolution: 7.8 axial × 11 µm transverse) and UHROCE (right,

OCT resolution: 1.5 axial × 1.6 µm transverse). (a) OCT B-scans. (b) B-scan displacement maps.

(c) B-scan strain elastograms. (d) En-face strain elastograms. The location of the images in (c) and

(d) in the corresponding orthogonal sections is indicated by yellow dotted lines.

phantom applied during acquisition produced ∼0.3% strain.

The results of this comparison are presented in Figure 6.2: for the OCE system at left;

and for the UHROCE system at right. Figure 6.2(a) presents OCT B-scan sections of the

phantom cutting through the two inclusions. The two inclusions are much better resolved

in the xf-FDOCM image, as expected, and clumps of TiO2 nanoparticles can be clearly

observed. Figure 6.2(b) shows the displacement B-scans. The UHROCE displacement

B-scan (at right) appears smoother over the chosen axial �tting length. This is related to

the higher spatial frequency of the “granularity” in the image. This factor depends on the

interplay between the noise sources in the displacement measurement and the axial pixel

sampling density. Slightly lower OCT SNR, and higher strain- and displacement-induced

decorrelation [18], due to the smaller xf-FDOCM average speckle size (i.e., the higher

resolution at focus [19]), introduce more phase (di�erence) noise per pixel in the UHROCE

displacement image. Nevertheless, the higher axial pixel sampling density within the

given axial �tting length is the reason for the higher strain sensitivity attained with the

UHROCE system, visible in the B-scan strain elastograms shown in Figure 6.2(c). A better

appreciation of the transverse resolution improvement can be gained from the en-face

strain elastograms in Figure 6.2(d).

We also demonstrated the value of such resolution improvement by capturing strain

elastograms of an ex vivo mouse aorta. A healthy mouse aorta wall is composed of three

layers [20], progressing from the lumen outwards: tunica intima; tunica media; and tunica

adventitia. The tunica intima is composed of one layer of endothelial cells followed by
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Figure 6.3: OCT images and strain elastograms of a mouse aorta taken with the two systems:

OCE and UHROCE, compared with histology. (a) en-face OCT images within the tunica media. (b)

Corresponding en-face strain elastograms. (c) OCT B-scan images of the aorta cross-section (taken

with OCE—top—and UHROCE system—middle), and a VVG-stained histology image (bottom

panel) from a closely located but not corresponding section. (d) Speckle-averaged magni�ed

portion (top inset) of the structural B-scan image in (c), corresponding B-scan strain elastogram

(middle inset), and representative histology section (bottom inset) showing interleaved elastin

sheets and smooth muscle cell layers.

a layer of smooth muscle cells embedded in an extracellular matrix. The tunica media

is made up of multiple smooth muscle layers interleaved with elastin sheets (lamellae)

and �bers. The tunica adventitia is rich in collagen and is in contact with connective

tissue, such as adipose cells. In our experiment, we imaged an excised aorta, compressed

to �atten its lumen so that the tunica adventitia was lying �at against the compressing

actuator and coverslip.

Figure 6.3 shows images of the mouse aorta acquired with both the OCE and the

UHROCE systems, and compares them to histology of the same tissue. Figure 6.3(a)
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shows en-face OCT images taken mainly within the tunica media. The adipose tissue on

the left aided in the co-location within a few hundred microns of images acquired on the

two independent systems. The xf-FDOCM image (right) reveals sections of elastin sheets

(lamellae), providing higher backscattering than the vascular smooth muscle, unresolved

in the OCT image (left). The UHROCE strain elastogram (right) shows that the strain

within the elastin sheets is low, whilst the smooth muscle layers in between them are

subject to compressive strains of up to 0.4% in some areas. The improvement over the

OCE image (left) is substantial, as features clearly resolved in the UHROCE image are only

partially resolved at the lower resolution. Figures 6.3(c)-(d) show in detail the undulating

structure of the elastin lamellae (black in the histology image with Verhoe�-Van Gieson

(VVG) staining) sandwiching the smooth muscle, and resulting in a muscle layer of only

a few cells in thickness experiencing high strain, as detected by the UHROCE system. (In

Figure 6.3(b), a phase unwrapping artifact in the UHROCE image has been removed by

fusing an image at the same depth processed from the same data with di�erent phase

unwrapping parameters.)

The system and results presented here fall within the greater scope of utilizing OCM

to measure tissue deformation. In this space, two groups [9, 10] have used magnetic �elds

to actuate exogenous agents (magnetic micro beads) dispersed in the tissue. They used

Fourier-domain OCM systems for their inherent ability to detect nanometer-range tissue

motion. The results were promising, however, tissue displacement was plotted only for

speci�c points of interest in cell cultures, without providing an image of mechanical

contrast. Another group [11] performed high-resolution compression OCE by using a

piston to load the tissue and full-�eld OCM to detect the local displacement, from which

they derived the strain tensor. They presented images of the axial strain experienced

by compressed biological ex-vivo tissue, but, as mentioned above, the strain resolution

su�ered from a rather coarse DVC method of evaluating tissue displacement.

We have proposed and demonstrated compression UHROCE and compared it to a

typical, lower resolution phase-sensitive, compression OCE system. The spatial resolution

(x ,y ,z) of the strain elastogram, at 2 × 2 × 15 µm, is the highest reported to date in optical

elastography. We have demonstrated the advance in terms of resolution by imaging an

inclusion phantom and an ex vivo mouse aorta. The results show the ability of UHROCE

to resolve mechanical heterogeneity at the micrometer scale, suggesting the method

could be suitable for imaging of cell mechanics in situ in tissues [21, 22]. A challenge for

sti�ness quanti�cation at the cellular level with the proposed technique is the uneven

stress distribution within the �attened sample. The addition of methods of estimating local

stress [23] would allow this technique to be made quantitative along the axial direction

and produce elastograms representing tissue sti�ness (Young’s modulus), similar to those
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obtained with dynamic full-�eld OCE [21], but at a higher spatial resolution. Such a

combination of resolution, depth of �eld, and quantitative mechanical properties would

represent a unique combination in the study of mechanobiology.
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on the aorta of a mouse model of hypertension. As discussed further in Chapter 8, this

technique may be an important advance in reconciling cellular mechanics with the

formation, development, patterning and organisation of complex tissue structures.

The higher resolution provided by UHROCE also introduces certain nuances to the

compression OCE method. The higher NA of the system may have non-trivial e�ects on

the accuracy of the displacement measurement via phase-sensitive detection, particularly

with its relationship to the speckle intensity. The central wavelength of the UHROCE

source is similar to that of the OCE system used in this thesis; thus, the displacement

magnitude that is associated with phase wrapping, as discussed in Chapter 4, is equivalent.

However, the higher resolution introduces a greater e�ect of the displacement and strain

decorrelation [141, 246]. Thus, the applied loading has to be reduced to achieve an

equivalent optimum in sensitivity. Further, the assumed relationship of displacement

variance with respect to the SNR has not been explored for the case of a higher NA. It is,

thus, an important subject for future investigation.



7 Improving accuracy with numerical
methods

7.1 Preface

This chapter presents two papers that apply numerical (computational) methods to

problems in OCE. The papers present two complementary techniques, and address two

distinct ‘problems of elasticity’. The �rst paper deals with the ‘forward problem of

elasticity’, which may be posed as ‘given that we know the mechanical properties of

the body, and the boundary conditions, what is the stress and strain in that body’. The

second paper deals with the ‘inverse problem of elasticity’, which may be posed as ‘given

that we know the boundary conditions and the displacements in the body in response to

a load, what is the distribution of the mechanical properties in that body’.

The key aspect of both papers is that unlike the methods previously published in

compression OCE [78, 154] (Chapters 4.4 and 4.5), the assumption of uniaxial compression

(i.e., a uniform and uniaxial stress) is not made, thus, a greater accuracy, in principle,

should be achieved [70], which is veri�ed experimentally in the papers.

The �rst paper [60] (�rst author) presents a numerical approach to optical palpation—

an OCT-based approach to mapping the surface tactile forces (surface traction forces)

applied to a sample. The forces are analogous to the forces one may feel in manual

palpation (thus, said to arti�cially mimic touch), and provides mechanically derived

contrast. Manual palpation is used extensively in diagnosis and surgery to identify

diseased tissue by its sti�ness. Arti�cial capacity for palpation with higher sensitivity

and resolution may improve disease diagnosis and enable robotic applications. The

technique shows a high spatial resolution and accuracy in stress estimation, and presents

a signi�cant improvement to the previously published method, detailed in Chapter 4.4.

This paper is included verbatim, with minimal changes to formatting.
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Contribution. PW is the principal author of the work. PW conceived and developed the

methodology; developed the computational approach; performed the experiments and

simulations; and led the writing of the manuscript, which was reviewed and edited by all

authors. All authors analysed and interpreted the results. Further details are provided in

the Statement of Contribution.

The second paper [61] (second author) presents an iterative numerical approach to e�-

ciently solving the inverse problem of elasticity through the use of adjoint equations [263,

264]. The method estimates the intrinsic mechanical properties of tissue. It is important

to note that here, shear modulus is estimated, which is 1/3× the Young’s modulus in

incompressible tissue. It does so by guessing the distribution of shear modulus in the

tissue and solving the forward problem; the estimated displacements are compared to

the measured displacements from OCE, and the guess is re�ned. The process is repeated

iteratively until the estimated displacements and the measured displacements match as

closely as possible, i.e., the optimisation of the objective function. The guess is then taken

as the estimate of the shear modulus of tissue. This technique is a signi�cant advance

over the previously published method of quantitative elasticity imaging in compression

OCE (Chapter 4.5). Whilst this work in not �rst-authored, the contribution to this work

has been substantial. Thus, this paper is included verbatim, with minimal changes to

formatting.

Contribution. PW resampled, pre-processed and adapted the phantom data; and acquired

and pre-processed the tissue data. LD and PW adapted the data to �t within the developed

framework. LD performed the inverse method; PW performed the �rst-order method.

PW characterised the phantom properties. The manuscript was written, reviewed and

edited by all authors. All authors analysed and interpreted the results. Further details are

provided in the Statement of Contribution.

7.2 Computational optical palpation: A finite-element
approach to micro-scale tactile imaging using a
compliant sensor

Philip Wijesinghe,1,4 David D. Sampson,1,2 and Brendan F. Kennedy3,4; Journal of the Royal
Society Interface, 14(128), 20160878, 2017
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Abstract: High-resolution tactile imaging, superior to the sense of touch, has potential

for future biomedical applications such as robotic surgery. In this paper, we propose a

tactile imaging method, termed computational optical palpation, based on measuring the

change in thickness of a thin, compliant layer with optical coherence tomography and

calculating tactile stress using �nite-element analysis. We demonstrate our method on

test targets and on freshly excised human breast �broadenoma, attaining a resolution of

15-25 µm over a 5-mm �eld of view. Our method is open source and readily adaptable to

other imaging modalities, such as ultrasonography and confocal microscopy.

7.2.1 Introduction

The sense of touch is essential to our capacity to manipulate objects and to feel their size,

shape, texture and sti�ness. However, there is a limit to the sensitivity and resolution

of natural human tactile capacity [1]. Many advances have been made that improve

on human tactile capacity by employing arti�cial sensors in robotics applications [2],

such as manufacturing and prosthetics, thereby, extending this capacity to automated

machines [3]. Arti�cial tactile sensing is increasingly being considered in clinical settings,

for instance, for robot-assisted minimally invasive surgery. When performing surgery

through small-footprint incisions, robotic assistance can provide enhanced vision and

dextrous capacity to the surgeon, but is accompanied by a loss of tactile function [4].

The presence of tactile feedback in such surgery has been identi�ed as a critical factor in

improving patient outcomes [5]. More generally, both inside and outside the operating

theatre, physicians routinely use the sense of touch to identify tissue types and diagnose

pathologies, such as cancer, edema, infection, scarring and in�ammation. This diagnostic

method is referred to as palpation and its utility stems from the fact that many diseases

change the mechanical properties and structure of tissue [6]. For instance, lobular and

ductal carcinoma of the breast have been reported to be up to 14 times sti�er than

surrounding healthy tissue [7].

Arti�cial tactile sensors have the capacity to provide, in a robotic setting, better

resolution, sensitivity and objectivity than conventional palpation. Commercial systems

1
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Centre for Microscopy, Characterisation and Analysis, The University of Western Australia, Perth, Western
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School of Electrical, Electronic and Computer Engineering, The University of Western Australia, Perth,

Western Australia 6009, Australia
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have been developed that do so by spatially mapping the stress applied to a tissue

surface [2]. Maps of tactile stress can be displayed as an image, in principle enabling the

physician to exploit the contrast and texture observed in the stress maps for diagnosis.

This is termed tactile imaging, and has been demonstrated in vaginal and pelvic �oor

assessment, and prostate and breast cancer diagnosis, with the potential to achieve

sensitivity and speci�city values comparable to current non-invasive diagnostic methods,

such as MRI, at a fraction of the cost [2]. These tactile imaging systems often employ

arrays of piezoelectric or capacitive sensors. Their resolution is determined by the spacing

of the sensor elements, termed taxels or sensels, which is typically > 1 mm [2]. Recently,

nanowire tactile sensors have been fabricated, achieving a taxel resolution of 2.7 µm [8].

To be e�ective in clinical applications, a challenge for these high resolutions sensors is to

extend the �eld of view to beyond the demonstrated 100–200 µm [8]. In addition, the

rigid nature of many of these devices poses challenges for use on tissue with uneven

surface topography.

In this paper, we present a new alternative termed computational optical palpation.

In this method, a thin, compliant and transparent layer of mechanically uniform material

is compressed against an object, and the layer thickness is measured using the volumetric

optical imaging technique, optical coherence tomography (OCT). Using �nite-element

analysis, the imparted tactile stress can be accurately estimated solely from the meas-

ured thickness of the layer and its known mechanical properties. This method has the

distinctive feature of avoiding the use of discrete sensor arrays in favour of use of an

imaging system. The spatial resolution is related to the resolution of the imaging system,

rather than to the spacing of individual sensors, making it readily capable of micro-scale

resolution. Further, the compliant layer readily conforms to the sample surface, which

is an important characteristic for probing samples with uneven surface topography [3].

An added bene�t of using an imaging system is that corresponding images of sample

structure are provided alongside tactile stress maps.

We have previously demonstrated the combination of a transparent, compliant layer

with OCT, termed optical palpation, showing the ability to delineate mechanical features,

in both ex vivo and in vivo scenarios [9, 10]. In these demonstrations, layer strain was

measured and used to determine stress from a look-up table obtained by calibration, which

is similar, in principle, to taxel array methods [8, 9]. However, as we demonstrate in this

paper, the mechanically coupled and continuous nature of the compliant layer necessitates

the use of a more sophisticated three-dimensional mechanical model. Only by use of

such a model can tactile stress imparted to mechanically and structurally heterogeneous

objects be imaged with high resolution and accuracy. We demonstrate stress maps

with accuracy to within 5% of the expected value in the typical regime of operation, a
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resolution of 15–25 µm, which is close to the resolution of the underlying imaging system,

over 5–7-mm �elds of view. Such performance is a valuable step toward the translation

of tactile sensing to clinical applications, such as diagnosis and monitoring [2, 4]. An

additional bene�t is that our method is directly adaptable to other imaging modalities,

from confocal microscopy on the sub-micrometre-scale, to ultrasonography on a more

macro-scale. Furthermore, it could be combined with optical elastography to quantify

sti�ness in a volume with higher accuracy than has been demonstrated [11]. We further

aim to facilitate implementation by making the method open-source, as described in the

Data Accessibility Section 7.2.10.

7.2.2 Computational optical palpation

Figure 7.1 shows our method diagrammatically, from acquisition to meshing. In Fig-

ure 7.1(a), a thin, compliant, transparent layer of uniform material (we use silicone rubber),

henceforth referred to as the compliant layer, is shown positioned against a transparent

glass window, which is part of the OCT imaging system [12, 13]. The compliant layer is

sequentially compressed against a sample, deforming based on the sample’s mechanical

properties and surface topography. OCT volume images of the layer are captured in its

unloaded and loaded states. Descriptions of the layer fabrication, and of the OCT imaging

system and acquisition method, are provided in Supplementary Methods. Figure 7.1(b)

shows representative cross-sectional images that clearly delineate the compliant layer;

the sample is a silicone test target, as described in Section 7.2.6.3. From such recor-

ded images, it is straight forward to extract the thickness of the compliant layer before

and after compression; for this purpose, we employ a Canny edge detector developed

previously [9]. The last panel in the Figure is described in Section 7.2.6.2.

There exists a relationship between the deformation (here, boundary displacement)

of the layer, its intrinsic mechanical properties, and stress. It is, indeed, su�cient to

know two of these parameters to estimate the third. We have knowledge of the bulk

mechanical properties of the compliant layer from standardised mechanical testing. We

can also estimate boundary displacement from the compliant layer thickness observed

in the unloaded and loaded OCT volumes. The change in thickness from compression,

however, does not itself quantify displacement; rather, it has to be converted to a vectorial

form, described in Section 7.2.6.2. The main remaining di�culty in attaining accurate

measurements of tactile stress, however, lies in de�ning an accurate mechanical model,

which we describe in the next Section.

In our previous demonstrations of optical palpation [9, 10]; the mechanical model

is based upon the assumption that, when applied to a sample, the stress �eld within
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Figure 7.1: Computational optical palpation. (a) Diagram of the experimental sample setup and

incident optical beam, and (b) representative OCT cross sectional images, in the unloaded and

loaded state, showing the compliant layer CL being compressed against the sample S on a rigid

substrate (oblique dashed); W: window, CL: compliant layer, S: sample. In (b) on the left side, CL

and S are marked by false colour, and on the right side, the intensity image captured by OCT

is shown; L0(x ,y) and L1(x ,y) represent compliant layer thickness in the unloaded and loaded

states. (c) Cross section of the meshed FEA assembly used in the unloaded (left) and loaded (right)

state. CL boundaries are, respectively, modelled by WCB: window contact body, and SCB: sample

contact body. The SCB geometry re�ects the lower CL boundary, marked by the dashed red line

in (b). Scale bar: 500 µm.

the compliant layer is uniform and uniaxial [14]. This assumption only holds true for

samples possessing no signi�cant mechanical heterogeneity and with a �at surface

geometry. Furthermore, it assumes that there is no friction present at the boundaries

of the compliant layer. The inferior results obtained from this overly simpli�ed method

are included alongside the method advanced here in Sections 7.2.5 to 7.2.7 to emphasise

the consequences of making such assumptions and to justify the need for the more

computationally demanding numerical approach.

In Section 7.2.6.2, we describe the more complex mechanical model used in compu-

tational optical palpation, and compare it to our previous method. In Section 7.2.4, we

quantify friction and its e�ect on our method.

7.2.3 Mechanical model

Tactile stress is calculated using �nite-element analysis (FEA) solely by modelling the

deformation of the layer and its contact boundaries. Figure 7.1(c) shows the FEA as-

sembly. Deformation in the compliant layer body is dictated by the equation of dynamic

equilibrium, which, omitting body forces (such as the negligible e�ect of gravity), is given

as:

∇ · σ − ρ Üu = 0 , (7.1)

where σ is the Cauchy stress tensor and u is the displacement (Üu is acceleration). (Al-
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though the measurement is made quasi-statically, a dynamic model is preferred over a

static model for reasons discussed in Supplementary Methods Section 7.2.9). The compli-

ant layer is hyperelastic [15] and modelled using the Mooney-Rivlin material model [16,

17], which, for an incompressible material, is given as:

σ = −2
3
(C1I1 −C2I2)I + 2C1B − 2C2B−1 , (7.2)

where B is the left Cauchy-Green deformation tensor, I1 and I2 are its �rst and second

invariants, and I is the identity. C1 and C2 are the Mooney-Rivlin material coe�cients of

the silicone rubber used for the compliant layer, which were found from uniaxial test

data (Instron, Norwood, Massachusetts) to be 2.23 [±0.04] and 0.70 [±0.03] kPa [95% CI],

respectively.

Regarding the boundary conditions of the simulation, we have access to the uncom-

pressed and compressed compliant layer thickness from the experimental data. However,

we cannot directly estimate from this data the three-dimensional vectors describing the

displacement of the boundary that are required for FEA. To overcome this, we employ

separate bodies to model the contact of the compliant layer with the window and with

the sample, as shown in Figure 7.1(c). By displacing the sample contact body (SCB) to

match the �nal thickness observed in the compressed OCT image, we aim to mimic the

boundary behaviour of the compliant layer. Notably, the SCB is not representative of the

sample, but only its interface with the compliant layer. Lateral boundaries not in contact

with the window or the sample are speci�ed to be stress free. Solving this assembly using

FEA yields the full three-dimensional stress �eld within the compliant layer, allowing

us to extract the stress at the bottom interface, i.e., tactile stress. A detailed description

of the FEA is given in the Supplementary Methods Section 7.2.9. Stress, inherently, is a

three-dimensional tensor; however, we extract the axial, or z-normal, component, which

we use as a quanti�cation of axial tactile stress, corresponding to what would be typically

measured by many discrete tactile arrays. It is also trivial to extract stress that is normal

to the compliant layer surface or, alternatively, the traction force vectors, if motivated by

a particular application.

To evaluate the proposed method, and provide a justi�cation for the necessity of

numerical computation, we compare our method to the calibration approach (optical

palpation) employed previously [9]. In that approach, numerical computation is avoided

by �nding a closed-form solution to the deformation of the compliant layer. This is a

common approach employed in image-based mechanical characterisation techniques [18].

This is done by assuming that the layer is linear-elastic, isotropic and homogeneous, as
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described by a constitutive equation, given as:

σij = λδijεkk + 2µεij , (7.3)

where δij is the Kronecker delta, λ and µ are the Lamé parameters, σij is the stress tensor

and εij is the strain tensor. Under uniaxial compression, the equation reduces to Hooke’s

law, i.e., E = σ/ε , where E is the Young’s modulus (E = 3µ). The compliant layer is

hyperelastic [15], meaning that as it is compressed further, the apparent Young’s modulus

increases. Therefore, Young’s modulus is adjusted based on the measured axial strain.

Tactile stress for each spatial location (x , y) is considered independent, and can be trivially

calculated as:

σ (x ,y) = E[ε(x ,y)] · ε(x ,y) , (7.4)

where strain ε(x ,y) = (L1(x ,y) − L0(x ,y))/L0(x ,y), with L0(x ,y) and L1(x ,y) being the

layer thickness before and after loading, respectively, at each lateral coordinate observed

from OCT images, Figure 7.1(b); and E[ε(x ,y)] is the strain-adjusted Young’s modulus.

Hereon, we refer to this approach as the algebraic method. The assumption implicit in

this method are unrealistic; however, they enable a rapid and direct solution, often the

highest priority in a clinical setting.

7.2.4 Friction

Taking account of friction at the interfaces of the compliant layer is necessary to determine

stress at the sample surface accurately. We have estimated friction for various lubrication

and loading force experimental conditions by relating experimental data to an FEA-

generated calibration. The so-determined coe�cients of friction were used as a ‘best

guess’ a priori estimate for the interface between the compliant layer and the window in

subsequent measurements, and were used to generate the computational results presented

in Sections 7.2.5 and 7.2.6. The friction at the interface with the sample is not included in

our method; we provide a rationale for this later in the Section.

There are numerous ways to estimate friction [19]. We employed a novel method based

on phase-sensitive OCT [20, 21] (described in the Supplementary Methods Section 7.2.9).

Brie�y, we reconstruct the axial displacement depth pro�le in the compliant layer, from

the window to the sample interface. The interface between the compliant layer and

the window is used as the reference re�ector in the OCT system. This interferometer

con�guration is termed common path, and signi�es that the interface corresponds to zero

relative axial displacement [22]. During compression, the magnitude of the accumulated

displacement will continuously increase with depth, reaching its highest value at the
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Figure 7.2: Friction. (a) Friction

calibration curves: normalised local

displacement with respect to depth.

Black solid curves show simulated

data with coe�cients of friction

of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4. Dashed

black line shows the ideal case of no

friction. Experimental data shown

in colour as labelled. A local re-

gion is magni�ed in the inset. (b)

Mean reconstructed stress at each

friction condition using the algeb-

raic and computational method val-

idated against independently meas-

ured (expected) stress. Error bars

represent the deviation in stress that

results from ±0.05 variation in es-

timated friction.
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interface with the sample. If the compliant layer is uniformly compressed, and there

is no friction, then the displacement depth pro�le will be strictly linear. However, if

friction is present, it will distort the displacement gradients close to the boundaries. This

characteristic is presented in Figure 7.2(a), which shows FEA simulated pro�les (solid

black curves) of displacement with a varying coe�cient of friction at the interface with

the window. The friction contact model is described in the Supplementary Methods

Section 7.2.9.

We imaged the displacement pro�le in the compliant layer under di�erent lubrication

and load conditions to probe the range of friction likely to be encountered under real

experimental conditions. Prior to compression, poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) oil (AK50,

Wacker, Germany) was used to lubricate the compliant layer-window and the compliant

layer-sample interfaces thereby minimising friction. Three di�erent quantities of lubric-

ating PDMS oil were used to vary friction, denoted as low (covered with oil), medium

(wiped with oil) and high (no oil). Whilst this description of the lubrication conditions

is subjective, it is likely to be similarly subjective in practical applications. Thus, a con-

servative ±0.05 variation in the coe�cient of friction is considered for evaluating the
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error of the proposed technique in the following Sections. For each friction condition,

a �at load cell (LSB200, FUTEK, CA) with a brushed aluminium surface was used to

provide a gross force directly onto the compliant layer of 0.5N, which was then increased

to 1.5N. At each load force, additional micro-scale compression was then applied by a

piezoelectric transducer, additionally compressing the compliant layer by less than 1 µm.

The resulting displacement pro�les versus depth in the layer were measured by phase-

sensitive OCT [20]. Pro�les for each trial were scaled to have the same displacement

value at the sample-side interface, and overlayed on the FEA characteristic curves for

di�erent friction conditions, Figure 7.2(a).

In Figure 7.2(a), in the case of high friction, where no oil was used, the measured

displacement pro�le closely matched that of a modelled coe�cient of friction of 0.30, for

both 0.5N and 1.5N preload. At 0.5N, low and medium friction corresponded to friction

coe�cients of around 0.12 and 0.15, respectively; however, as the preload was increased,

friction increased to around 0.20 and 0.24. Such behaviour demonstrates that friction

is force-dependent in our experiments, which may have arisen from oil being exuded

from the interface at higher preload forces. This is not seen in the high-friction condition,

supporting this theory, as no oil was used in that case.

As stated above, we only model the friction at the interface with the window. This

is because the window is su�ciently rigid that we can assume it undergoes no lateral

displacement; however, a soft sample may deform with the compliant layer, and as we

have no estimate of its lateral displacement, we cannot model friction at this interface

e�ectively. Particularly, we cannot reconcile the lateral displacement of the true sample

with that of the SCB. Although this presents a complication, the cause—namely, the

sample deforming laterally along with the compliant layer—will, in fact, reduce the error

caused by an incomplete friction model. In such a case, the shear forces at the compliant

layer-sample interface will be much smaller than in the case of a rigid boundary, and

their modulation, through varying friction, will have a proportionately smaller e�ect on

overall stress. This is an important consideration: if a sample is su�ciently sti�, friction

can be modelled, having a signi�cant e�ect on obtaining accurate stress; and if a sample

is su�ciently soft, friction cannot be modelled, however, the e�ect will be somewhat

diminished. In the next Section, we describe how we estimate the error associated with

this uncertainty.
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7.2.5 Tactile sensing

We validate the accuracy of our method by employing the data obtained from the friction

experiments as follows. For each of the six experiments (three friction levels and two

force values), we know the change in thickness of the layer from OCT images, and we

have estimates of friction, constituting the necessary inputs for optical palpation. Using

the computational method, we can extract surface stress. By integrating the stress across

the surface, we estimate the total stress experienced by the compliant layer, which we

then compare to an independent measure of stress obtained as the ratio of applied force

(0.5 or 1.5N, as determined by the load cell) over the compliant layer’s surface area

observed in OCT (expected stress). We further evaluate the performance of our technique

by comparing it to the algebraic method.

Figure 7.2(b) shows total stress calculated by the algebraic and computational methods,

compared to the expected stress. Beyond the case of low friction at 0.5N, the accuracy

of the algebraic method degrades with added friction and force. This is expected, as the

model does not account for friction. The computational method is signi�cantly more

accurate. For every value of the coe�cient of friction, including a nominal friction of

0.1 assigned to the compliant layer-SCB boundary, additional simulations were run at

values of ±0.05, and the error bars represent its e�ect on the �nal stress. This variation in

the coe�cient of friction was chosen as a conservative value based on the repeatability

observed in previous friction experiments with similar layer sizes and loading conditions.

This shows the extent that a conservative error in estimating friction can have on tactile

stress. Our method is accurate (to within 5% for 0.5N and 15% for 1.5N) except for the

case of 1.5N and high friction, which represents a compression beyond 50%. Coupled

with high friction, which in practice would be mitigated by using lubricating oil, this

case is well beyond the worst-case scenario for most practical. Furthermore, in this

scenario, the mechanical state of the compliant layer is in a heavily non-linear regime, at

which point our model breaks down. In contrast, at 0.5N, the compliant layer underwent

roughly 10–20% compression, which represents its typical range of operation in the

experiments described in Section 7.2.6. Thus, we conclude that we are able to e�ectively

account for friction over the range of scenarios relevant to tissues, and probed in this

paper. We note, for higher force sensing of materials sti�er than typical soft tissues, a

sti�er compliant layer material can be used.
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7.2.6 Tactile imaging

In this Section, we investigate the accuracy of both versions of optical palpation in

reconstructing spatially varying maps of tactile stress. However, there are no tractable

means of simultaneously and independently measuring spatially resolved tactile stress

with the �elds of view and resolution scales provided by optical palpation.

For an initial validation, we model the entire optical palpation experiment in FEA.

Unlike in previous Sections, the FEA now models the mechanics and geometry of both the

compliant layer and the sample. From this FEA model, we extract the unloaded and loaded

thickness of the compliant layer, as would otherwise be available from experimental data.

We also extract the surface tactile stress, which is compared to the values estimated with

our methods. The model is described in detail in the Supplementary Methods Section 7.2.9.

Two sample mechanical models were tested, in order to evaluate the e�ects of surface

structure in a mechanically homogeneous sample and mechanical heterogeneity in the

bulk. An actual silicone test target was also tested experimentally and compared with a

full FEA simulation.

7.2.6.1 Structural heterogeneity - simulation

Tactile imaging was simulated on a sample with a sinusoidal surface topography and the

same mechanical properties as the compliant layer. The sample was 5 by 5 mm in width

and 2mm in depth, on average. The surface in contact with the compliant layer had a

sinusoidal pro�le in x , and was invariant in y . The sample is illustrated in Figure 7.3(a),

with 5 peaks distributed across the 5mm lateral extent, and an amplitude of 0.25mm.

The sample was compressed by 0.5mm toward the window, which resulted in < 15%

strain for the assembly. To demonstrate the capacity of our technique, a coe�cient of

friction of 0.3 was used for the compliant layer interface with the window and 0.1 for the

interface with the sample. A mesh size of 50 µm was used.

Figure 7.3(b) shows the central cross-sectional pro�le of tactile stress along the x and

y directions, estimated using computational optical palpation applied to the simulation

data. The pro�les of stress closely correspond to the pro�les of expected stress, extracted

from the full FEA simulation. This is particularly evident when compared to the estimate

provided by the algebraic method. This demonstration clearly emphasises the importance

of combining optical palpation with a comprehensive and three-dimensional mechanical

model for the case of uneven sample surface topography.
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Figure 7.3: Comparison of simulated computational and algebraic optical palpation against

full FEA simulation. (a), (c) FEA assembly of a simulated experiment, showing: (a) the stress

layer (orange) compressed against a sample (blue) with a sinusoidal surface topography; (c)

the stress layer compressed against a sample with adjoining columns of soft and sti� material;

(b),(d) Modelled central cross sectional pro�les of stress along the x (left) and y (right) directions,

corresponding to (a) and (c), comparing the algebraic and computational methods against expected

stress. Arrows denote the location of the corresponding x and y orthogonal cross sections.

7.2.6.2 Mechanical heterogeneity - simulation

Tactile imaging was simulated on a sample with adjacent equal-sized columns of soft and

sti� material, 5 by 5 mm in width and 2mm in depth, Figure 7.3(c). The soft material had

the same properties as the compliant layer, and the sti� material was roughly three times

sti�er. The sample was again compressed by 0.5mm toward the window. A coe�cient of

friction of 0.3 was used for the compliant layer interface with the window and 0.1 for the

interface with the sample.

Figure 7.3(d) shows the central cross-sectional pro�les of tactile stress along the x

and y directions, respectively, estimated using the computational technique. A mesh

size of 50 µm was used. Again, the pro�les of stress closely correspond to the pro�les

of expected stress, extracted from the full FEA model. Similarly to Figure 7.3(b), the

estimates provided by the algebraic method are far less accurate.

7.2.6.3 Experimental demonstration

To demonstrate computational optical palpation experimentally, we fabricated a sample

with a sinusoidal surface geometry closely approximating that used in the FEA simulation.

The sample surface pro�le was created using a 3D printer (Replicator 2X, MakerBot,

NY) to print a mould for casting silicone rubber. The samples were then imaged in their

unloaded state using OCT, and their real geometry was reconstructed in FEA, Figure 7.4(a),

to account for inaccuracies introduced by the fabrication process. The sample was
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Figure 7.4: Experimental demonstration. (a) FEA assembly of the simulation with exact sample

geometry generated from OCT. (b) En face maps of the compressed stress layer thickness obtained

from the experiment and FEA simulation. Scale bar: 1mm. (c) Central cross sectional pro�les of

stress along the x (left) and y (right) directions, reconstructed from experimental data using the

algebraic and computational methods, and compared against expected stress from simulation.

Arrows denote the location of the corresponding x and y orthogonal cross sections.

compressed against the compliant layer with a �at aluminium plate. The unloaded

assembly thickness was ∼ 2.75 mm, which was compressed by 0.7mm, corresponding

to an average of 25% strain. FEA was used to fully model the real experiment, based

on the imaged geometry, known mechanical properties, and aforementioned boundary

conditions.

Figure 7.4(b) shows the loaded thickness of the compliant layer in both the experiment

and the FEA simulation. The loaded thicknesses match closely, suggesting that the FEA

simulation faithfully represents the experiment and that the tactile stress extracted from

the full simulation is likely to be close to the tactile stress determined through the

experiment. We perform computational optical palpation using only the experimentally

measured thickness, and an estimate of friction (0.15), which corresponds to the closest

matching experimental condition from Figure 7.2. The estimate of tactile stress using

both the algebraic and computational approaches on the measured data is presented

in Figure 7.4(c), again as a cross-sectional pro�le along the x and y directions. The

computational optical palpation approach compares very closely to the expected stress

from the full FEA model. This result contrasts with the substantial inaccuracy of the

algebraic method. The small di�erences introduced between computational optical

palpation and the purely FEA simulated data likely arise from a number of experimental

factors that could not easily be incorporated into the simulation, such as the slight tilting

of the �at compression plate with respect to the window and non-uniform friction.
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Figure 7.5: Maps of axial stress pro-

duced by a sti� silicone cube, re-

constructed using the (a) algebraic,

and (b) computational method. (c)

Cross sectional OCT image of the

sample; arrow shows micro-scale

surface perturbations. (a c) Scale

bar: 300 µm. (d,e) Cross sectional

plots of stress along the x direction;

(d) simulated; and (e) experimental;

reconstructed using the algebraic

and computational approaches, re-

spectively. (f) Demonstration of

computational optical palpation on

a 5-cent Australian coin, 19mm in

diameter (left); map of tactile stress

(right). Scale bar: 1mm.
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7.2.7 Resolution

In this Section, we present estimations of the resolution of computational optical palpation.

To evaluate the experimental resolution, we mapped the stress applied to a 500-µm wide

cube fabricated from sti� silicone resting directly on a rigid back-plate. Tactile stress was

reconstructed using both the algebraic (Figure 7.5(a)) and the computational (Figure 7.5(b))

methods. In the computational method, a 10-µm mesh size was used to match the OCT

transverse resolution. Qualitatively, one observes in Figure 7.5 a signi�cant improvement

in resolution using the computational method, in particular evidenced by sharper feature

boundaries. Uneven surface features become particularly visible in computational optical

palpation images; the structural OCT cross-section is provided in Figure 7.5(c), showing

the existence of surface perturbations within the sample ( 7-µm rms roughness); the cross-

correlation of perturbations in the layer thickness and stress was 0.85, which provides

supporting evidence that the spatial variation seen in tactile stress is likely representative

of true sample features.

To quantify resolution, we measured the 10–90% spatial response across the feature
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edge. Figures 7.5(d) and (e) show the cross-sectional plot of stress along the x direction.

Figure 7.5(d) was generated using simulated data, by modelling uniform compression of

a 500-µm wide square area across the stress sensor. Figure 7.5(e) is experimental data,

as shown in �gures 7.5(a) and 7.5(b). The measured resolution for the algebraic method

was 180 µm and 250 µm, in the simulation and experimental data, respectively. A 180-µm

resolution was also measured in our previous work [9]. Using the computational method,

the resolution improved to 15 µm and 20 µm, in the simulation and experimental data,

respectively. This represents over an order of magnitude improvement.

To demonstrate its capacity further, computational optical palpation was performed

on a 5-cent Australian coin. A 5 by 5 mm region was probed from the 19-mm diameter

coin, as visualised in Figure 7.5(f). A mesh size of 10 µm was used, producing a tactile

stress map with clearly delineated features. The resolution for the coin was comparable;

below 25 µm for selected sharp boundaries.

Towards a clinical application of optical palpation, we imaged tactile stress produced

on a freshly excised �broadenoma of the human breast. The mesh size was 50 µm over

a 7-mm �eld of view. OCT data was derived from [11], which describes the ethical

approval and method for tissue handling. Brie�y, breast tissue was surgically removed

and a 2 × 2 × 1 cm region of interest was excised, such that the �broadenoma was

present on the widest edge of the sample. The compliant layer was compressed against

that edge, with the sample held by a rigid plate. Fibroadenoma is a benign tumour

characterised by the growth of �brous nodules within �brous and glandular breast

tissue. OCT structure, as a maximum intensity projection, and haematoxylin & eosin

histology, are presented in Figures 7.6(c) and (d), respectively. The image presents a region

comprising individual �brous nodes, and a region enclosed by a dense �brous cap. In the

corresponding histology, Figure 7.6(d), nodules are emphasised by purple epithelial cells,

which circumscribe individual nodes. With computational optical palpation, Figure 7.6(b),

we can pick out distinct textural di�erences in stress in these regions. Individual �brous

nodules are particularly evident. The dense �brous cap is signi�cantly smoother. These

features are poorly distinguishable in the image produced by the algebraic method,

Figure 7.6(a). Feature contrast (as tactile stress to local noise ratio) was enhanced roughly

two-fold in the nodules marked in Figure 7.6.
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Figure 7.6: Map of axial stress produced by �broadenoma of the breast, reconstructed using

the (a) algebraic, and (b) computational approach. (c) Maximum intensity projection of the OCT

volume in z; intensity normalised (d) Corresponding haematoxylin & eosin histology. Arrows:

individual �brous nodules (in (d), representative, not corresponding, nodules are marked); stars:

region enclosed by a dense �brous cap; white triangles: artefacts in layer thickness detection.

Scale bar: 1mm

7.2.8 Discussion

Computational optical palpation has several advantages over methods employing taxel

arrays. Primarily, the stress-sensing element is only required to consist of a readily

disposable uniform and transparent material, which is simpler to fabricate for applications

requiring high resolution and �exibility of the sensor. However, the requirement of an

imaging system is added; but brings the bene�t of providing corresponding structural

information. Aside from probing compliant layer thickness, structural images may be

used to recognise features in the palpated object, and may provide information on the

quality of contact with the stress sensor. For instance, for the experimental results

reported here, live structural images were used to con�rm complete contact between

the compliant layer and the sample. In practice, it would be currently challenging to

adapt imaging systems, such as OCT, to applications such as prosthetics, humanoid

robotics and automation, although much progress has been made in miniaturising OCT

systems [23]. In medicine, however, imaging systems are routinely used and available.

Optical palpation can be employed as a standalone system [2, 24], or adapted to other

existing imaging tools, such as ultrasonography and confocal microscopy, likely with

little or no required changes to hardware. The computational method is open source,

accessible at https://github.com/philipwijesinghe/computational-optical-palpation, as

described in the Data Accessibility Section 7.2.10.

The distinct advantages posed by optical palpation, to date, have been undermined

by the e�ects of mechanical coupling, which exists between all parts of the stress sensor.

This coupling arises because the compliant layer is continuous and nearly incompressible.

In such materials, tactile stress applied to a local area elicits stress and strain in adjacent

areas. Thus, to calculate tactile stress accurately, one must consider the stress and strain

https://github.com/philipwijesinghe/computational-optical-palpation
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state in all parts of the layer, as we do with computation, rather than independently,

which is the by-product of the assumptions made to enable the algebraic method.

The largest contribution of computation is seen in spatial resolution, improving it

by more than an order of magnitude, from 180–250 µm tom 15–25 µm. In theory, the

resolution limit for computational optical palpation is set by the resolution of the imaging

system and the meshing density of the FEA model. The lateral resolution of the OCT

imaging system used to generate the results presented in this paper is 11 µm; however,

OCT systems have been demonstrated with sub 2-µm resolution [25, 26]. Translation of

the computational method to confocal microscopy opens up the possibility of performing

computational optical palpation at resolutions well below 1 µm.

The ultimate challenge in reconstructing high-resolution tactile images is the po-

tentially high computation time. The required time to extract tactile stress using FEA

is closely related to the total number of elements in the model, implying a trade-o�

between �eld of view and resolution, which can be tailored to individual applications.

For the results shown in Figures 7.2– 7.4, ∼ 100k elements were used, resulting in a mesh

resolution of ∼ 50 µm over a 5 by 5 mm �eld of view, and a computation time of under 30

minutes when performed on a personal computer, and under 15 minutes on a workstation

(details in Data Accessibility Section 7.2.10). This can be greatly improved with more

powerful hardware, and parallelisation [27]. For the results shown in Figures 7.5 and 7.6,

with over 200k elements, computation time was over 2 hours, presenting a challenge

for clinical applications. The time can be reduced by evaluating smaller �elds of view

or by employing adaptive meshing, dynamically re�ning the mesh close to sharp stress

features.

A further limitation of computational optical palpation is the requirement for the

accurate modelling of friction. Despite the attraction of the calibration approach to

estimating friction presented here, friction remains an unknown in the strict sense, and

further, may vary across the surface of the compliant layer. Direct measurement of three-

dimensional boundary displacement in the layer would remove the need to know friction

entirely, and could be achieved with digital volume correlation (DVC) [28]; however, it is

likely that structural features will have to be introduced to the compliant layer to make

DVC possible.

The algebraic method described here is, in principle, similar to the method used in

taxel array techniques [8, 9]. Fundamentally, stress applied to a region of a stress sensor,

or a sensing element, results in its deformation, or strain. In the case of optical palpation,

this strain is measured directly, whilst in taxel array methods, the strain in each sensor

element produces a change in its electrical properties, such as capacitance or resistance [2,

3]. With calibration, stress can be extracted from any of these measured properties. In
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these applications, each taxel, element or region of the compliant layer is considered

mechanically independent. As taxel array methods are developed to be more compact

with higher sensor density, mechanical crosstalk may become prominent, particularly in

sensors fabricated from continuous, nearly incompressible materials [2, 3, 29]. Therefore,

similar computational approaches may well have application in improving the accuracy

of these sensors.

It is important to consider the e�ect of the compliant layer design on the performance

of optical palpation. As with other tactile imaging techniques, optical palpation maps

the force per unit area on the sample surface. For a uniform applied force at the distal

surface of the layer, the force at the sample surface will be modulated by the sti�ness

of the sample and its surface topography, as well as by the sti�ness, displacement and

thickness of the compliant layer. For instance, a soft layer will comply with the sample

topography and produce more uniform tactile images, whilst a sti� layer will contact

only the super�cial ridges of the sample surface and produce sharp boundaries in tactile

stress. Areas not in contact with the compliant layer will not confer force, thus, no tactile

contrast will be formed. For diagnostic applications, where contrast is of interest for the

entire surface area, complete contact is desirable. The displacement and thickness of

the layer should be kept higher than the amplitude of the surface topography of tissue

to ensure contact. For highly irregular tissues, this may be problematic as the layer

thickness requirements may exceed that observable with OCT (∼ 2–3 mm). Ultimately,

the layer design and applied displacement should be evaluated and optimised based on

the intended application.

An important application of computational optical palpation is in disease diagnosis.

Optical palpation has already been demonstrated in assessing both malignant breast

tissue [9] and skin lesions [10]. Palpation-like imaging has been employed, and is now

commercially available, for breast (SureTouch, Medical Tactile Imaging), and prostate,

vaginal and pelvic �oor (PTI/VTI, Advanced Tactile Imaging) analysis [2]. In the current

con�guration, illustrated in [10], computational optical palpation may be directly applied

to super�cially accessible tissue, such as the above, skin, breast, prostate and pelvic �oor

applications. In-cavity or small footprint probe con�gurations are possible, and are already

being demonstrated for OCT imaging through needle-based [30] and endoscopic [31]

formats. However, further development is required to implement a compliant layer within

a compact probe-based form factor.

In the closely related �eld of elastography, techniques have been developed to map

tissue mechanical properties into two- or three-dimensional images, termed elastograms.

Elastography systems based on MRI, ultrasound and OCT, have been developed [18, 22,

32]. OCT-based elastography methods have been demonstrated using compression [11],
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air-pu� [33] and acoustic radiation force [34, 35] loading, among others [32]. A com-

mon challenge in these techniques is their capacity to estimate an intrinsic mechanical

property (e.g., Young’s modulus). Recently, our group has demonstrated an OCT-based

elastography method [11] which incorporates the optical palpation method [9] to recon-

struct high resolution images of tissue sti�ness. This method combines tactile surface

stress maps with tissue volume strain maps to form volume images of estimates of Young’s

modulus [11]. Recently, in a similar vein, computational inverse methods have been ap-

plied to OCT-based elastography, estimating Young’s modulus using a three-dimensional

model of tissue mechanics [36]. In this demonstration, tissue is preloaded with the

compliant layer (as in this paper), and then phase-sensitive OCT is used to extract local

tissue displacement over a volume. Young’s modulus is estimated only from this local

displacement, with no computational capacity to consider friction e�ects and the layer’s

non-linear state. Integrating our method with the inverse method will likely improve the

quality of tissue elasticity images, which could lead to more accurate disease diagnosis.

Furthermore, on a cellular scale, accurate quanti�cation of tactile stress has been

invaluable in understanding cellular mechanical processes [6, 37], facilitated by stress

measurement techniques such as atomic force microscopy [38] and traction force micro-

scopy [39]. The high resolution provided by computational optical palpation, particularly

if translated to high resolution OCT [25], may provide a novel tool to study cellular-scale

forces [40] and for characterising biomaterials [41].
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7.2.9 Supplementary methods

Optical coherence tomography

Optical palpation was performed using a Fourier-domain optical coherence tomography

(OCT) system [12, 13] described in detail in [22] and brie�y here. The system operates by

illuminating a sample with a wide optical bandwidth, weakly focused beam of light, with

a central wavelength of 845 nm. It is non-ionising and low power (∼ 6 mW). The light

backscattered from inside the compliant layer and sample is captured, and the time-delay
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information between the locations in the sample and the reference re�ection, as provided

by low-coherence interferometry, is used to reconstruct a depth pro�le of the compliant

layer and sample microstructure. OCT is conceptually similar to ultrasound, however,

achieves much higher resolution, which is traded o� with lower penetration depth. The

system possesses experimentally measured axial and lateral resolutions of 7.8 and 11 µm,

respectively, with an imaging depth of up to 1–3 mm, depending on the optical scattering

and absorption in the sample.

The OCT system operates using a common-path interferometer con�guration, in

which the window/compliant layer surface serves as the reference re�ector in the OCT

system, meaning that, axially, the interface of the window and the compliant layer will

always be positioned in the �rst pixel of the reconstructed image, as seen in Figure 7.1(b).

Using OCT, not only the amplitude (which makes up the structural OCT images

presented in this paper), but also the phase of the back-scattered light at varying depths

in the compliant layer, can be calculated. If OCT images of the compliant layer in an

unloaded and loaded state are captured, then the di�erence in phase between each

co-located pixel in the unloaded and loaded image can be linearly related to the local

axial displacement. This method is termed phase-sensitive OCT [21], and is, in fact,

fundamental to many OCT-based mechanical and �ow measurement techniques [32].

This method can provide a three-dimensional �eld of local axial displacement in the

compliant layer, in contrast to just the thickness observed from the OCT structure.

It is sensitive on the sub-nanometre scale of displacement [22]]; however, its use in

optical palpation is heavily limited in practice, as it requires the displacement of local

microstructure to be kept roughly below 1 µm between acquisitions, to avoid signi�cant

error introduced by phase wrapping or phase decorrelation [20]. This method is used to

estimate friction in this paper (Section 7.2.4).

Compliant layer fabrication

The compliant layer and the experimental validation samples were fabricated from room-

temperature vulcanizing (RTV) silicone rubber (Elastosil® P7676, Wacker, Germany). For

the validation samples and the compliant layers used for friction measurement, additional

optical scattering was introduced by adding titanium dioxide particles to the rubber. The

refractive index was estimated to be 1.4 for silicone rubber and 2.5 for the TiO2 particles.

The refractive index was used to scale the depth of OCT images; OCT intrinsically

measures the product of the group refractive index and physical depth. Fabrication of

silicone samples for OCT is described in detail [15]. Brie�y, silicone rubber is composed

of two parts: silicone compound (A) and cross-linker (B). Parts A and B can be mixed

with di�erent ratios to attain variable mechanical sti�ness. For all experiments, A and
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B were mixed with a one-to-one ratio. Compliant layers were fabricated to a thickness

of 0.5mm, and width of 5 by 5 mm, which was con�rmed by measurement using OCT.

Finite-element analysis

Computation in optical palpation was performed using the Abaqus/Explicit FEA solver

(Dassault Systèmes, France). The possibility of high strains induced in the compliant

layer made it preferable to use the explicit formulation, both in terms of speed of compu-

tation and robustness (lower likelihood of non-convergence). The explicit formulation is

inherently dynamic, accounting for inertia. As the problem posed by optical palpation is

quasi-static, the ratio of the kinetic energy to total energy was monitored for all simu-

lations. Kinetic energy was validated to be two, or more, orders of magnitude smaller

than total energy, ensuring that inertial behaviour did not signi�cantly modify estimated

tactile stresses [42]. The FEA model was constructed entirely in Matlab R2013a (The

MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA), and parsed into the Abaqus solver using their proprietary

‘.inp’ format. Simulation results were extracted using Python 2.7, and parsed into Matlab.

Paraview (Kitware Inc., NY) [43] was used for visualisation. A description and link to

code can be found in the Data Accessibility Section 7.2.10.

Assembly The FEA assembly is described in Section 7.2.6.2 and presented in Figure 7.1(c).

Brie�y, three parts are employed: the window contact body (WCB); the compliant layer;

and the sample contact body (SCB), representing the position of the sample-layer interface.

In the initial step, the compliant layer is positioned between the WCB and the SCB, with

both interfaces in contact and coplanar with each other. In the initial step, the SCB

represents the unloaded thickness of the compliant layer, L0(x ,y).
The size of the compliant layer is noted for each result. The WCB and SCB geometries

were extrapolated by an extra 1mm in x and y to ensure that, as the compliant layer

expanded beyond its initial size, its axial compression would still be constrained at the

boundaries.

Meshing Structured meshing was employed for all parts due to their regular geometry.

Meshing was performed in Matlab, by regularly subdividing a rectangular volume, and

then warping the body to a desired shape. The compliant layer was meshed using

hexahedral ‘C3H8’ elements, with 8 integration points [44]. These are preferred to

tetrahedral elements due to their reduced rigidity; however, tetrahedral meshing is

available as an alternative in the attached code, Data Accessibility Section 7.2.10. The

window and sample contact bodies were meshed similarly; however, using hexahedral

‘C3H8R’ elements with reduced integration. Meshing density is noted individually for

each result.
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Contact Contact between the WCB and the layer surface was de�ned as a pure master-

slave contact pair with kinematic enforcement. Due to the simple geometry of contact,

a hard pressure-overclosure relationship was de�ned to simplify computation. Contact

between the layer and the SCB was de�ned as a balanced master-slave contact pair

with kinematic enforcement. Due to the large deformation and, potentially, large spatial

variations of stress across that boundary, an exponential contact pressure-overclosure

relationship was de�ned. Contact pressure was set equal to a hundred times the layer

sti�ness at zero clearance, and clearance was set to 0.1mm. For both boundaries, a

Coulomb friction model was employed. It is parameterised by a single coe�cient of

friction, the value of which is noted for each result. These methods for modelling contact

are described in detail in [44].

Boundary conditions As a rigid body, the WCB is prescribed to have zero displacement

in all axes. The SCB is prescribed zero displacement in the x and y directions. The z

displacement, however, is given as L1(x ,y) − L0(x ,y), i.e., the change in compliant layer

thickness. The layer thickness was smoothed using a Gaussian kernel, with a full width

at half maximum smaller than the mesh size. The z displacement was applied with a

smoothed step amplitude to minimise kinetic energy.

Simulation of the optical palpation experiment

The accuracy of computational optical palpation in mapping spatially resolved tactile

stress is described in Section 7.2.6. For this purpose, an FEA model of a realistic optical

palpation experiment is employed, as described in Section 7.2.6 and presented in Figure 7.3.

The model comprises a rigid glass window, a deformable compliant layer and sample,

and a rigid compression plate. The mechanical model used for the compliant layer and

the sample is similar to the one described in Section 7.2.6.2. A notable di�erence from the

FEA model used for computational optical palpation is that computation is performed

using an implicit formulation (as opposed to the explicit[44, 45]). The implicit solver uses

an inherently di�erent numerical method, and in our case particularly, we employ a truly

static model, reducing the equation of equilibrium, Section 7.2.6.2, to ∇ · σ = 0. In the

FEA model of the experiment, the geometry and deformation is controlled and simple;

therefore, a static implicit formulation was preferred for its speed; with an added bene�t

that, due to the vastly di�erent numerical methods employed in the implicit vs. explicit

case, similar errors would be unlikely to arise, propagate, and then be discounted when

comparing the output tactile stresses.

The compliant layer and sample are meshed using ‘C3D8H’ hexahedral elements,

which are preferred for modelling incompressible materials, such as the silicone rub-
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ber [44]. Boundary contact is de�ned similarly to the computational optical palpation

method, with an added boundary between the sample and the compression plate. This

contact formulation is identical to the contact between the compliant layer and the WCB.

To model the optical palpation experiment, the window is prescribed zero displacement

in all axes. The compression plate is prescribed zero displacement in the x and y dir-

ections, and a constant displacement in z. Sample and compliant layer boundaries are

unconstrained

7.2.10 Data accessibility

The computational optical palpation method, and the data used herein, is available

online at https://github.com/philipwijesinghe/computational-optical-palpation, under

a GNU General Public Licence (GPL) version 3. This release also includes input �les

(./inp_files/), which can be used to reproduce all of the results presented in this paper,

and compressed compliant layer thickness �les (./thickness_files/).

Software requirements: (Software versions listed here were used in this paper; compat-

ibility with other versions was not tested.)

Matlab R2013a, including ‘gridfit.m’ function (available at:

http://au.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/�leexchange/8998-surface-�tting-using-grid�t)

Abaqus/Explicit FEA solver 6.13

Python 2.7

Hardware: Computational optical palpation was performed on a laptop computer (ASUS

N56JR), with following key speci�cations: Intel i7-4700HQ Processor, 2.4 GHz, and DDR3L

16GB SDRAM, and a workstation PC: Intel i7-3820, 3.6 GHz, and DDR3 32GB SDRAM.

Average processing time for 100k elements (∼ 50-µm resolution, 5-mm �eld of view) was

30 minutes for the laptop computer, and 15 minutes for the work-station PC.

Usage: Computational optical palpation is run though the ‘main_cop_explicit.m’ Mat-

lab function, whose us-age is detailed in its header comment block. An example of its use

is presented in ‘example_run_cop.m’ Matlab script. Computational optical palpation can

be performed with the minimal knowledge of, at least, initial compliant layer thickness,

preloaded compliant layer thickness, and its mechanical proper-ties, which makes it

adaptable to other imaging techniques.

https://github.com/philipwijesinghe/computational-optical-palpation
http://au.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/8998-surface-fitting-using-gridfit
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7.3 Quantitative compression optical coherence
elastography as an inverse elasticity problem
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Abstract: Quantitative elasticity imaging retrieves maps of elastic moduli from tissue.

Quantitative imaging is superior to qualitative imaging in producing images which are

operator and system independent, and enable objective, longitudinal and multi-site

diagnoses. Quantitative elasticity imaging has been demonstrated in optical elastography

by assuming largely homogeneous samples. We present a more general approach

to quantitative elasticity imaging using quasi-static compression optical coherence

elastography, based upon the iterative solution of the inverse elasticity problem. We

present a solution for the case of linear elastic, isotropic, incompressible solids, however,

this method can be employed for arbitrarily complex mechanical models. The inverse

elasticity problem is solved by �nding the spatial distribution of shear modulus which

results in close agreement between predicted and measured displacements. Key to

the solution of the inverse elasticity problem is the use of the adjoint equations that

allow the very e�cient evaluation of the gradient of the objective function to be

minimized with respect to the unknown values of shear modulus within the sample.

We apply this method of shear modulus retrieval to one phantom and to one tissue sample.

7.3.1 Introduction

It has been well established that the mechanical properties of soft tissues are inextricably

linked to the form and function of disease pathologies [1–4]. For instance, �brosis in liver

has been observed to increase its sti�ness through increased production and decreased

degradation of extracellular matrix constituents [5]. During metastasis, invasive cancer

cells have been reported to reduce the sti�ness of the surrounding extracellular matrix,

aiding in their own migration through healthy tissues [6, 7], whilst developed tumors,
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such as ductal carcinoma and �broadenoma of the breast, have been characterized to be

up to 14 times sti�er than surrounding fatty tissue [8, 9].

Knowledge of the mechanical properties can provide fundamental insight into the state

of disease [2, 6, 10]; indeed, the biomechanics approach to identifying and characterizing

disease has been emerging in the recent literature [3]. Particularly, a family of imaging

techniques, termed elastography, have been developed to spatially map the mechanical

properties of tissue into images, termed elastograms, on di�erent length scales [11–13].

Ultrasound (US) and magnetic resonance (MR) elastography have been developed for

whole organ imaging, with resolutions of 100 µm and 1 mm [14], respectively, reaching

commercial success by demonstrating signi�cant improvement in disease diagnosis within

a clinically relevant environment, primarily in characterizing breast cancer [15, 16] and

liver �brosis [17]. Over the past 15 years, optical coherence elastography (OCE), based

on optical coherence tomography (OCT), has been following the precedent set by US and

MR; however, on a �ner scale of tissue, with resolution down to 10 µm [18, 19]. OCE has

demonstrated potential in a wide range of applications, including breast cancer [20, 21],

ophthalmology [22, 23], and cardiology [24–26].

US, MR and optical elastography, at their core, involve the measurement of local dis-

placement in tissue, resultant from some mechanical stimulation. From the displacement,

it is possible to obtain some measure parameterizing tissue’s mechanical behavior, such

as local strain [27, 28], phase velocity [29, 30], creep [31, 32] or resonant vibration amp-

litude [24, 33]. Such measurements, however, depend intrinsically upon the experimental

method and tissue geometry, and do not usually represent a one-to-one mapping of the

tissue’s mechanical properties. Quantitative imaging uses some form of mathematical

inversion, which we will describe in this paper, to disentangle a sample’s mechanical

properties from the measured data and experimental system.

This process of mathematical inversion entails solving an inverse problem. The

solution of such inverse problems is the subject of a large body of work, which we brie�y

introduce here before considering it in more detail in Section 7.3.2.1. There are broadly

two principal ways in which the inverse elasticity problem can be solved: direct and

iterative. The direct approach can be employed using so-called �rst-order approximations

such as simpli�ed models of tissue, limiting the accuracy of recovered elastic moduli [18].

When such �rst-order approximations are not made, direct approachs perform poorly

when the measured data is incomplete or noisy [34]. Iterative approaches have been

studied extensively in US and MR elastography [34]; however, few have implemented

them for OCE [35, 36]. Iterative methods allow for the inverse elasticity problem to be

solved within a more general framework, requiring fewer assumptions, at the cost of

higher computational complexity.
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In this paper, we apply an iterative approach, using an adjoint method [37] to solve

the inverse elasticity problem in compression OCE, reconstructing the shear modulus

in a tissue-simulating phantom and airway tissue. The iterative approach makes fewer

assumptions about the nature of mechanical deformation than direct approaches. Further,

it may lead to an improvement in the accuracy of reconstructed elasticity parameters,

and may enable objective longitudinal, multi-site and inter-sample comparison.

7.3.2 Background

7.3.2.1 Quantitative elasticity imaging

Quantitative imaging can be de�ned as the extraction of quantitative information from

images. The extracted quantities must be premised on a mathematical model assumed

to describe the underlying physical interactions under study. Quantitative OCE, thus,

refers to the measurement, or estimation, of mechanical properties within the context

of a particular assumed model of tissue mechanics. The most general model of tissue

mechanics would include, for example, viscoelasticity, poroelasticity, anisotropy, and a

nonlinear relationship between stress and strain [38, 39]. It is usually necessary, and

indeed reasonable, to neglect several, application speci�c properties in order to quantify

one, or perhaps two, of the most signi�cant tissue mechanical properties.

Quantitative elasticity imaging should disentangle, as far as is possible, the elastic

properties of the sample from the properties of the imaging system. If performed correctly,

it means that quantitative images should be able to be acquired at di�erent sites, using

di�erent imaging systems, and yet be able to be compared quantitatively. Such techniques

allow for the development of objective methods of assessing or diagnosing disease. They

also support longitudinal studies by allowing measurements, taken over the course of a

study, to be compared. Finally, quantitative imaging also reduces, or eliminates, artifacts

introduced by instrument operators.

There is a substantial body of prior work on the subject of quantitative elasticity

imaging, spanning imaging modalities such as US, MR and optical. Within each modality,

a variety of physical models are employed to link applied load and measured displacement

to elasticity parameters. Furthermore, within a particular modality and mechanical model,

a variety of methods exist for solving the inverse elasticity problem, i.e., the retrieval of

elasticity parameters from the measured displacement. Good reviews of this subject were

published recently by Barbone and Oberai [13] and Doyley [34], to which we direct the

reader for a comprehensive treatment of this subject. We summarise here the state of the

art in order to provide the context for the current work.
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7.3.2.2 Assumed model of tissue mechanical properties

Quantitative elasticity imaging methods are di�erentiated by the particular model of tissue

mechanics upon which they are based. Assuming, as we do in this case, incompressible,

linear elastic, isotropic tissue, one starts with the most general model, composed of the

time varying equation of equilibrium and constitutive relation. This assumption means

that instead of having potentially 21 independent elasticity parameters, we are left with

only one [34], with Young’s modulus, E, being related to shear modulus, µ, as E = 3µ.

The principal models of tissue mechanics then di�er according to how the equation

of equilibrium’s temporal dependence is treated. The three prevailing approaches are

quasi-static (as employed in this paper), harmonic and transient, in accordance with the

principal ways in which all partial di�erential equations with a temporal dependence

can be analysed. Equations (7.6)-(7.8), upon which our method is based, can be derived

from the aforementioned general equations by assuming a quasi-static loading.

7.3.2.3 First-order solutions to the inverse elasticity problem

One approach to performing quantitative elastography is to implement a simpli�ed,

or �rst-order approximation to elastic moduli. This then simpli�es the estimation of

elastic moduli but with the penalty of using a potentially unrealistic model. This is made

possible because the simpli�ed physical model results in a forward problem which is

readily invertible, either analytically or numerically. The reliability of the estimated

elastic modulus is, thus, determined more by the quality of the model than the accuracy

of the mathematical inversion, which is generally simple. A �rst-order approach to

quasi-static elastography has been employed by researchers using US [40], MR [41] and

OCT [42]. Under this approximation, the stress throughout a sample is assumed to be

approximately constant. The strain throughout the sample, estimated from the measured

displacement �eld, may, thus, be used directly in combination with Hooke’s law to obtain

Young’s modulus. This approach works well in small tissue samples possessing only

weak variations in Young’s modulus [43], yet breaks down in general, heterogeneous

cases.

First-order approximations have also been applied to harmonic elastography in US

[44], MR [45] and OCT [46]. One way in which a �rst-order modulus retrieval can be

performed is to note that plane-wavefront shear waves propagate in homogeneous media

with a velocity given by [1]:

cs =

√
µ

ρ
(7.5)

where µ is the shear modulus and ρ is the mass density. Thus, under the assumption
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of plane shear propagation in a homogeneous region, shear modulus can be accurately

extracted from measured values of shear wave velocity. This assumption clearly breaks

down in the presence of mechanical inhomogeneities. Whilst not all harmonic techniques

are based on this shear wave relationship, they all rely on some approximation based on

homogeneous wave propagation or resonance, which generally limits their generality.

Transient �rst-order models have also been applied in US [47] and MR [48]. These

methods were introduced to overcome the limited depth penetration of shear waves.

Transient elastography uses an ultrasound transducer to remotely generate shear waves

within tissue. This approach to quantitative elasticity imaging is considered a �rst-order

approximation as it also uses (7.5) to relate shear wave velocity to shear modulus; thus,

assuming that the shear wave travels in a re�ection-free medium. Although schemes have

been proposed to overcome this limitation [34], using such approaches for quantitative

elasticity imaging in heterogeneous tissue still appears challenging.

First-order methods have also been applied in the �eld of optical elastography, includ-

ing in optical coherence elastography (OCE). Such a method has recently been applied in

quasi-static OCE by assuming that stress remains constant throughout a sample [42]. It

has been used in a transient mode, where surface acoustic waves are generated using

an air-pu� [49] and a pulsed laser [23, 50]. The group velocity of the resulting surface

waves was measured using OCT [23, 49]. In another approach, low-coherence interfero-

metry was used to measure the surface wave dispersion relationship [50]. In the former

two cases [23, 49], Young’s modulus is retrieved from the surface wave group velocity,

assuming that the surface wave travels on the boundary of an in�nite half-space. In the

latter case [50], a depth-resolved estimate of Young’s modulus is obtained by analysing

the dispersion relationship of the surface wave’s spectral components, by exploiting

the fact that lower frequency surface waves penetrate deeper into tissue. First-order

harmonic approaches have also been demonstrated which make use of surface wave

phase velocity to make depth-dependent estimates of Young’s modulus [29, 51]. The

analytic relationship expressed in (7.5) has also been exploited within the context of

harmonic optical coherence elastography to estimate Young’s modulus within tissue

from the phase velocity of shear waves [52]. Finally, we note that magnetomotively

actuated optical coherence elastography can also be considered a harmonic �rst-order

quantitative technique. In one example, tissue samples were assumed to be in the form

of cylinders �xed to a base but otherwise free. An analytic model can then be used to

predict resonant modes of longitudinal vibration of the cylinders based upon the physical

(including Young’s modulus) properties of the sample. This allows a sample’s Young’s

modulus to be extracted so long as there is su�cient information about the sample’s

length, radius, density and Poisson’s ratio.
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First-order methods have limited generality as a result of the approximations required

to obtain a readily invertible relationship between measured displacement and retrieved

elasticity modulus. For example, common amongst the previously discussed �rst-order

approaches, are approximations such as assuming mechanical homogeneity or constant

stress. A di�erent approach to solving the inverse elasticity problem is required if these,

and other, assumptions are not to be made. Beyond �rst-order approaches, and for each

temporal �avor of elastography, there are two principal ways of solving the inverse

elasticity problem: direct and iterative.

7.3.2.4 Direct, general solutions of the inverse elasticity problem

Direct methods of solving the elasticity inverse problem begin with a mathematical state-

ment of the direct elasticity problem and transform this into a problem that may be solved

directly for the tissue mechanical properties. One example of a direct approach using

quasi-static elastography derives a set of coupled partial di�erential equations, which

may be solved to yield the shear modulus and hydrostatic pressure within tissue [53].

Although direct approaches have been proposed for harmonic and transient approaches

to elastography, we will focus on quasi-static methods since this is the focus of this paper,

and the limitations of direct methods are common to all methods.

Although considerable work has been done on the use of direct inversion methods

[53–56], they are not dominant, in general, as a result of some weaknesses. The dominant

weakness is that these methods require accurate measurements of all components of the

displacement �eld within the entire imaging plane. In some applications, such as US

elastography, accurate displacement measurements in any direction perpendicular to

the direction of propagation of sound, are hard to obtain. This limits the application of

these methods. and plane-stress [54] approximations and appear not to be adaptable to

three-dimensional problems. The plane-strain case is considered to be the most clinically

relevant [34], and two main challenges have limited the impact of direct inversion of the

plain-strain case: the requirement of knowing the hydrostatic pressure, which cannot

in general be measured, and low tolerance to noise [53]. Whilst a variety of approaches

have been proposed to overcome these problems, the use of this approach appears to be

limited.
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7.3.2.5 Iterative, general solutions of the elasticity inverse problem

An alternative to direct solution of the inverse elasticity problem is iterative solution. This

approach allows solutions to be obtained which rely on, potentially, very few assumptions

and approximations. Prior information, such as the expected range of values of shear

modulus, can be integrated into the solution method. There is a considerable body of

work on iterative solution methods to inverse problems, which provides tools that can

be applied to the particular application of quantitative elasticity imaging [57]. Each

iterative solution method is based upon a robust and realistic forward model, i.e., one

which predicts displacements based upon given mechanical properties and applied load.

The solution method iterates through candidate distributions of mechanical properties,

ceasing when a satisfactory match has been reached between predicted and measured

displacements as determined by an objective function such as (7.9). The main way in

which iterative methods di�er from one another is by how the estimate for mechanical

properties is re�ned at each iteration.

Finally, we note that iterative solutions to the OCE inverse problem have previously

been proposed [35, 36]. In the �rst paper [36] to appear, the method of Kallel and Bertrand

[58], the approximated Hessian iterative method, was employed. The paper presents

results employing only synthetic data. The second paper to appear [35] di�ers signi�c-

antly from the �rst, most likely due to the high computational overhead of requiring to

calculate the Jacobian at each iteration. In this second work, the sample is segmented

into a small number (say up to four) regions with each region having a constant Young’s

modulus. The second di�erence is that the inverse problem is solved using a genetic

algorithm, which would be a very computationally demanding approach for general

problems such as that considered in this paper.

A classical approach to iteratively �nding a solution which minimizes a functional

such as (7.9) is to calculate the gradient vector and the Hessian matrix of (7.9) with

respect to the spatially resolved elastic moduli, the unknowns of the inverse problem.

Naïve approaches to calculating these quantities result in an inversion method that is

computationally demanding. More advanced implementations [36, 58, 59] approximate

the Hessian and evaluate the gradient in a signi�cantly more e�cient manner, which

nonetheless increases in cost with the number of unknowns possessed by the inverse

problem. An alternative method, which calculates the Jacobian of (7.9) by the solution of

two direct problems, is known as the adjoint method [37], which results in a signi�cant

reduction in computational complexity, thus, making three-dimensional inverse problems

tractable. It is this method which is employed in this paper.
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7.3.3 Methods

7.3.3.1 Computational method

Optical coherence elastography, as considered here, yields spatially resolved measure-

ments of tissue displacement which result from the quasi-static compression loading

of tissue. Displacement �elds are obtained using phase-sensitive OCT and are typically

measured on a plane or within a volume, which we denote Ω in both cases. We express

the measured displacement, mathematically, at location x ∈ Ω as ũ(x). We note, however,

that in general, only displacement components parallel to the OCT system’s optical axis

are measured, meaning that only one component of ũ(x), ũx3(x), is actually measured.

The time scale of the applied deformation is such that the tissue inertia does not play

a role in its mechanical response. As a result, the equations of equilibrium reduce to

∇ · σ = 0, in Ω, (7.6)

where σ is the Cauchy stress tensor and Ω represents the domain of the material. We

model the material as an incompressible, isotropic solid, and assume a linear relation

between stress and strain, which is reasonable since the applied strains are small. Under

these assumptions, the stress-strain relation is given by

σ = −pI + 2µϵ , (7.7)

where p is the pressure, I is the identity tensor, ϵ = 1

2
(∇u + ∇uT ) is the strain tensor, u is

the displacement vector, and µ is the shear modulus. The constraint of incompressibility

implies that

trace(ϵ) = 0. (7.8)

The forward elasticity problem may be stated as: given the shear modulus distribution

in the domain Ω, and displacement/traction boundary conditions on the boundary ∂Ω,

determine the displacement �eld and the pressure �eld, such that (7.6) and (7.8) are

satis�ed.

In the corresponding inverse problem, the displacement is known (measured), and

the elastic parameter is sought. In particular, the inverse problem may be stated as:

given the displacement �eld in Ω, and displacement/traction boundary conditions on the

boundary ∂Ω, determine the shear modulus such that (7.6) and (7.8) are satis�ed. Note

that the pressure �eld is neither measured, nor is it explicitly sought. The pressure can

be determined rather simply from (7.7) once the shear modulus is known.

When displacement data is available on a plane (as opposed to in a volume), a modeling
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choice has to be made. When the sample is relatively free to strain in the out-of-plane

direction, it is conjectured the stress components in this direction are small, and a state

of plane-stress is assumed. On the other hand, when the sample is con�ned in the out-

of-plane direction (due to boundary conditions, for example) it is conjectured that the

strain in this direction is small, and a state of plane-strain is assumed. In this paper,

due to boundary conditions at the top and the bottom of the sample, the plane-strain

assumption is made.

The solution to the inverse elasticity problem in three spatial dimensions, and in two

dimensions in the plane strain con�guration, is non-unique. In particular, there is an

in�nite set of solutions for µ that are consistent with the measured displacement �eld

and equations (7.6) and (7.8). Prescribing traction data on the boundaries is equivalent

to prescribing the shear modulus/pressure, and therefore, traction boundary conditions

tends to alleviate the non-uniqueness of the inverse problem. For a detailed discussion of

these topics, the reader is referred to [60–62].

The inverse problem is posed and solved as a constrained minimization problem. In

particular, we seek the shear modulus distribution that minimizes the functional

π =
1

2

∫
Ω
|T (u − ũ)|2dx + α

∫
Ω

√
|∇µ |2 + c2 dx , (7.9)

where the predicted displacement �eld, u, is constrained to satisfy (7.6) and (7.8), and

the prescribed boundary conditions. Further, ũ is the measured displacement �eld,

T is a tensor whose values are used to assign higher weights to the more accurate

displacement components, α is a regularization parameter, and c is a numerical parameter

than ensures that the regularization term, which is a smoothed version of a total variation

diminishing regularization [63], is a smooth function of µ. The �rst integral in (7.9)

measures the mismatch between measured and predicted displacement, and is referred to

as the displacement mismatch term. The second term is the regularization term added to

account for the ill-posed nature of the inverse problem, i.e., small noise in the measured

displacements leads to large, unphysical variations in the shear modulus distribution.

These oscillations are suppressed by a large value of the regularization parameter which

ensures smaller total variation in the recovered modulus distribution. It is worth noting

that it does so at the expense of increasing the displacement matching term.

The problem of minimizing π reduces to a discrete optimization problem with non-

linear constraints once all the �eld variables are represented using �nite element basis

functions, and the constraint equations are discretized using the �nite element method.

The optimization parameters are the nodal values of the shear modulus �eld. This problem

is solved using a quasi-Newton method, as depicted in Figure 7.7, that builds the Hessian
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Figure 7.7: Flow diagram of the inverse problem solver (shaded blue) and how it interacts with the

experimental system (shaded in orange). Computation concludes when the discrepancy between

the predicted and measured displacement �elds falls below a prescribed tolerance (denoted tol.).

information by repeatedly evaluating the gradient of π with respect to the optimization

parameters [64]. A straightforward evaluation of this gradient requires as many solves

of the forward elasticity problem as the number of parameters, which can be very large

(O(104) for our problems). A much more e�cient approach is to derive and solve the

adjoint equations for the adjoint �eld, and use the adjoint and the predicted displacement

�elds to evaluate the gradient vector [37, 65]. Within this approach, the gradient of

π with respect to µ can be evaluated by solving a single forward and a single adjoint

problem (which is of the same complexity as the forward problem) independent of the
number of parameters used to represent the shear modulus. Considering that this number

is O(104), this is a signi�cant, and necessary, computational saving.

7.3.3.2 Experimental setup

A �ber-based Fourier-domain OCT system was employed to perform OCE. The imaging

system is described in detail in [21], and brie�y here. The system was set up in a common-

path con�guration, such that the reference signal is provided by the re�ection from the

interface of a 2-mm glass window and a sample situated upon it. A superluminescent

diode source with a central wavelength of 835 nm and a bandwidth of 50 nm was used to

illuminate the sample with ∼7.5 mW of power. The sensitivity was measured as 102 dB

for an exposure time of 36 µs, and an exposure time of 2–3 µs was used in general. The

system provides axial and lateral resolutions of 6.1 and 11 µm, respectively, assuming a

sample refractive index of 1.4 [66]. This refractive index was also used, throughout this

paper, to scale the axial coordinates of the measured OCT intensities and displacements

to closer match their true locations.

Compression OCE was performed by placing a sample on top of a 600-µm thick

compliant poly-dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) silicone layer of known sti�ness, which was
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Figure 7.8: Tissue-simulating silicone phantom. (a) OCT image, as backscatter signal-to-noise

ratio in dB, (b) local displacement from micro-scale actuation, (c) axial strain, where mε is milli-

strain, a ×10−3 unitless measure of deformation, and (d) shear modulus image, reconstructed by

solving the elasticity inverse problem. The scale bar represents 500 µm. Red dashed line represents

the layer-tissue boundary.

used as a mechanical reference for stress calculation [21], hereby referred to as the

calibration layer. Silicone fabrication is described in detail in [66]. The sample-silicone

assembly was situated between a rigid plate and a glass window coupled to a piezoelectric

ring actuator [27], such that the OCT beam would pass though the window, then the

silicone, and �nally into the sample. To ensure even contact, the rigid plate was used to

apply 5-10% preload strain. Following the preload, the piezoelectric actuator was used

to apply step-wise micro-scale compression to the sample-silicone assembly, and two-

dimensional images were captured sequentially, in the uncompressed and compressed

(relative to the preload) states. The actuator stroke was set between 1 and 2 µm, to ensure

a high displacement and strain sensitivity [67]. The maximum attainable displacement

and strain sensitivity was measured previously as 0.34 nm and 2.6 µε (×10−6 unitless

measure of deformation), respectively [21]. Actuation frequency was set below 25 Hz,

which was experimentally veri�ed to avoid any detectable wave propagation. We employ

phase-sensitive OCE, described in detail in [68], in which the axial component of the

displacement �eld, resulting from the micro-scale compression, is obtained from the

di�erence between the angles of the polar-form complex OCT scans, corresponding to

the uncompressed and compressed tissue states. Using this approach, we can measure

axial displacement within the range ±2.2 µm [21].

7.3.4 Results

In this section, we demonstrate the solution of the inverse elasticity problem for two

samples: a tissue-simulating silicone phantom and a transverse section of an equine

bronchus. The silicone phantom incorporated a 830-µm wide, rectangular, sti� inclusion

embedded approximately 300 µm below the surface of a softer homogeneous matrix,

following the fabrication method described in detail in [66]. The inclusion and the matrix
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were experimentally characterized using a standard bulk compression test (Instron,

Norwood, MA, USA) to possess an expected shear modulus of 9.3 and 1.9 kPa for the

applied preload, respectively. The calibration layer, described in Section 7.3.3.2, was also

characterized to have a shear modulus of 1.9 kPa.

The structural OCT image of the already preloaded phantom is presented in Fig-

ure 7.8(a), where we can identify the calibration layer (black) and the inclusion embedded

in a matrix. The displacement due to the micro-scale compression provided by the piezo-

electric actuator is presented in Figure 7.8(b). It is apparent how the feature distorts the

otherwise uniform displacement �eld gradient: a product of its sti�ness contrast to the

matrix. In Figure 7.8(c), we present an image of the axial strain, calculated as the gradient

of axial displacement in depth [27], which constitutes a standard elastogram that would

be produced by compression OCE [21]. Although in the strain alone we can identify the

presence of the inclusion, it is evident that its relation to the sti�ness of the material is

distorted by the e�ects of material property heterogeneities, particularly apparent at the

boundaries of the inclusion.

The axial component of the displacement data, Figure 7.8(b), was used to infer the

spatial distribution of the shear modulus using the method described in Section 7.3.3.2.

This was achieved by setting Tx3x3 = 1, and all other components ofT to zero. The shear

modulus is presented in Figure 7.8(d). Due to the relatively large out-of-plane extent of

the phantom and the compression plate, a state of plane strain was assumed within the

imaging plane. The OCT intensity map was used to determine the extent of the region

within this plane over which the inverse problem was solved. Speci�cally, points with

lower OCT intensity (and hence larger displacement noise) were discarded. This led to

a rectangular domain of 982 by 3,500 microns (axial by lateral), containing 300 by 350

grid points; only this domain is presented in Figure 7.8. On every boundary edge of

this region the measured displacement was prescribed as a boundary condition along

the axial direction. Along the lateral direction, zero traction was assumed on all edges

except the edge in contact with the compression plate (the top edge), where, due to the

stickiness of the contact, zero lateral displacement was enforced.

The value of the shear modulus in the calibration layer was held �xed at unity, and

the shear modulus at every other point was determined by solving the inverse problem.

This resulted in a problem with 52,150 optimization parameters. These parameters were

constrained to lie in the interval (1, 20), and a uniform value of unity was used as an initial

guess. The quasi-Newton algorithm used to solve the inverse problem was considered

converged whenever the maximum number of iterations (4, 000) was achieved, or the

change in the displacement matching term over the last 5 iterations was below a certain

tolerance. We note that the modulus distribution in Figure 7.8(d) is quantitative, and is
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Figure 7.9: (a) Displacement matching term

with respect to the regularization parameter in

the inclusion phantom; red star marker shows

the selected optimal regularization parameter

used in Figure 7.8(d). Shear modulus im-

ages evaluated with regularization parameters

labeled by black plus markers are shown in (b)

as under-regularized, and (c) over-regularized.

Red dashed line represents the layer-tissue

boundary.

obtained by multiplying the reconstructed modulus by the known value of the shear

modulus (1.9 kPa) in the calibration layer. We can see that by obtaining shear modulus,

we can, to a signi�cant extent, decouple the inclusion feature from strain artifacts. The

average measured shear modulus in the inclusion and the matrix was measured to be

10.6 and 2.2 kPa, respectively, which was within 15% of the expected values. The upper

and lower limits of the colormap in this and all modulus images in this paper were set

equal to the minimum and maximum modulus values, respectively, within the domain.

A sweep was performed in order to determine the “optimal” value of the regularization

parameter. For every value of the regularization parameter, an inverse problem was

solved and the value of the displacement matching term was determined. This yielded a

single data point on the curve plotted in Figure 7.9(a). In these curves, we observe two

asymptotes corresponding to small and large values of the regularization parameter. The

largest value of the regularization parameter which yielded a displacement matching

term close to the lower asymptote was selected to be the “optimal” value by using the

L-curve [69]. This value (αµ = 0.003) is indicated by the red marker in Figure 7.9, and the

corresponding modulus distribution is the one displayed in Figure 7.8(d).

Maps of the reconstructed modulus at small and large values of the regularization

parameter (values marked by the black markers in Figure 7.9(a)) are shown in Figure 7.9(b)

and (c). These clearly demonstrate the smoothing e�ect of increasing the regularization

term on the modulus distribution.

The structural OCT image of the transverse section of an equine bronchus is presented

in Figure 7.10(a). The lumenal side, i.e., the side facing the center of the bronchus, faces

the top in the OCT image. Three tissue types can be clearly identi�ed from the OCT

image, and are labeled in Figure 7.10(a), namely: the mucosa, airway smooth muscle and
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Figure 7.10: Transverse section of an equine bronchus. (a) OCT image, as backscatter signal-

to-noise ratio in dB, where, M: mucosa, ASM: airway smooth muscle, and C: cartilage; (b) local

displacement from micro-scale actuation; (c) axial strain, where mε is milli-strain, a ×10−3 unitless

measure of deformation; and (d) shear modulus image, reconstructed by solving the elasticity

inverse problem. The scale bar represents 500 µm. Red dashed line represents the layer-tissue

boundary.

cartilage. The features were classi�ed with the aid of histological sections, and previous

work with OCT airway imaging [70]. Similarly to the phantom results, the displacement

due to the micro-scale compression is presented in Figure 7.10(b), and a standard strain

elastogram in Figure 7.10(c). We can see that both the mucosa and the airway smooth

muscle exhibit higher compressive strain to that in the cartilage, suggesting that the

cartilage is sti�er, which is certainly the case in the tissue.

For the tissue data, the axial component of the measured displacement data was

used to infer the shear modulus presented in Figure 7.10(d). Further, a state of plane

strain was assumed, and the OCT intensity image was used to determine the ROI for the

inverse problem. A domain of size 524 by 4,400 microns (axial by lateral), with 160 by

440 grid points was considered, and the same kind of boundary conditions, as for the

tissue-phantom case, were imposed. Again, only this domain is presented in Figure 7.10.

The value of the shear modulus in the calibration layer was �xed at unity, which

resulted in 26,379 optimization parameters, which were constrained to be in the interval

(0.1, 100). Their initial value was set to unity, and the convergence criterion for the

algorithm was unchanged from the tissue-phantom problem. A sweep over the regulariz-

ation parameter resulted in the curve plotted in Figure 7.11(a). This curve was used to

determine the “optimal" value of the regularization parameter, αµ = 0.001. The resulting

shear modulus distribution, after rescaling by the modulus in the calibration layer (1.9

kPa), is shown in Figure 7.10(d). In this �gure, we can clearly observe the cartilage as a

very sti� region with a mean shear modulus of around 63 kPa. The modulus distributions

at small and large values of the regularization parameter are shown in Figure 7.11(b) and

(c). Once again, they demonstrate the smoothing e�ect of the regularization term. In

Figure 7.11(b), we obtain highly localized regions (just below the cartilage) where the

modulus attains the upper bound (190 kPa). This lack of smoothness is a consequence of

a regularization parameter that is too small for the level of noise in the measured data.
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Figure 7.11: (a) Displacement matching term

with respect to the regularization parameter

in tissue; red star marker shows the selec-

ted optimal regularization parameter used in

Figure 7.10(d). Shear modulus images evalu-

ated with regularization parameters labeled

by black plus markers are shown in (b) as

under-regularized, and (c) over-regularized.

Red dashed line represents the layer-tissue

boundary.

7.3.5 Discussion

In this paper, we have formulated quantitative OCE as an inverse problem. We have solved

this problem as a constrained minimization problem, wherein the objective function is

a measure of the mismatch between the measured displacement �eld and a predicted

displacement �eld, which is constrained to satisfy the equations of equilibrium in con-

junction with a constitutive model. The nodal values of the material parameter(s) (in this

paper, the shear modulus) of the constitutive model are the optimization parameters. A

gradient-based optimization algorithm is used to drive the displacement matching term

to its minima by computing iterative updates to these parameters. To our knowledge,

this work presents the �rst instance of the application of the iterative solution of the

inverse elasticity problem to quantitative OCE of tissue and tissue-mimicking phantoms.

As discussed below, this approach has several advantages when compared with other

quantitative OCE methods.

Iterative solution of the inverse elasticity problem is consistent with completely

heterogeneous stress states, which are almost always found in any specimen with hetero-

geneous material properties. In contrast to this, most other OCE methods assume that the

axial stress component is homogeneous along the axial direction. The violation of this

assumption leads to artifacts in modulus images generated using these methods. These

artifacts are absent in images constructed using our approach. This can be observed in

the tissue-phantom study results by comparing the strain image in Figure 7.8 (which is

typically interpreted as the reciprocal of Young’s modulus) to the reconstructed shear

modulus image in the same �gure. The former displays artifacts at the upper corners of

the inclusion that are absent in the latter.

Another advantage of iteratively solving the elasticity inverse problem is its �exibility.

For example, in this paper, we have assumed that the specimen is in a state of plane-

strain, because (a) the width of the specimen along the out-of-plane direction is much
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larger than that of the imaging plane (�eld of view), and (b) the compression plate is

in contact with most of the top surface of the specimen. Due to these assumptions the

strain in the out-of-plane components are expected to be small. On the other hand, in

a typical ultrasound elastography application, such as breast elastography, the tissue is

uncon�ned and is compressed using the transducer itself. The footprint of the transducer

then only covers a small fraction of the surface of the tissue. Consequently, there is

signi�cant strain in the direction normal to the B-scan imaging plane, and the situation

is closer to that of plane-stress. The proposed approach allows for both plane-strain and

plane-stress (and other) scenarios by simply modifying the constitutive relation (7.7)

in the forward problem. The reader is referred to [71] for results obtained under the

plane-stress hypothesis.

Our approach of iteratively solving the inverse elasticity problem also allows for

�exibility in including prior information about measurement noise and material parameter

distributions. For example, in this paper, we have independent estimates of the shear

modulus of the calibration layer, and we know that its distribution is uniform. We make

use of this knowledge to �x the modulus value in the calibration layer, and to rescale

the reconstructed modulus in order to obtain quantitative modulus images. Also, the

lateral component of displacement is unknown. We account for this by setting all but the

axial component of the tensorT to zero. We note that in general this tensor should be set

equal to the inverse of the covariance tensor for noise in displacement measurements.

The choice of the regularization term and the regularization parameter is an area of

active research in inverse problems. We have used total variation (TV) regularization

in this study because it penalizes variations in modulus distribution without smearing

out sharp variations [63]. TV is appropriate for biomedical applications because tissue

types (and diseased and healthy tissue) are often separated from each other by sharp

boundaries.

The regularization parameter can dramatically alter the reconstructed modulus results,

with larger values leading to smoother distributions with very little contrast, and smaller

values leading to sharp, noise-induced artifacts (see Figures 7.8-7.11). An appropriate

value of this parameter can be selected by using the L-curve (as was done in this paper) [69]

or the Morozov discrepancy principle [72]. In the discrepancy principle, this parameter is

selected so that the displacement mismatch term is approximately equal to the magnitude

of the noise in the measured displacement. Both approaches are e�ective in determining

an optimal parameter; however, they require multiple solutions of the inverse problem,

which is a computationally expensive problem to solve to begin with.

While the results presented in this paper validate the proposed approach and the

choices made therein (plane-strain, boundary conditions, etc.), we believe that there is
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room for improvement in making these choices and for extensions of this approach. In

particular, our plans for future work include

1. Solving the inverse elasticity problem on displacement data measured in a three-

dimensional volume, to generate three-dimensional modulus images. In addition to

the obvious advantage of generating volumetric modulus images, this would elimin-

ate the plane-strain assumption and the inaccuracies that come with it. In fact, we

have readily captured three-dimensional volumes of displacement previously [21]

for qualitative strain imaging; however, the challenge in the reconstruction of

three-dimensional modulus lies in addressing the computational expense of solving

the inverse problem, which will invariably be increased from more optimization

parameters introduced by the additional dimension.

2. Measuring lateral displacement components. Including lateral displacement data

will make our reconstructions more robust and will provide data for boundary

conditions along the lateral direction. Although phase-sensitive methods, used in

this paper, provide access to only the axial component of displacement, other meth-

ods, such as speckle tracking [73, 74], have been used to measure all displacement

components. Speckle tracking, natively, has a lower sensitivity to displacement

than phase-sensitive methods: However, both can in principle be used in tandem,

through incremental loading, to provide high-sensitivity axial, and low-sensitivity

lateral displacement measures. The variance can be readily accounted for by gener-

ating a tensor T , in which the axial and lateral components of displacement are

assigned noise-proportional weights. Furthermore, the OCT intensity can be used

as an indication of the noise in displacement, measured with the phase-sensitive

method [27]. This noise estimation procedure can also be integrated into the tensor

T , to further discount areas of high noise.

3. Applying additional loads which would lead to multiple independent displacement

measurements. The inverse elasticity problem with just one displacement �eld

is non-unique in three dimensions and in two dimensions under the plane-strain

assumption. The uniqueness and the robustness of this inverse problem can be

improved by measuring multiple, independent displacement �elds [61, 62]. One

way to generate an independent �eld would be to compress the specimen after

rotating the compression plate a little (say 10 %) about an axis that is perpendicular

to the imaging plane.

4. Making incremental displacement measurements about signi�cantly pre-stressed

(about 10-30 % strain) states. These displacement measurements will provide in-

formation about the nonlinear elastic response of the specimen, and in conjunction

with a nonlinear hyperelastic constitutive model can be used to create maps of the
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nonlinear elastic parameters of tissue [16, 71].

5. Estimating the spatial resolution sensitivity of this approach to quantitative OCE.

This is a challenging endeavor that is complicated by the fact that the resolution

and sensitivity of the modulus image is determined by the resolution of the optical

system, the algorithm used to estimate displacements, the spectrum of the inverse

elasticity operator, the type of regularization employed in the inverse problem,

7.3.6 Conclusion

We have demonstrated a method for performing quantitative elasticity imaging using

compression OCE. This method is based upon the iterative solution of an inverse problem

with the use of the adjoint equations to make the method computationally feasible.

We applied the method to two examples: a tissue-mimicking phantom and an equine

bronchus sample, both of which resulted in predicted distributions of shear modulus

which were within the expected range. Although both examples were two-dimensional

and within the plane-strain approximation, this method is amenable to solving three-

dimensional problems. This method, is in fact, very general in that di�erent types of prior

information, boundary conditions, and tissue mechanical models can be incorporated

in it. We anticipate that this approach to quantitative elasticity imaging will become an

important tool in the study of biomechanics and medical imaging applications.
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7.4 Perspectives

In this chapter, two paper were presented that employed numerical methods to improve

the accuracy of the estimated tactile stress, for the case of optical palpation, and mechan-

ical properties, in the case of quantitative elasticity imaging. The key aspect shared by

these two methods is that the assumption of uniaxial compression is not made, unlike

in the so-called �rst-order or algebraic methods (the methods that solve the problem of

elasticity with a closed-form solution).

In computational optical palpation [60], the freedom from such an assumption has

led to a signi�cant improvement in accuracy of the reconstructed maps of tactile stress.

Further, it has led to an improvement in the spatial resolution due to its partial compens-

ation of mechanical coupling (or mechanical cross-talk), whereby the deformation of one

part of a body in�uences the deformation of another. This mechanical coupling stems

from mechanical deformation being spatially continuous, as can be seen in the governing

equations of mechanics described in Chapter 2. When an assumption of uniform and

uniaxial compression is made, mechanical coupling is not considered (we assume there

are no lateral components of stress) and, thus, it is not compensated for, leading to lower

accuracy and poorer resolution.

Similarly, it is possible to estimate the mechanical properties of tissue using a �rst-

order approach [78] (Chapter 4.5), which is enabled by the assumption of uniaxial and

uniform stress; however, the e�ect of mechanical coupling will feature again to degrade

the accuracy if the tissue is mechanically heterogeneous and/or possesses an uneven

surface topography. The inverse method presented in the second paper, accounts for

non-uniform and non-uniaxial stress, thus, it is capable of reconstructing the mechanical

properties at a higher accuracy. As demonstrated in Figure 7.8, a sti� inclusion in a softer

bulk is well circumscribed, with clear edges evident in the shear modulus map.

An added encumbrance of both numerical methods is the higher computational time

required. This presents a challenge if the techniques are to be used in a clinical setting, or
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Figure 7.12: Volumetric reconstruction of shear modulus using inverse methods. (A) Reconstruc-

tion of the shear modulus of a sti� inclusion showing the process of adaptive mesh re�nement.

Scale bar is 500 µm. (B) Star phantom (1) OCT image, (2) strain map, (3) shear modulus reconstruc-

ted using a �rst-order approach (white areas mask values of -ive modulus), (4) shear modulus

reconstructed using an inverse approach. Enface (x ,y) scans above, B-scans (z,x ) below. Scale bar

is 1 mm.

for high throughput. In computational optical palpation, the speed can be improved if the

lateral components of displacement are measured at the compliant layer’s surface. This

would alleviate the need to model friction (and contact in general). Further, if the lateral

components of displacement could be measured within the layer’s volume, it would be

possible to estimate the stress directly, with no, or little, need for numerical methods

(perhaps for noise regularisation).

In the case of the inverse method, time-e�cient computation is enabled by the use

of the adjoint equations [263, 264], which provide an e�cient way to compute the

gradient of the functional (the regularised error between the predicted and measured

displacement) with respect to the shear modulus guess. In the paper, the inverse method

was limited to reconstructing the shear modulus in 2D (or in a cross-section) using a

plane-strain assumption. Recently (unpublished work), we have employed the inverse

method to reconstruct shear modulus in a volume of tissue, with computation made

feasible with adaptive meshing (denser mesh in areas of high shear modulus variation)

and domain decomposition (stitched independent reconstructions of di�erent partitions

of the domain). Figure 7.12 shows examples of volumetric reconstruction. Figure 7.12(A)

shows the process of adaptive mesh re�nement (top to bottom); a sti� inclusion volume
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becomes well circumscribed by thresholding the shear modulus. Figure 7.12(B) shows a

star-shaped inclusion. Using a �rst-order method, the shear modulus map shows areas

where a -ive shear modulus was estimated. Due to high mechanical heterogeneity, in

some areas the principal stress is compressive in the lateral direction (vs. axial), thus, due

to the conservation of volume, tensile strain is observed axially, leading to a -ive modulus.

This is a clear invalidation of the uniaxial compression assumption. The iterative inverse

method, however, reconstructs the shear modulus accurately.

At the time of this work, to our best knowledge, this is the �rst demonstration of

such an inverse method in optical elastography; however, numerical inverse methods

have been an important part of US- and MRI-based elastography methods [70, 265, 266].

The solutions to the inverse problem share similarities in all techniques, however, the

main distinction lies in the methods of measuring tissue displacement in response to load.

Contemporary US- and MRI-based elastographies measure 2D and 3D components of

displacement, enabling an e�ective solution of the wave equation (in dynamic elastogra-

phy); thus, dynamic methods are favoured in those techniques [70]. Compression is still

prominent in US, however, it is commonly performed in 2D (using a 2D transducer). The

deformation with the thin footprint of the transducer with respect to the imaged FOV

leads to US-based inverse methods using an assumption of plane-stress (vs plane-strain

here). It is likely that once e�cient and sensitive methods of measuring the 3D compon-

ents of displacement are developed in optical elastography, inverse methods will become

prominent and necessary, as they have been for US and MRI elastography. Beyond the

current proofs-of-principle, further developments are required to improve their speed of

computation, to ensure that they can perform in complex tissue, and to investigate their

robustness to noise and measurement errors.

In Part III, compression OCE, and the developments in these past chapters, are invest-

igated in their application to medicine and biology.



Part III

APPLICATIONS



8 Cellular-scale elastography of mouse
aorta

8.1 Preface

This chapter presents an application of ultrahigh-resolution optical coherence elasto-

graphy (UHROCE) developed and demonstrated in Chapter 6. Further development of

UHROCE extends the method to quantify Young’s modulus, which is enabled by intro-

ducing a compliant layer for sensing the applied stress (described in Chapters 4.5 and

7.2). We achieve an isotropic resolution of 15 µm over 1-mm lateral �elds of view and

∼ 100-µm depth of focus. We demonstrate the utility of such a system in characterising

the cellular-scale mechanics of ex vivo aortas from a mouse model of hypertension.

This technique has the potential to bridge the scales between that of a cell and the

organ; we visualise the mechanical properties of individual elastic lamellae and vascular

smooth muscle cells; we visualise micro-mechanical features suggestive of early-stage

plaque and lipid formation; and we characterise the sti�ness of the aorta walls across the

length of the aorta.

The technique builds upon the previously published UHROCE system [33] (Chapter 6)

and the method of imaging Young’s modulus with OCE [78] (Chapter 4.5). Whilst

signi�cant development and adaptation of the methods was required, particularly in the

modi�cation to the loading method, the acquisition strategy, the processing code and

the compliant layer fabrication, the contribution of the work was mainly focused on its

application. Preliminary characterisation of the system and the accuracy of the method

were preformed as part of the above cited works and included in the referenced chapters.
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Contribution. PW is the principal author of the work. PW modi�ed the loading mechan-

ism, acquisition strategy and compliant layer fabrication protocol, and developed and

adapted the processing and visualisation code. PW led the tissue imaging, processing

and analysis of results, the creation of �gures and the writing of the manuscript, which

was reviewed and edited by all authors. All authors analysed and interpreted the results.

Complete details are provided in the Statement of Contribution.

8.2 Ultrahigh-resolution optical coherence
elastography images local stiffness of hypertensive
mouse aorta on a cellular scale

Philip Wijesinghe,1,2 Niloufer J. Johansen,3 Andrea Curatolo,2,5 David D. Sampson,1,4

Ruth Ganss,3 and Brendan F. Kennedy2,5; Biophysical Journal, (under review)

Abstract: Cellular-scale imaging of the mechanical properties of tissue has helped to

reveal the origins of disease; however, cellular-scale resolution has yet to be achieved in

intact tissue volumes. Here, we demonstrate volumetric imaging of Young’s modulus

using ultrahigh-resolution optical coherence elastography, and apply it to characterizing

hypertensive mouse aortas. We achieve isotropic resolutions of better than 15 µm

over a 1-mm lateral �eld of view through the entire depth of an intact aortic wall. We

employ a method of compression elastography that measures volumetric axial strain

and uses a compliant, transparent layer to measure surface axial stress. This stress,

combined with volumetric strain, is used to estimate Young’s modulus throughout

the volume. We demonstrate di�erentiation by sti�ness of individual elastic lamellae

and vascular smooth muscle. We observe sti�ening of the aorta in regulator of

G-protein signaling 5 (RGS5)-de�cient mice, a model which is linked to hypertension.

We observe increased sti�ness with proximity to the heart, as well as regions with

micro-structural and micro-mechanical signatures characteristic of �brous and lipid-rich

tissue. High-resolution imaging of Young’s modulus with optical coherence elastography
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may become an important tool in vascular biology and in other �elds concerned with

understanding the role of mechanics within the complex three-dimensional architecture

of tissue.

8.2.1 Introduction

Arterial wall sti�ness is a key determinant of vessel compliance and recoil, and is im-

portant in cardiovascular function [1–3]. Many diseases, such as those associated with

hypertension, originate from vascular sti�ening and from dysfunction of vascular re-

modeling, which lead to cardiovascular events, such as stroke [4–6]. Increased arterial

sti�ness is an independent predictor of mortality [7, 8], and age-related sti�ening has

been linked to the higher prevalence of cardiovascular diseases in the older population [9,

10].

Animal in vitro and in vivo studies have been informative in mapping the relationships

between genetics, pathology and cardiovascular mechanics; however, the mechanisms of

vascular sti�ening are still poorly understood [9]. These studies typically rely on whole

vessel measurement techniques, such as pressure and wire myography or pulse wave

velocity, which are limited to providing either single-point measurements or, at best, a

macroscopic view of regional sti�ness. Blood vessels, however, are structurally complex,

and their function relies on the assembly, structural composition and individual mechanics

of their constituents, including vascular smooth muscle cells (vSMC), collagen and elastic

lamellae [3, 4, 9, 11–13]. It is the local changes and remodeling of these elements, including:

the migration and proliferation of smooth muscle, fenestration (opening of holes) of

the lamellae, cell hypertrophy, calci�cation and degradation of extracellular structural

�bers, that are theorized to give rise to local mechanical dysfunction [14–16]. Whilst the

morphology of these changes has been documented [3, 9], the cellular-scale measurement

of arterial mechanical properties has been limited, for example, to thin (5–30-µm) tissue

sections with surface acoustic microscopy [9] and Brillouin microscopy [17], and to

isolated cell or tissues surfaces with atomic force microscopy [4, 18, 19].

Elastography, the use of imaging to map the local mechanical properties of tissue [20,

21], may be an avenue for discovery in cardiovascular mechanics. Elastography is

typically performed in three steps: 1) the tissue is mechanically loaded; 2) its deformation

is captured by an imaging system; and 3) input into a mechanical model to estimate a

mechanical property or parameter [21]. The most prominent imaging modalities used to

perform elastography have been originally ultrasound imaging and magnetic resonance

imaging, and, latterly, optical coherence tomography (OCT) [22, 23]. OCT employs
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low-coherence interferometry to capture volumetric images of tissue microstructure,

typically at a resolution of 5–15 µm, over 5–15 mm lateral �elds of view, and 0.5–3 mm

in depth, depending on the scattering and absorption properties of the sample. Over

the past 20 years, a variety of optical coherence elastography (OCE) methods have been

proposed [22–26], with the most prominent being based on quasi-static compression or

shear wave imaging. A number of application areas have been explored, most notably,

oncology [27, 28] and ophthalmology [29, 30]. In cardiology, there have also been several

preliminary demonstrations [31–33]; however, a clear picture of arterial micro-structure

and micro-mechanics has yet to emerge.

Recently, we have demonstrated elastography based on optical coherence microscopy,

a variant of OCT that achieves sub-few micrometer isotropic resolution. Our method,

which we refer to as ultrahigh-resolution optical coherence elastography [34], achieves

cellular-scale resolution over a three-dimensional (3D) volume of intact tissue, with a

lateral �eld of view of 1mm and a 100 µm depth of focus, and has achieved the highest

resolution to date with elastography based on OCT [34]. We have employed quasi-

static compression loading over the full sample �eld of view to capture images of local

axial strain [35, 36], a relative measure of tissue mechanics. However, quanti�cation

of an intrinsic mechanical property, such as Young’s modulus, is preferred as it allows

for system independent inter-sample and longitudinal comparisons. To achieve this,

we have developed a method to estimate Young’s modulus (which, to be consistent

with previous literature in vascular mechanics, we also refer to as sti�ness [37]) by

performing compression elastography through a compliant, transparent layer [38]. The

axial deformation (change in thickness) of the layer is used to estimate the axial stress

applied to the tissue surface, which, coupled with local axial strain, is used to estimate the

tangent modulus (equivalent to Young’s modulus in linear-elastic material) throughout

the volume.

In this paper, we adapt the method of compression elastography using a compliant

layer to ultrahigh-resolution volumetric imaging of sti�ness. We demonstrate the tech-

nique on the aortas of normotensive wild type mice and a hypertensive mouse model—a

knock-out of the regulator of G-protein signaling 5 (RGS5) gene [5, 39]. G-protein sig-

naling is an important process in cardiovascular function [5, 39–41]. RGS5 protein is

predominantly expressed in arterial vSMC and has recently emerged as a critical regulator

of contractility and cardiovascular remodeling processes [40]. Reduced RGS5 expression

has been associated with vascular sti�ening (as assessed by pulse wave velocity and pres-

sure myography), medial hypertrophy and �brosis [5]. With elastography, we observe the

cellular-scale organization of the aorta and, in some cases, the individual mechanics of

elastic lamellae and vascular smooth muscle. We measure vascular sti�ening associated
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with RGS5 de�ciency and, further, discern regional changes along the length of the

aorta. We also observe local micro-mechanical features that correlate with observed

vessel wall micro-structure. The technique is capable of achieving a sub-2-µm structural

resolution and an isotropic mechanical resolution of as low as 15 µm, maintained over

a 1-mm lateral �eld of view and across the entire 100-µm depth of the intact mouse aortal

wall; to our best knowledge, the highest resolution of intrinsic mechanical properties

achieved with OCE to date. Such information is typically not available from current

mechanical characterization methods, suggesting that ultrahigh-resolution OCE could

contribute to the better understanding of the role cardiovascular micro-mechanics plays

in cardiovascular disease and therapeutic interventions.

8.2.1.1 Extended-focus optical coherence microscopy

The variant of optical coherence microscopy (OCM) employed here is described in [34],

and brie�y here. We implement Fourier-domain OCM with a supercontinuum optical

source (SuperK Extreme EXR-1, NKT Photonics, Denmark), spectrally shaped to produce

a central wavelength of 785 nm and a 3 dB bandwidth of 200 nm; and combined with a

spectrometer utilizing a 140 kHz, 4096-pixel line scan camera (spL4096-140km, Basler,

Germany). The acquisition rate of each spectrum was 20 kHz (50 µs period), with a

pixel exposure time of 30 µs. Typically, Fourier-domain (and full-�eld) OCM requires

the beam focus to be scanned in z to form volumetric images, which is necessitated by

the limited depth of �eld (DOF) of high-numerical aperture microscopes [42–45]. In

our implementation, with e�ective numerical aperture of 0.27, we employ Bessel beam

illumination and Gaussian beam detection, to extend the DOF to 97 µm, well beyond

the typical 7 µm in Gaussian illumination, which enables one-shot depth imaging of

small tissue volumes (one depth image (1D) per one spectral acquisition). The maximum

sensitivity of the system was measured to be 96 dB at 12 µs exposure time, and the

sensitivity roll o� was 17 dB at 1mm imaging depth. The axial and lateral OCM resolution

was measured to be 1.5 µm and 1.6 µm, respectively [34]. The transverse �eld of view is

∼1.5mm.
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Figure 8.1: Imaging setup of the elastogra-

phy system. The aorta sample (S) is placed

between a compliant layer (CL), which is used

for stress detection, and a padding layer (PL),

which is used to more evenly distribute com-

pressive load applied to the sample. The

sample layer assembly is preloaded against a

rigid glass window (W) by translating a piezo-

electric actuator (A), which is also used to ap-

ply step-wise micro-scale compressive loading

during imaging. The objective (O) is used to

focus the Bessel beam (BB) into the sample and

collect the Gaussian component of the backs-

cattered beam (GB) from the sample. Scale bar

is 300 µm.

8.2.1.2 Compression elastography with a compliant layer

Figure 8.1 shows the imaging setup of our system. To measure the sti�ness of the aorta

samples, we perform compression elastography through a compliant layer; a method

previously demonstrated by our group [38], and modi�ed here to adapt to the higher

spatial resolution. The measured change in thickness of the compliant layer is used to

estimate the axial component of stress at the sample surface, which, coupled with local

axial strain captured by compression elastography in each voxel of the tissue, enables the

estimation of sti�ness. To obtain an accurate estimation, the method requires the stress in

the compliant layer and in the tissue to be close to uniform and uniaxial [46]. To account

for the uneven geometry of the aorta sample (S), it is placed between a compliant layer

(CL) and a thicker padding layer (PL) to more evenly distribute the compressive load.

Both layers are fabricated from room-temperature vulcanizing silicone rubber (Elastosil

P7676, Wacker, Germany), with the compound and cross-linker mixed at a 1:1 ratio. The

use of this silicone in tissue simulating phantoms has been reviewed previously [47]. The

CL was fabricated to a thickness of 150 µm by curing it between two glass microscope

slides, with the separation adjusted with the aid of monitoring with OCT, where the

refractive index of silicone was assumed to be 1.4 [47]. The PL was fabricated to a

thickness of 500 µm in a glass petri dish. Both layers were cut to 5-mm width.

Prior to imaging, the aorta sample and layer assembly were placed on a rigid glass

window (W) and were preloaded against it, in the axial (z-) direction, by a �at plate

attached to a piezoelectric actuator (A). The applied preload bulk compression of the tissue

was 5–10%, which ensured that the aorta sample (an intact tube segment roughly 500 µm

in diameter and 5mm in length) was collapsed with no gap inside the lumen. The aorta

sample was lubricated with physiological saline, and the layer surfaces in contact with W
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and A were lubricated with polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) oil (AK50, Wacker, Germany)

to minimize friction, which reduces the accuracy of sti�ness [46].

During imaging, the piezoelectric actuator provided step-wise loading and unloading

via displacements in the range of 1–2 micrometers, whilst the window remained static,

establishing a displacement gradient in the sample and the layers. The imaging beam

was scanned in the x- and y-directions, capturing depth scans (A-scans) at each location.

The scanning was synchronized with the loading such that co-located cross-sectional

images (B-scans) were captured sequentially at each loaded and unloaded state. This

procedure was repeated at each y location to ultimately capture volumetric data (C-scans).

The loading rate was 5Hz, and the A-scan sampling density was 0.5 µm in the lateral

directions, resulting in volumes (loaded and unloaded) with 2, 000 samples in x and y

within a 1-mm �eld of view, captured in under 7 minutes.

Inverse Fourier transformation of the recorded A-scan produces the complex back-

scattered signal versus depth. Using the principles of phase-sensitive detection [48],

local axial displacement (uz) of the sample and the layer, in response to the micro-scale

compression, can be extracted as uz = ∆ϕλ0/4πn, where ∆ϕ is the di�erence in phase

between the co-located scans in the loaded and unloaded state, λ0 is the central wavelength

of the light source (785 nm) andn is the refractive index in tissue (assumed to be 1.4). Local

axial strain, i.e., the gradient of the local displacement with respect to depth (εz = ∇zuz),
is estimated using a weighted least-squares linear regression [35] with an axial �tting

range of 15 µm. The strain is further spatially �ltered in x and y by a Gaussian kernel

with a FWHM of 15 µm, producing strain with an expected isotropic 15 µm resolution.

To determine Young’s modulus from Hooke’s Law requires a measurement of local

stress and the local strain in the tissue. Local stress is approximated with the aid of the

CL [36]. The intrinsic non-linear properties (stress-strain curve) of the CL are well char-

acterized (repeatability ±0.25%) independently using standardized compression testing

(Instron 5848, Norwood, MA, USA). Given that we know the strain in the CL from elasto-

graphy data, we can estimate the stress at the CL-S interface by using the stress-strain

curve as a look-up table. The procedure is detailed in [38]; brie�y, Canny edge-detection

is used to evaluate the preloaded CL thickness in x and y . The di�erence in preloaded

thickness vs. the unloaded thickness is used to estimate the bulk preload strain in the

CL. Axial strain from micro-scale actuation is evaluated as the displacement of the CL-S

interface over the preloaded CL thickness. The local gradient of the stress-strain curve

at the preload strain is the local tangent modulus (ET ), which relates local stress (σ )

to local strain as σ = ET εz . This is done for every point in x and y to estimate the

local axial stress imparted across the CL-S interface. The stress is assumed to propagate

uniformly in z through the tissue volume, which is a necessary assumption to enable a
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rapid approximation of sti�ness that is robust to noise [46, 49]. Finally, the local Young’s

modulus is estimated as the local axial stress over the local axial strain; in an ideal case,

producing an isotropic sti�ness map, i.e., an elastogram, with an expected resolution

of 15 µm. Tissue is usually non-linear elastic; and as we image at a given preload, the

estimated modulus is an ‘e�ective’ Young’s modulus at the particular preload, sometimes

termed the tangent modulus (and here referred to as sti�ness).

8.2.1.3 Animal preparation and imaging protocol

All experimental protocols involving mice were approved by the Animal Ethics Committee

of The University of Western Australia. Arteries were isolated from 10–14 week-old male

wild type C57BL/6 mice and RGS5 gene knock out mice on a C57BL/6 background (n = 5

each) [5]. After intraperitoneal injection with urethane, arterial blood was removed by

perfusion with ice-cold physiological saline via cardiac puncture. The arch, thoracic

and abdominal regions of the aorta and proximal conduit arteries (i.e., left subclavian,

brachiocephalic, left and right common carotid arteries) were isolated and cleaned of

perivascular fat and connective tissues. Arteries were incubated in ice-cold physiological

saline until sti�ness measurements were made (< 4 hours). Low-resolution scanning

(n = 2) was performed on the whole aorta and proximal conduit arteries using a wide-�eld

OCT system described elsewhere [50]. High-resolution scanning (n = 30 scans) was

performed on the aorta (n = 10 samples) segmented into 3 equidistant sections labelled

as proximal, medial and distal relative to the heart. After sti�ness was measured, arteries

were embedded in Tissue-Tek O.C.T. Compound (ProSciTech Pty Ltd, Australia) and

sectioned longitudinally as 7 µm-thick sections on 1% gelatine-coated glass slides for

hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining and auto�uorescence imaging. A Nikon Eclipse

Ti-E microscope (Nikon Instruments Inc., USA) was used for all microscopy imaging.

Microscopy image analysis was performed using NIS software modules (Nikon, version

4). Elastography acquisition and processing to sti�ness images were performed as a blind

study. All statistical analyses were performed using the R statistical package (version

3.3.2).
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Figure 8.2: (a) En face (x ,y) structural image of an aorta virtually sliced 20 µm past the adventitia;

and (b) corresponding sti�ness elastogram on a log10 scale overlaid on the structural image.

Representative longitudinal, histological aortic sections: (c) H&E; (d) auto�uorescence, showing

similar micro-structure to that seen in (a). (e) B-scan (x ,z) structural image with the compliant

layer above the collapsed aorta (scanning from the top down); arrow shows a small gap in the

lumen; and (f) corresponding sti�ness elastogram overlaid on the structural image (compliant

layer masked out in black). The asterisk shows a sti�ness artifact from the gap in the lumen. (g)

En face (x ,y) elastogram virtually sliced 50 µm past the adventitia, corresponding to the tunica

media. The dashed square denotes the region displayed in Figure 8.3. (h) Line plot of sti�ness

along the triangle-marked dashed line in (g). The 10–90% rise distance is shown by the green

boxes and quanti�ed. Scale bars are 100 µm.

8.2.2 Results

8.2.2.1 Ultrahigh-resolution OCE

Our technique provides volumetric images of both the structure and sti�ness of tissue.

In this paper, we present two-dimensional images as either ‘en face’ in the xy plane,

which are taken from 20 µm (unless otherwise speci�ed) in depth (z) above the interface

between the compliant layer and the aorta (anatomically, the edge roughly corresponds to

the adventitia); or, as B-scans, which are cross-sections in the xz plane. Structural images

are averaged (Gaussian, 10-µm FWHM) in the z direction for en face and y direction

for B-scans, to more closely correspond to the z-resolution of the estimated sti�ness.

Presented sti�ness elastograms are overlaid (multiplicatively) on grayscale structural

images to provide morphological context to the observed mechanics. Overlays have

been used previously in parametric OCT techniques to enhance the interpretability of

images [51, 52].

Figures 8.2(a) and (b) show, respectively, a representative en face structural image

and a sti�ness elastogram. A wavy appearance is evident, which corresponds to features
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seen in representative histological sections: H&E and auto�uorescence, Figures 8.2(c)

and (d), respectively. The morphology and auto�uorescence signal suggest that the

higher intensity (brighter) wavy micro-structure is likely to be the elastin as part of

the elastic lamellae. The size and appearance of these structures also correspond well

with previous histological and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) studies [9, 53]. The

individual lamellae can be seen to overlay each other as the averaged structural images

(Figure 8.2(a)) and histological images (Figures 8.2(c) and (d)) section multiple elastic

lamellae in depth.

Figure 8.2(e) and (f) show B-scans of structure and sti�ness. The imaging beam is

incident from the top of the images, thus, the compliant layer corresponds to the region of

low intensity above the aorta. The preloaded aorta is largely collapsed with good contact

between the inner surfaces of the lumen, which provides mechanical continuity, i.e., an

even transfer of load from one side of the aorta to the other. Due to the geometry (a tight

radius bend), the far left and right regions of the compressed aorta in Figure 8.2(e) are

under a high internal preload. A small gap in the lumen can be seen on the right side due

to the latent stress in the folded aorta (arrow), generating an artifact in measured sti�ness

(asterisk); further, the high preload increases the e�ective local sti�ness observed near

the edges. Thus, mean sti�ness values are taken 150 µm away from the lateral edges of

the aorta and away from potential artefacts. The focus is set roughly 40 µm into the aorta

as a trade-o� to provide su�cient signal in the compliant layer (required for sti�ness

calculation), whilst ensuring that the majority of the DOF is within the tissue. Beyond

the extent of the DOF (∼ 100 µm into tissue), the OCM signal is observed to reduce in

sensitivity and resolution, reducing the quality of sti�ness data, as seen in Figure 8.2(f).

Mean sti�ness is assessed from data taken over 100-µm in depth to capture one wall of

the aorta in its entirety.

The spacing between the elastic lamellae and the vSMC varies across di�erent depth

sections. In certain sections, the spacing is su�ciently large to enable our method to dis-

tinguish the individual micro-mechanics of the elastic lamellae and vSMC (Figure 8.2(g)).

The B-scan in Figure 8.2(e) shows this change in morphology. Figure 8.2(h) shows a line

plot of sti�ness across a 100-µm region marked in Figure 8.2(g) by a triangle-marked

dashed line. The plot demonstrates the presence of three elastic lamellae (higher local

sti�ness). By characterizing feature sharpness as the 10–90% rise distance (Figure 8.2(h)),

which is 1.08× FWHM assuming a Gaussian response, we con�rm that we achieve

sub-15-µm feature resolution in a practical tissue measurement. Resolution is further

discussed in the Discussion section.

Figure 8.3 shows a three-dimensional rendering of two local 100-µm (x ,y) regions in

an aorta. The top rendering corresponds to the dashed region outlined in Figure 8.2(g).
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Figure 8.3: Three-dimensional rendering of two local 100 µm (x ,y) regions in an aorta. Structure

(left) is rendered with linear transparency. Sti�ness is overlaid (right) with only the particularly

hard and soft regions given opacity. The upper rendering is taken from the region outlined by the

box in Figure 8.2(g). The rendering clearly delineates interleaved hard and soft regions, which are

presumed to represent the elastic lamellae (hard) and smooth muscle (soft). Alpha indicates the

transparency value for each color. Scale bar is 10 µm.

The micro-mechanical signature of the interleaved hard and soft regions is evident. Their

thickness (10–20 µm), morphology and correspondence to the micro-structure suggests

that the hard regions delineate the elastic lamellae and the soft regions delineate the

vSMC. Rendering was performed with ParaView (Kitware Inc., NY) [54].

8.2.2.2 Aortic stiffening in RGS5 deficient mice

Figure 8.4 shows the mean sti�ness of the aorta walls from wild type (wt) and RGS5

knock out (ko) mice. Of the 30 measurements taken from ten animals, two measurements

were excluded due to the presence of excessive adipose tissue under blind conditions. The

averages were taken from the central 700 µm long region and 5–100 µm in depth to avoid

in�uences from tissue boundaries. A signi�cant increase in sti�ness in the aorta of RGS5

ko mice compared to wt controls (n = 29; p = 0.013; Welch’s t-test) is observed. Thus,

our results correlate with previous in vivo (pulse wave velocity) and in vitro (pressure

myography) �ndings which demonstrate increased sti�ness in whole RGS5-de�cient

aorta [5].

Whilst aortic sti�ening on an RGS5-de�cient background has been reported [5],

the spatial variation in sti�ness along the length of the aorta has not yet been reported.

Observation of local changes in sti�ness may be important in understanding the formation

of local pathologies (e.g., plaque) and cardiac events (e.g., stroke). Figure 8.5(a) shows
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aortas represented as box plots.

the measured sti�ness along the aorta in locations that we denote as distal, medial and

proximal in relation to the heart. A wide-�eld OCT en face image of a whole aorta

(Figure 8.5(b)) delineates the anatomical regions. (The system used to capture the image

is described elsewhere [50]).

When speci�c locations along the aorta are compared, the aorta from ko mice is

signi�cantly sti�er (n = 5; p = 0.010; ANOVA 1-way between locations). Further, there is

a signi�cant sti�ening of the aorta with proximity to the heart (n = 10; p = 0.014; ANOVA

1-way) (Figures 8.5(c–e)), which reaches signi�cance in ko (n = 5; p = 0.039) but not wt

mice (n = 5; p = 0.37). There is not enough power, however, to con�rm that ko sti�ens

versus proximity to the heart more so than wt (n = 5; p = 0.072; Welch’s t-test). These

data, together with the �nding that RGS5 levels vary between di�erent vascular beds [55],

support the hypothesis that RGS5 may have a role in regulating vascular smooth muscle

phenotype and sti�ness along the aorta.

8.2.2.3 Micro-mechanical features

Local mean sti�ness can be obtained through careful excision and standard mechanical

testing, such as biaxial tensile testing [37, 56]. However, the distinct advantage of

ultrahigh-resolution OCE is the ability to measure local micro-mechanics within a volume,

along with co-located images of tissue micro-structure. Notably, we observed the presence

of 8 local �brous regions, of which 6 were in the RGS5-de�cient mice. Further, the �brous

regions were observed from only 3 of the 10 animals (2 ko and 1 wt). All �brous regions

were signi�cantly sti�er, in the range of roughly 70–150 kPa. Figure 8.6 shows select

examples of structural images and sti�ness elastograms.

Regions of small lipid vesicles (∼ 5–20 µm in diameter) are also revealed in the tunica
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Figure 8.5: (a) Mean sti�ness in various locations along the wild type (wt) and knock out (ko)

mouse aorta, showing sti�ening with proximity to the heart, and the enhanced sti�ening in ko

(∗p < 0.05). (b) Wide-�eld OCT image of the whole mouse aorta, showing representative locations

of elastography imaging. (c)–(e) Mean sti�ness elastograms (averaged from 5 µm to 100 µm in

depth) on a log10 scale overlaid on structural images virtually sliced 20 µm past the adventitia,

showing a mean sti�ening of the aorta toward the heart. Scale bars are 2mm in (b) and 200 µm in

(c)–(e).

media by the structural images. Figure 8.6 shows the characteristic signature of lipid as

spherical regions of low intensity [57]. These features are found in both wt and ko aortas;

however, they do not visibly correlate with local changes in sti�ness (data not shown).

The morphology of these lipid regions does not correspond to developed lipid-rich plaque

as seen in previous studies of atherosclerosis [45]; by contrast, they present themselves

as distinct lipid deposits. SEM studies of the aortal ultrastructure have revealed lipid

deposits on a sub µm scale [58, 59]; in early �bro-lipid lesion formation, extra- and,

particularly, intra-cellular lipid deposits were seen to grow in size and quantity [60]. The

lipid regions may be early signs of plaque formation, however, an atherosclerotic mouse

model and further data, including collocated ultrastructure, is needed to con�rm this.

8.2.3 Discussion

Ultrahigh-resolution optical coherence elastography through a compliant layer provides

simultaneous volumetric imaging of tissue micro-structure and micro-mechanics at a

sub-2-µm structural resolution (demonstrated previously [34]) and as low as 15-µm

isotropic resolution of Young’s modulus preserved over a 1-mm lateral and 100-µm axial

�eld of view, enabling the observation of mechanical contrast down to the individual

elastic lamellae and vascular smooth muscle in select regions of the aorta. To the best

of our knowledge, this is the highest quantitative mechanical resolution demonstrated

with OCE to date. Further, our technique does not require labelling, �xation or tissue
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Figure 8.6: Micro-structure and micro-

mechanics of the aorta. Structural im-

ages on the left show the presence of

local �brous nodules (arrows) and lipid

(asterisk). Sti�ness elastograms (right)

on a log10 scale overlaid on the struc-

tural images show the localized sti�ening

in �brous regions and softening in lipid-

rich regions. Magni�ed insets at far right

illustrate the characteristic signature of

�brous tissue and lipid in OCM (taken

from aorta images not shown here). Scale

bars are 200 µm, and 100 µm in the insets.

sectioning, and can be performed in under 7 minutes. Figure 8.2(h) demonstrates a

resolution exceeding 15 µm. As discussed in the Methods section, spatial �ltering is

performed on the strain, which sets its minimum resolution; however, upon division of

stress by strain, in regions of high mechanical contrast (such as between the lamellae and

vSMC), the observed resolution of sti�ness may be higher because the e�ect of averaging

may no longer be Gaussian. The resolution of stress is equivalent to the lateral resolution

of OCM, given that the stress is uniaxial; however, in heterogeneous tissue, the resolution

is degraded [46]. In aorta, the estimated stress was largely uniform, thus, its contribution

to the resolution of mechanical features was minimal; however, heterogeneity of tissue

and e�ects of friction are likely to introduce a systematic error to the accuracy of sti�ness.

The dependence of resolution of sti�ness elastograms on the tissue mechanical properties,

and the link of resolution and accuracy, has been discussed previously, and is non-trivial

to estimate for a general case [46, 49].

Measurement of micro-mechanical properties is experiencing an increase in import-

ance in recent years, with its promise in the elucidation of the mechanisms of disease and

in clinical diagnosis [24]. We demonstrate the potential of elastography in hypertension,

however, high-resolution elasticity imaging underpins the �eld of mechanobiology [61–

63] and is also being pursued for applications in cancer [27, 28], muscular dystrophy [64],

and eye disease [65]. We anticipate that OCE will become an important tool in observing

and characterizing mechanical properties of tissue in three dimensions, particularly, in
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studying the role of mechanics and remodeling processes within the complex 3D hier-

archical architecture of tissues. Ultrahigh-resolution OCE may further bridge the gap

between sub-cellular mechanical measurement techniques, such as atomic force [66] and

traction force microscopy [67], and macro-scale techniques, such as MR and ultrasound

elastography [21].

High-resolution mechanical imaging is not exclusive to the technique presented

here; other loading methods and optical imaging systems have been proposed. For

example, dynamic loading methods have been prominent in OCE. Measurement of wave

propagation, vibration, harmonic frequencies or wave dispersion in tissue in response to

pulsed or continuous-wave loading provide alternate approaches for characterization of

local mechanical properties [22, 23, 26]. Dynamic methods may enable non-contact tissue

loading, particularly advantageous for delicate tissues, or in translation of OCE toward

in vivo use. However, dynamic methods reported to date demonstrate poorer resolution

of mechanical properties (from the �tting of a dynamic mechanical model to measured

data) and require a greater volume of data to be acquired. Young’s modulus imaging

using dynamic methods has not been demonstrated with OCM systems to date, however,

dynamic contrast in cellular spheroids has been measured using a closely related full-�eld

version of OCT [68]. Very recently, OCM has been advanced as a means of performing 3D

traction force microscopy [69], which, with further development, has the potential to map

cellular forces. Another promising technique is Brillouin microscopy [24], which estimates

the longitudinal modulus from the Brillouin frequency shift due to the interaction of light

with high-frequency acoustic waves (phonons) [70]. Brillouin microscopy has already

been demonstrated in measuring plaque sti�ness in serial sections of vessel tissue [17];

however, it is not yet clear how the estimated high-frequency longitudinal modulus is

related to the more familiar Young’s modulus or shear modulus.

Compression elastography techniques face their own challenges. In the aorta, preload

was necessary to ensure complete contact of the sample with the loading mechanism.

Tissue is typically non-linear elastic, thus, a preload imparts an o�set along its stress-

strain curve, which makes the tissue appear sti�er than it is under relaxed conditions.

Further, regions of tissue may be under di�erent preloads, potentially creating false

contrast, especially if the tissue has an uneven surface topography. The variation in total

preload between measurements may also introduce a bias to the sti�ness, confounding

the discrimination between samples, such as wt and ko in Figure 8.4. Further, it may

challenge any comparison of measurements between di�erent systems or measurement

methods. The mechanical model employed is a further important consideration. The

mechanical model employed in the method reported here assumes that the stress �eld is

uniaxial. Such an assumption holds true if the sample is mechanically and structurally
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uniform, and if there is minimal friction along its boundaries. The accuracy of the

estimated Young’s modulus is progressively degraded with increasing non-uniformity of

the sample, or friction [46]. The error can be minimized by employing computational

approaches to solve the forward elasticity problem in the compliant layer or by solving

the inverse elasticity problem in its entirety, directions we are actively pursuing [46, 49].

We have demonstrated an ability to characterize sti�ness in wt and RGS5 ko mouse

aortas. We have observed that RGS5 de�ciency leads to the sti�ening of the aorta, which

is supported by myography and pulse wave velocity measurements [5]. RGS5 has an

important role in regulating vascular resistance and contractility, and the lack of RGS5

has been associated with vascular sti�ening, hypertension and new onset gestational

hypertension [5, 39, 40]. Importantly, we have observed a location-dependent sti�ening

of the aorta with proximity to the heart. Interestingly, RGS5 expression in vivo is under

epigenetic control [55] and regional di�erences may manifest in phenotypic di�erences in

vSMC with far reaching consequences for vessel sti�ness and hemodynamics. The ratio

of elastin to vascular smooth muscle has been noted to decrease in proportion to distance

away from the heart [71]; in contrast, age-related sti�ening is observed to increase

with distance away from the heart, and young aortas seem to possess less sti�ness

heterogeneity [37]. These results imply that RGS5 has disparate roles in regulating

vascular smooth muscle phenotype and sti�ness along the aorta.

We have also recognized the presence of �brous and lipid-rich regions with distinct

optical and mechanical characteristics. Such observations are di�cult to make using

the current conventional methods of mechanical characterization, such as pulse wave

velocity and myography, and are unattainable deep within an intact 3D architecture of

tissue. These micro-mechanical signatures cannot be easily obtained with elastography

systems of 5–10 times lower resolution than reported here and, further, the small size of

the aorta samples presents an additional complication when compressed by the typical

wider-�eld loading of lower resolution compression elastography. Localized measure-

ment of mechanical properties can enable a closer link between the composition of the

vessel architecture, its genetic pro�le and mechanical function [37]. Future therapeutic

intervention strategies based on RGS5, or perhaps other regulators of vascular sti�ness

and remodeling processes [3], would bene�t from local mechanical characterization.

Further, cardiovascular pathogenesis in plaque and aneurism formation, development and

rupture is often driven by the local vessel wall composition, mechanics and the introduced

turbulence in blood �ow [72, 73]. Our observations suggest many future directions, but

further experimentation is required to elucidate with certainty their biological origins.

The capacity of our technique can be further extended to facilitate its introduction

into biological applications. More rapid acquisition may be enabled by increasing the
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line rate, either by trading o� the sensitivity of the OCM signal, or by increasing the

power of the optical source. Di�erent acquisition [74] and loading [75] strategies may be

used to further trade-o� the acquisition rate and the sensitivity of the estimated Young’s

modulus, tailored to the application. The optical beam may be further relayed via a rigid

endoscope, similar in principle to those developed for microscopy [76], to enable in vivo

measurement; an avenue we are actively pursuing.

8.2.4 Conclusion

We have combined ultrahigh-resolution optical coherence elastography with a compliant

layer to enable high-resolution imaging of sti�ness. We have demonstrated that the

technique can capture local sti�ness changes in a model of hypertension, detecting

features related to systemic remodeling as well as to local micro-structure. We achieve

close to 15-µm resolution in sti�ness over the entire wall of the mouse aorta and a 1-

mm lateral �eld of view, which is, to the best of our knowledge, the highest achieved

performance in OCE to date. We exploit such resolution to observe the sti�ness of

individual lamellae and vascular smooth muscle layers, and micro-mechanical signatures

corresponding to �brous and lipid-rich regions. We anticipate ultrahigh-resolution optical

coherence elastography will become an important tool in cellular-scale characterization

of vascular mechanics, with potential for translation to other �elds in which mechanical

properties within the complex 3D architecture of tissue, and their modi�cation by disease,

are of primary importance, such as mechanobiology and oncology.
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Figure 8.7: En face OCT structure (left) and sti�ness elastogram (right) of a 3D culture of adipose-

derived induced pluripotent stem cells in a hydrogel matrix. The en face section is taken 5 µm

below the gel surface. Arrow and dashed outline shows a single cell with stellate morphology.

Sti�ness is represented by Young’s modulus on a log10 scale. Scale bar is 100 µm.

8.3 Perspectives

This chapter has presented a method to image the mechanical properties of tissues, ap-

proaching a cellular resolution. The method does not require extensive tissue preparation

and sectioning, beyond an excision, and does not require labelling. The work presents

an important step towards the goal and main motivation of this thesis, i.e., the accurate

characterisation of cellular-scale mechanical properties of tissue volumes towards the use

in cell mechanics research, as outlined in Chapter 1. However, signi�cant development is

required to bring the technique to the level necessary for its e�ective use in biology.

The concurrent developments in inverse methods (Chapter 7) can be adapted to

this system, which is likely to increase the accuracy and, perhaps, the resolution of

the reconstructed elastograms. The accuracy, sensitivity to displacement and Young’s

modulus, and repeatability of the system should be characterised, with potential to further

improve the performance though more controlled loading methods, higher sampling

density and more averaging, and more stable optical sources to reduce phase noise. These

are necessary developments, as the use of a Bessel beam for extending the depth of �eld

comes at the expense of peak power [267] and, thus, poorer OCT sensitivity relative to

a Gaussian beam-based system of equivalent source power. For the system as reported

here, sensitivity was measured to be 96 dB.

The use of OCE in cell mechanics research is emerging. Dynamic motion of magnetic

microbeads has been characterised, point-wise, in various locations in single cell cultures
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to characterise mechanical properties [175]. Recently, a method directed towards 3D

traction force mapping with OCE has been demonstrated [244], measuring cell-induced

displacements; however, the reconstruction of traction forces has not been attempted,

though, it is likely to come shortly. Further, we have recently applied compression

OCE to characterising linear sti�ness gradient hydrogels to support cell migration and

mechanotransduction research [245] (not included in this thesis). In the extension to

this work, the UHROCE has been utilised to generate preliminary volumetric maps

of mechanical properties in 3D adipose-derived induced pluripotent stem cell cultures

(Figure 8.7; unpublished). Local mechanical properties of the cells and the surrounding

hydrogel matrix is visualised.

Another advantage of OCE is the capacity to implement it in an endoscopic design,

which may enable the cellular-scale characterisation of mechanical properties in vivo
and in longitudinal studies. Similar to intravital fuorescence microscopy [268], rigid

endoscopes using graded-index lenses may be used to relay the optical beam to internal

tissues, for instance, to assess the mechanical properties of internal organs of small

animals through a small footprint (work in preparation, not included in this thesis).

The UHROCE system and, in general, optical coherence microscopy-based elastogra-

phy, has shown potential in cellular-scale mapping of mechanical properties; however,

in these early stages of development, the challenge is to characterise and optimise the

system and the processing methods, and �nd key applications where such systems may

�nd use in biological research.



9 Breast cancer imaging

9.1 Preface

This chapter summarises the work done as part of three studies investigating the utility

of compression OCE in assessing human breast tissue pathology. The �rst study [24]

assesses the capacity of OCE to distinguish between healthy and malignant tissue, which

is excised and sectioned from human breast tissue removed during mastectomy or wide

local excision surgeries. The goal of the work was to characterise the mechanical signature

of healthy and malignant tissue toward the use of OCE in intraoperative assessment

of tumour margins in breast-conserving surgery. The second study [63] evaluated the

capacity of OCE to characterise the involvement of excised lymph nodes toward an end

use in intraoperative sentinel lymph node assessment. The third study [64] expanded on

the �rst by introducing a wide-�eld scanning mechanism, developed towards performing

margin assessment of whole lumpectomies within an intraoperative timeframe. The

background to each application is presented in the next section. These works employ

the system in [142], described in Chapter 4, providing strain as the source of mechanical

contrast. This method has also been referred to as optical coherence micro-elastography

(OCME), and the strain images as micro-elastograms; thus, this terminology will feature

throughout the chapter and the included papers.

This work was not the principle work carried out in this thesis; however, across

all studies, the contribution was substantial. Therefore, the papers have been redacted

and merged, presenting a subset of key results and conclusions. This chapter presents

the work from the following papers, with the listed contributions (complete details are

provided in the Statement of Contribution):

188
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Investigation of optical coherence micro-elastography as a method
to visualize cancers in human breast tissue

Brendan F. Kennedy, Robert A. McLaughlin, Kelsey M. Kennedy, Lixin Chin, Philip Wijes-
inghe, Andrea Curatolo, Alan Tien, Maxine Ronald, Bruce Latham, Christobel M. Saunders,
and David D. Sampson; Cancer Research, 2015

Contribution. PW supported the modi�cation of imaging hardware, tissue imaging,

processing, histology imaging, analysis of results, particularly, the analysis of mechanical

behaviour summarised in the supplement. All authors reviewed and edited the manuscript.

Further details are provided in the Statement of Contribution.

Investigation of optical coherence micro-elastography as a method
to visualize micro-architecture in human axillary lymph nodes

Kelsey M. Kennedy, Lixin Chin, Philip Wijesinghe, Robert A. McLaughlin, Bruce Latham,
David D. Sampson Christobel M. Saunders, and Brendan F. Kennedy; BMC Cancer, 16(1),
874, 2016

Contribution. PW supported the modi�cation of imaging hardware, tissue imaging,

processing, histology imaging and analysis of results. All authors reviewed and edited

the manuscript. Further details are provided in the Statement of Contribution.

Wide-field optical coherence micro-elastography for intraoperative
assessment of human breast cancer margins

Wes M. Allen, Lixin Chin, Philip Wijesinghe, Rodney W. Kirk, Bruce Latham, David D.
Sampson Christobel M. Saunders, and Brendan F. Kennedy; Biomedical Optics Express, 7(10),
4139–4152, 2016

Contribution. PW supported the analysis of tissue deformation, tissue imaging, and

analysis of results. PW assisted some of the hardware development and in designing the

acquisition strategy. All authors reviewed and edited the manuscript. Further details are

provided in the Statement of Contribution.
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9.2 Investigation of compression optical coherence
elastography in breast cancer imaging

9.2.1 Introduction

Breast cancer has the second highest mortality rate of all cancers in women [1]. It

is estimated that in 2014 more than 40, 000 people died from the disease in the USA,

accounting for 15% of all cancer-related female deaths [1]. Complete surgical excision

and rapid intraoperative assessment of malignant tissue, in early to late stages, are

critical factors in the e�ective treatment of breast cancer. In this work, we investigate the

potential of compression OCE to aid two medical procedures: breast-conserving surgery

and sentinel lymph node assessment, with a goal of performing an assessment within an

intraoperative time frame. The procedures are discussed here in turn.

In breast-conserving surgery (BCS), the primary aims are to remove all malignant

tissue whilst ensuring a good cosmetic outcome [2]. During surgery, the decision of

which tissue to excise is guided by a combination of preoperative and intraoperative

imaging [3], macroscopic examination [4] and manual palpation. Final margin evalu-

ation is only available postoperatively from histopathological analysis, often performed

days after the surgery. If this analysis indicates that tumour is present close to, or at,

the boundary of excised tissue [5], a secondary surgery is often performed to remove

additional tissue, and additional radiotherapy is prescribed. It has been reported that

∼ 30–60% of patients undergoing breast-conserving surgery require a second surgery [6].

Such additional surgery has a negative impact on the patient [7], places a signi�cant

burden on the healthcare system [8], and increases the likelihood of complications such

as wound infection [9]. Subsequent radiotherapy increases healthcare costs [10] and has

accompanying complications [11].

The presence of lymph node metastasis is one of the primary prognostic indicators

for patients with early-stage breast cancer [12–14]. During surgery, the sentinel lymph

node (SLN) (the �rst-draining node) is often excised and assessed. If the SLN is found

to be involved, axillary lymph node dissection (ALND) is often performed to determine

if the disease is present in the lymphatic system and to prevent its further spread [14].

However, ALND is associated with potentially signi�cant long term morbidity, such

as seroma formation, altered sensation in the upper limb, and lymphedema [15]. The

accuracy of SLN assessment is, thus, imperative in avoiding unnecessary ALND.

Current pre- and intraoperative assessment techniques in BCS and SLN assessment

include macroscopic examination, pathology, and medical imaging [16]. Macroscopic

assessment is subjective; for example, when performing visual inspection and palpation
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alone, in�ammation in SLN may be mistaken for malignancy [17]. Intraoperative dia-

gnostic techniques, such as frozen section and imprint cytology, used in BCS and SLN

assessment are time consuming (20–40 min) and are less accurate than postoperative

histopathological analysis [18]. For instance, the sensitivity and speci�city of frozen

section analysis of excised margins has been reported to be in the ranges 58–91% and

82–97%, respectively; whilst, the sensitivities of frozen section and imprint cytology

in SNL assessment have been reported to be in the range 53–74%, with corresponding

speci�cities of 98–100% [19, 20].

New techniques for rapid, accurate and intraoperative assessments of breast cancer

margins and SNL involvement have the potential to improve surgical decision-making, re-

duce the need for secondary surgeries and improve patient outcomes. For SLN assessment,

methods such as high-frequency ultrasound (HF-US) [21] and photoacoustic tomography

(PAT) [22] have been investigated, reporting spatial resolutions of ∼ 100 µm (HF-US) or

∼ 50 µm (PAT). A number of optical imaging techniques have been proposed including

optical coherence tomography (OCT) [23] and Raman spectroscopy [24]. OCT has been

evaluated for imaging of excised human breast tissue [25–30] and lymph nodes [31–33].

These studies have indicated that OCT may be used to visualize breast microarchitecture,

but that it is di�cult to distinguish tumour from benign stroma in OCT images.

OCT contrast between malignant and benign tissue is based on di�erences in their

respective optical properties, which may not impart a su�cient sensitivity and speci�city

to perform better than current intraoperative assessment techniques [25–30]. Malignant

tissue has been reported to possess di�erent mechanical properties to healthy tissue in

breast tumours [34] and lymph nodes [35, 36]. Therefore, OCE may provide additional

complementary contrast to OCT imaging.

This work compiles three studies on the imaging of breast cancer with compression

OCE. In the �rst study [37], 58 ex vivo samples from patients undergoing mastectomy

or wide local excision are imaged to assess the capacity to distinguish healthy from

malignant tissue. In the second study [38], 26 specimens from 15 patients undergoing an

axillary clearance as part of a mastectomy or wide local excision are imaged to assess

the capacity to characterise lymph node involvement. In the third study [39], the lateral

imaging �eld of view of OCE is extended to 5× 5 cm to enable rapid scanning of complete

lumpectomy samples (as would be done during BCS). A number of selected cases are

presented from each study, in order.
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9.2.2 Materials and methods

For the work in this chapter, the 800-nm Fourier-domain OCT system, and the compres-

sion OCE method (strain imaging), described in Chapter 4, were used. In this section,

we present the acquisition parameters, tissue preparation and imaging protocol for each

study, in turn.

For all studies, strain elastograms (micro-elastograms) are presented on a linear

dimensionless scale using pseudo-color (in millistrain, mε, i.e., length change per unit

length ×10−3) and OCT images are presented on a logarithmic decibel (dB) scale using a

gray scale colourmap. Negative strain in a micro-elastogram corresponds to strain in the

same direction as the applied load, and positive strain corresponds to strain acting in the

opposite direction. Since a sample undergoes uniaxial compression in OCE, predominantly

negative local strain is expected; however, the mechanical heterogeneity of breast tissue

is such that regions of positive local strain are also observed. The mechanisms by which

positive local strain can occur are described in detail in the supplementary material

(Section 9.2.5).

Fused OCT/OCE images were generated by �rst segmenting out the adipose tissue

from the micro-elastograms using image processing software (GNU Image Manipulation

Program, v2.8.2), since OCT is e�ective in distinguishing this tissue type from other

solid tissues due to its distinct optical properties. The remaining OCE data is overlaid

on the OCT image. To accentuate the OCE contrast in the fused images, the OCT image

transparency is set to 20%.

9.2.2.1 Breast cancer study

The imaging system acquired B-scans and C-scans in 0.1 s and ∼16min, respectively. 3D

datasets were acquired with dimensions (x × y × z) up to 10 × 10× 2.25mm, comprising

1, 000 A-scans in each B-scan and 10, 000 B-scans in each C-scan. The data was acquired

using a custom-made software package written in C++. Signal processing of the raw data

was performed in Matlab (Mathworks, USA, v2012b).

Informed consent was obtained from patients and the study approved by the Hu-

man Research Ethics Committee of Royal Perth Hospital, Perth, Western Australia. 58

samples were imaged, taken from 31 patients undergoing a lumpectomy, mastectomy, or

mastectomy with axillary clearance. After excision, a fresh tissue sample was dissected

for scanning, with approximate dimensions (x × y × z) of 1.5 × 1.5× 0.5 cm. Samples

were kept hydrated in saline until imaging, which occurred within 4 hours of excision.

After imaging, samples were �xed in 10% neutral bu�ered formalin, embedded in par-

a�n, sectioned and stained with haematoxylin and eosin (H&E) following the standard
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histopathology protocols used at Royal Perth Hospital. The H&E-stained sections were di-

gitally micrographed using an automated system (ScanScope, Leica Biosystems, Nussloch,

Germany) and manually co-registered with the corresponding en face micro-elastograms

and en face OCT images using in-house viewing software. Interpretation of histology

was performed by an experienced pathologist (B. Latham). The en face OCT image corres-

ponding most closely to each micro-elastogram was chosen from the set of OCT images

within the axial range of the micro-elastogram (100 µm).

In Figure 9.1, the maximum �eld-of-view in micro-elastograms and OCT images is

10× 10mm. In Figures 9.2 and 9.3, a larger �eld-of-view (∼20 × ∼20mm) was obtained

by mosaicking four 10× 10mm scans acquired from partially overlapping square regions

of the sample.

9.2.2.2 Lymph node study

The OCE acquisition procedure was identical to the one presented for the breast cancer

study. Informed consent was obtained from patients and the study approved by the

Human Ethics Committee of Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital, Perth, Western Australia. 26

specimens were imaged from 15 patients undergoing a mastectomy or breast-conserving

surgery with axillary clearance. Samples were bisected to allow imaging of the internal

face of each node and kept hydrated in saline until imaging, which occurred within

1–2 h of excision. After imaging, specimens were �xed in 10% neutral bu�ered formalin,

embedded in para�n, sectioned and stained with H&E, following standard histopathology

protocols. The H&E-stained sections were digitally micrographed (ScanScope, Leica

Biosystems, Nussloch, Germany) and manually co-registered with the corresponding en
face elastograms and en face OCT images. Interpretation of histology was performed by

an experienced pathologist (B. Latham).

9.2.2.3 Wide-field study

To move OCE towards being a practical tool for an intraoperative setting, we have

implemented a new system based on a much wider-aperture ring actuator used for the

micro-scale compression. Further, the acquisition rate (A-line rate) was increased from

10 kHz to 50 kHz compared to the previous studies, due to improved acquisition hardware

and software. The ring actuator (Piezomechanik GmbH) has an internal diameter of

65 mm, allowing for a scanning range of ∼ 50 × 50 mm, a stroke of 10 µm, thickness of

22mm and resonant frequency of 40 kHz. The imaging window, rigidly a�xed to the

actuator, has a thickness of 4mm and a diameter of 75mm. To acquire wide-�eld images,

automated x-y translation stages are used to reposition the sample and actuator relative
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to the optical beam. Each stage has a travel distance of 100mm, maximum velocity

of 30mm s
−1

, maximum acceleration of 30mm s
−2

and an accuracy of 2 µm. In-house

software controls the stages during OCT/OCE acquisition. After each image is acquired,

the stages move the sample in steps of 9.5mm, allowing images to overlap by 0.5mm. A

grid of up to 5 × 5 images is acquired per sample to generate a wide-�eld image.

Existing tissue handling protocols at Fiona Stanley Hospital, Perth, Western Australia

limit total scanning time for lumpectomies to ∼ 30 min. Our acquisition protocol is

designed to comply with this limit. Since single 10 × 10 × 2 mm elastograms take 200 s to

acquire at a B-scan frequency of 50Hz, it is not feasible to acquire 25 elastograms within

the available time. In order to scan an entire face of the specimen, we have implemented

the following procedure. Firstly, we acquire rapid 3D-OCT images; each acquired in

∼ 20 s. en face OCT images are viewed live on in-house OCT acquisition software. OCE

is then performed only in selected areas containing dense tissue. For a typical sample,

we acquire 25 OCT images and 4 elastograms, resulting in a total acquisition time of

∼ 30 min, including the time required to reposition the x-y stages.

Informed consent was obtained from patients and the study approved by Fiona

Stanley Hospital. 13 samples were imaged, freshly excised from 8 patients undergoing

BCS, mastectomy or mastectomy with axillary clearance. After excision, lumpectomy

specimens were imaged as received within ∼ 30 min. Mastectomy samples were dissected

to similar dimensions of a typical lumpectomy. Samples were placed on the z-axis

translation stage, a bulk preload was applied, and we allowed a one minute delay to

reduce to a negligible level the impact of viscoelastic creep on our images [40]. After

imaging, samples were �xed in 10% neutral-bu�ered formalin, embedded in para�n,

sectioned, and stained with H&E following the standard histopathology protocols used

at Fiona Stanley Hospital. Histology images from the BCS specimen (Figure 9.5) are in

the plane orthogonal to the en face images.

9.2.3 Results

9.2.3.1 Breast cancer study

In the following, we present selected results of imaging normal and malignant breast

tissue; a complete list of results is presented in the original publication [37]. Each result

comprises H&E histology, the corresponding en face micro-elastogram and the en face
OCT image. Figure 9.1 shows two representative examples of benign breast tissue, in

which various characteristic features may be observed. Figures 9.1(a–c) show epithelial

hyperplasia characterized by increased cell density in the terminal duct lobular units (TD-
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Figure 9.1: Benign breast tissue. (a–c) Epithelial hyperplasia; (d–f) Benign atrophic breast. (a) and

(d), histology. (b) and (e), en face micro-elastograms at depths of ∼300 µm and ∼50 µm, respectively.

(c) and (f), corresponding en face OCT images. A = adipose tissue; AB = air bubble; Ar = arterioles;

D = Duct; MC = micro-cyst; S = mature stroma; and TDLU = terminal duct lobular unit. In (b,e),

mε represents millistrain and in (c,f), dB represents decibels. Scale bars, 1mm. Adapted from [37].

LUs) and ducts (D). The region labelled ‘Region 1’ shows atypical ductal hyperplasia and

that labelled ‘Region 2’ shows microcyst (MC) formation and mild epithelial hyperplasia.

Figures 9.1(d–f) show benign atrophic breast tissue, characterized by atrophic ducts

and increased interlobular �brosis. The micro-elastograms in Figures 9.1(b,e) demon-

strate the e�ectiveness of OCE in delineating features of benign breast tissue. In these

micro-elastograms, TDLUs, ducts and arterioles (Ar) appear as regions of higher negative

local strain than surrounding mature stroma (S), suggesting they are of lower sti�ness.

Mature stroma presents as a uniform texture, indicating mechanical uniformity. In both

micro-elastograms, there is a well-de�ned boundary between TDLUs, ducts, arterioles

and mature stroma. In several of these features, positive local strain is present around

the feature boundary, which accentuates the feature contrast. Intralobular features are

also visible in micro-elastograms. In Figure 9.1(b), mechanical heterogeneity is visible

within the TDLUs in Region 1, likely arising from a distinct mechanical response from

intralobular stroma and acini. Several of the same features are visible in the OCT images

in Figures 9.1(c,f), particularly TDLUs and ducts, which manifest as regions of lower

optical backscatter than surrounding mature stroma, as reported previously [25, 26].

The characteristic honeycomb structure of adipose tissue is also visible, particularly in
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Figure 9.1(f). In summary, Figure 9.1 demonstrates that multiple features of benign breast

tissue are readily identi�ed in micro-elastograms, and the contrast is complementary to

that provided by OCT.

Figures 9.2 and 9.3 present representative examples of the most common breast

malignancy, invasive ductal carcinoma. They show fused images in which the non-

adipose sections of the micro-elastogram are overlaid on the OCT image. Additionally,

Figures 9.2 and 9.3 extend the �eld of view to ∼ 20× ∼ 20 mm by mosaicking four

overlapping square portions of a square image. Figure 9.2 shows an example of invasive

ductal carcinoma surrounded by adipose tissue (A). In the top half of the histology image

(Figure 9.2(a)), a region of mature stroma (S) is present. A number of features of normal

breast tissue, such as ducts (D) and blood vessels (V), are interspersed within the stroma.

The bottom half of Figure 9.2(a) shows a region of invasive tumour (T). The radially

advancing edge of the tumour is characterized by nests of tumour cells surrounded by

immature desmoplastic stroma advancing into adipose tissue. In the micro-elastograms,

these two regions are distinct. The uniform texture of the mature stroma in the micro-

elastogram, visible in the fused image (Figure 9.2(b)), is similar to that in Figure 9.1. Ducts

and blood vessels present as regions of high negative local strain. The local strain in areas

of invasive malignancy is highly heterogeneous, and has been found to be characteristic

of malignant cells compromising the structure of the healthy tissue, further demonstrated

in the original publication [37]. By comparison, the OCT image (Figure 9.2(c)) delineates

the adipose tissue, but provides little contrast between the tumour and mature stroma.

Figures 9.2(d–i) show magni�ed images of the histology, fused micro-elastogram/OCT

and OCT images in involved and uninvolved tissues, corresponding to the locations

indicated by the blue and black arrows in Figures 9.2(a–c), and highlight the additional

contrast achieved by incorporating OCE.

Figure 9.3 shows a second example of a fused micro-elastogram and OCT image of a

sample containing invasive ductal carcinoma. From the histology image (Figure 9.3(a)),

the central region consists of mature stroma (S) with invasive tumour (T) advancing

radially into adipose tissue (A). In the fused image (Figure 9.3(b)), the micro-elastogram

shows the characteristic patterns observed in Figure 9.1, and in other results from the

original publication [37]. The central stromal region corresponds to a uniform strain

pattern, suggesting it is mechanically homogeneous. The advancing edge of the tumour,

comprising nests of tumour cells in demosplastic stroma, corresponds to the heterogen-

eous strain pattern also observed in the invasive tumours shown in Figure 9.2. Similarly

to Figure 9.2(c), OCT readily distinguishes the adipose tissue but provides low contrast

between tumour and stroma (Figure 9.3(c)). The much higher contrast between benign

and malignant tissue in the micro-elastogram is highlighted in the magni�ed images in
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Figure 9.2: Invasive ductal carcinoma. (a), histology. (b), en face fused OCT image and micro-

elastogram at ∼50 µm depth, showing OCE in color and OCT in gray scale. (c), corresponding en
face OCT image. A = Adipose tissue; D = Duct; S = mature stroma; T = tumour; and V = blood

vessel. Blue arrows in (a–c) indicate the region of tumour corresponding to (d), (f) and (g). Black

arrows in (a–c) indicate the region of mature stroma corresponding to (e), (g) and (i). In (b) and

(c), dB represents decibels and in (b), mε represents millistrain. Scale bars in (a–c), 3mm. Scale

bars in (d–i), 0.5mm. Adapted from [37].

Figure 9.3: Invasive ductal carcinoma. (a), histology. (b), en face fused OCT image and micro-

elastogram, showing OCT in gray scale and OCE in color at ∼50 µm depth. (c), corresponding en
face OCT image. A = adipose tissue; CA = contact artifact; S = mature stroma; and T = tumour.

Blue arrows in (a–c) indicate the region of tumour corresponding to (d), (f) and (g). Black arrows

in (a–c) indicate the region of mature stroma corresponding to (e), (g) and (i). In (b) and (c), dB

represents decibels and in (b), mε represents millistrain. Scale bars in (a–c), 3mm. Scale bars in

(d–i), 0.5mm. Adapted from [37].

Figure 9.3(d–i), which correspond to the locations indicated by the blue and black arrows

in Figures 9.3(a–c).
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Figure 9.4: Benign lymph node sample. (a) H&E-stained histology, (b) en face OCT image, and

(c) elastogram overlaid on OCT. Adipose (A), capsule (C), follicle (F), medullary sinuses (MS),

trabeculae (Tr). Adapted from [38].

9.2.3.2 Lymph node study

Similarly to the breast cancer study, here, we present selected results of imaging a

benign and an involved metastatic lymph node. Results of imaging lymph nodes are

detailed in the original publication [38]. Figure 9.4 shows an example of a normal, benign

lymph node. The histology (Figure 9.4(a)) shows that the node has a �brous capsule

(C) separating the lymphoid tissue from surrounding adipose (A). Several follicles (F)

comprising sheets of lymphocytes are observed in the cortex of the node. Below the

cortex, the medulla comprises medullary cords separated by medullary sinuses (MS).

Fibrous trabeculae (Tr) are also visible. In the OCT image (Figure 9.4(b)), the �brous

capsule is distinguished by higher backscattering, and the surrounding adipose provides

a distinctive honeycomb structure. Thin strands of high backscattering, corresponding to

collagen �bres in the trabeculae and medullary sinuses, are present throughout the node.

In the elastogram (Figure 9.4(c)), the capsule is identi�ed by an abrupt change in strain.

The elastogram provides additional contrast of trabeculae compared to the OCT. The

follicles present as oval-shaped regions that are separated by changes in strain caused by

surrounding trabeculae and sinuses. Smaller, irregularly shaped local areas of greater

negative (compressive) strain in the medulla correspond to medullary sinuses.

Figure 9.5 shows a region of a lymph node in which normal tissue has been largely

replaced by malignancy. The histology reveals an area of �brotic stroma (S) toward

the center of the sample, with an area of necrosis (N) present, surrounded by tumour

interspersed with stroma (T). In the OCT image (Figure 9.5(b)), the capsule (C), as well

as the region of �brosis, can be identi�ed as regions of higher backscattering. The

elastogram (Figure 9.5(c)) provides much higher contrast between the capsule and the

stroma than OCT. The region of �brosis presents as homogeneous strain, indicating its

mechanical uniformity. In areas where tumour cells are interspersed with desmoplastic
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Figure 9.5: Lymph node completely replaced by metastasis. (a) H&E-stained histology, (b) en face
OCT image, and (c) elastogram overlaid on OCT. Adipose (A), capsule (C), necrosis (N), stroma

(S), tumour (T). Adapted from [38].

stroma, heterogeneous strain is present.

9.2.3.3 Wide-field study

Here, we present a single demonstration of wide-�eld imaging of a lumpectomy; a

complete list of results is presented in the original publication [39]. Figure 9.5 presents

images acquired from a lumpectomy, excised from a 46-year-old patient undergoing BCS.

The wide-�eld en face overlay, Figure 9.5(a), comprises 25 OCT images and 4 elastograms.

Regions of dense tissue interspersed with adipose can be observed in Figure 9.5(a).

Areas indicated by green and red squares are magni�ed by 1.6× in Figures 9.5(c,d,f,g),

respectively. Comparing the corresponding OCT images, Figures 9.5(c,f), it is di�cult to

identify di�erences in structure between the two regions of dense tissue. However, in

the overlay image, these two regions are easily distinguished by di�ering textures in the

elastograms. The overlay, Figure 9.5(d), shows uniform strain texture and is indicative of

uninvolved stroma. In comparison, Figure 9.5(g) shows a heterogeneous strain texture

indicative of malignant tumour. These patterns in uninvolved and malignant tissue are

consistent with the previous breast cancer study and are con�rmed by histology images

acquired from the same region. The green and red dashed lines in Figure 9.5(a) indicate

the regions from which histology images are presented in Figures 9.5(b,d), respectively.

Following protocols used at Fiona Stanley Hospital for margin assessment, the histology

images shown here are taken orthogonal to the en face images, and the blue arrows

indicate the direction of the imaging beam. Figure 9.5(b) does not contain malignant

tissue; however, in Figure 9.5(e), we see that this section of the lumpectomy has an

involved margin. From visual inspection and manual palpation performed during the

surgery, the surgeon suspected malignant tumour close to the surface of the excised lump

and proceeded to excise additional tissue (cavity shaving). The cavity shaving, measuring
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∼ 17 × 23 mm, was taken from the wall of the cavity of the remaining breast tissue.

9.2.4 Discussion and conclusion

In this chapter, we have presented representative micro-elastograms selected from the

three studies. In benign and malignant tissue, we observe lobules, ducts, micro-cysts,

blood vessels and arterioles. In lymph nodes, we further observe capsules, follicles,

medullary sinuses, trabeculae and necroses. These features exhibit distinct mechanical

signatures, such as high negative local strain in ducts, enabling them to be distinguished

from surrounding mature stroma. In areas of invasive malignancy, often characterized

by nests of tumour cells interspersed within immature desmoplastic stroma, micro-

elastograms display a heterogeneous pattern, characterized by regions of negative and

positive local strain (Figures 9.2, 9.3, 9.5 and 9.6). Mature stroma manifests as regions of

comparatively uniform negative local strain (Figures 9.1–9.6). Positive local strain acts to

accentuate feature contrast in areas of high mechanical heterogeneity, e.g., around the

boundaries of features and in areas of malignancy where tumour cells are interspersed

with desmoplastic stroma [41]. Positive local strain is described in greater detail in the

supplementary material (Section 9.2.5). These distinct strain patterns provide the basis

for OCE to be used to distinguish between benign mature stroma and tissue with invasive

malignancy.

The results presented here also demonstrate that OCE provides contrast that is addi-

tional and complementary to that provided by OCT imaging alone. Whereas OCT readily

distinguishes mature stroma and tumour from adipose in tissue, micro-elastograms ex-

hibit high contrast between tissues with similar optical backscattering properties, such

as at the boundary between mature stroma and invasive tumour. We have demonstrated

that this complementarity may be e�ectively utilised through image fusion. In so doing,

we are following the well-established precedents of image fusion set in medical ima-

ging techniques such as magnetic resonance imaging, X-ray computed tomography and

positron emission tomography [42].

The high degree of heterogeneity in the mechanical properties of malignancy observed

in this study is consistent with laboratory studies of breast tissue surfaces conducted

on the nano- to micro-scale using atomic force microscopy [43, 44]. These studies have

reported that cancer cells are typically softer than normal breast cells and that stroma,

often present in malignant lesions, is typically sti�er than cancer cells. This combination

results in substantial mechanical heterogeneity on the micro-scale probed by OCE [44].

Macroscopically, the elevated sti�ness often associated with tumours, and sensed during

palpation, is dominated by the stromal response to malignancy, rather than by the tumour
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Figure 9.6: Wide-�eld OCE of a freshly excised lumpectomy. (a) Wide-�eld en face OCE overlay

on OCT of lumpectomy. (b) Histology acquired in orthogonal plane to OCT/OCE from region

indicated by green dashed line found to contain clear margin. (c) En face OCT image showing

a 1.6× magni�cation of the green boxed region in (a). (d) Corresponding en face overlay. (e)

Histology acquired in orthogonal plane to OCT/OCE from region indicated by red dashed line

found to contain involved margin. (f) En face OCT image showing a 1.6×magni�cation of the blue

boxed region. (g) Corresponding en face overlay. Note: Histology is taken in the plane orthogonal

to en face images, with the imaging beam direction indicated by blue arrows (OCME=OCE). A,

adipose; S, stroma; and T, tumour. Adapted from [39]
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cells [44].

Similarly to previously reported feasibility studies of OCT on breast tissue [25, 26, 28],

the diagnostic accuracy of OCE has not been reported here, as the goal of these studies

is to establish the contrast provided by OCE in breast tissue. Given the promise of the

results presented here, subsequent work will focus on determining the sensitivity and

speci�city to the presence of malignancy. The data acquired in this feasibility study will

serve as a training set for pathologists prior to their participation in blind studies to assess

the diagnostic accuracy of OCE. To attempt such an analysis on the micro-elastograms

acquired thus far is premature for several reasons. As we have so far imaged tissue excised

from ∼ 50 patients, we do not expect to have enough data to report statistically signi�cant

values of sensitivity and speci�city. For an expected sensitivity and speci�city of 90%,

and assuming 25% of specimens have either ductal carcinoma in situ or invasive ductal

carcinoma within 2mm of the tissue boundary (based on an internal audit performed in

two major public hospital breast units in Western Australia in 2009), we require n = 138

to determine sensitivity and n = 46 to determine speci�city to a precision of 10% (95%

con�dence interval) [45].

The ultimate goal of this work is to scan the tissue intraoperatively and to provide

the surgeon with an assessment within several minutes of excision. Translation of OCE

to intraoperative analysis presents additional challenges not encountered in the present

studies. For example, surgical artifacts such as cauterized tissue and blood could degrade

micro-elastogram quality by attenuating the optical beam as it penetrates the tissue

surface. In the case of tumour margins, such issues have been addressed in OCT and

were found not to interfere with the ability to assess the margin [23]. To remove residual

surface blood in that study, saline was used successfully to irrigate the excised tissue

prior to imaging. As OCE relies on OCT to measure tissue motion, adopting the same

practice should remove such artifacts.

A further barrier to intraoperative translation is the imaging speed. With the OCE

system reported here, at the maximum demonstrated 50 kHz A-scan rate, 10× 10mm

en face images were acquired in ∼ 200 s. One way in which the acquisition time could

be reduced is by increasing the A-scan acquisition rate. Recent related OCE work has

demonstrated a phase-sensitive technique with an A-scan frequency of 1.5MHz, utilizing

a Fourier-domain mode-locked (FDML) swept-source laser [46]. Implementing a similar

FDML laser in compression OCE could increase acquisition speeds by a factor of 30.

This could lead to 3D-OCT images being acquired in less than 1 s and 3D elastograms

being acquired in ∼ 7 s without a reduction in spatial or temporal averaging, suggesting

that entire lumpectomy samples could feasibly be scanned in <1min. This timeframe

compares favorably with existing intraoperative techniques, such as frozen section, which
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Figure 9.7: Tissue deformation in OCE. A, Illustration of a tissue sample containing a sti� feature

under compression in the OCE imaging system. B, tissue displacement, d , versus depth, z, at the

location corresponding to the dashed line in A. C, corresponding local strain, ε , versus depth. The

vertical dashed lines in B and C correspond to the upper and lower boundaries of the sti� feature

in A.

typically takes ∼25min [47].

Beyond intraoperative assessment, OCE may be suitable in other clinical scenarios,

mirroring the proposed applications of OCT in breast cancer imaging. For example,

development of a handheld OCE probe, similar to commercially available handheld OCT

probes, would enable intraoperative assessment of the tumour cavity. Needle-based

elastography probes could guide both tumour excision and needle biopsies by providing

high-resolution imaging deep within the breast [48]. Beyond breast cancer, a recent

paper has proposed the use of a closely related optical elastography technique in prostate

cancer [49].

9.2.5 Supplemental: Mechanisms of tissue deformation in OCE

Under compression in OCE, tissue axial displacement is highest at the surface in contact

with the mechanical loading device and, in most cases, decreases monotonically to zero

at the side farthest from the device. This is illustrated in Fig. 9.7 for the case of a sti�,

tumour-like feature embedded in a softer surrounding material. The axial displacement,

d , versus depth, z, through the center of the material is illustrated in Fig. 9.7B. A change

in the slope of displacement is observed in the sti� feature and is quanti�ed by estimating

the local strain, ε = ∆d/∆z [40] (Fig. 9.7C). Lower local strain is present in the sti� feature,

allowing it to be distinguished from the softer background (Fig. 9.7C). In this case, the

slope of measured displacement versus depth is always negative (or zero). Furthermore,

the negative local strain is inversely proportional to the sti�ness of the tissue if it is

assumed that stress is uniformly distributed throughout the tissue [40]. Negative local

strain is responsible for much of the contrast observed in Figs. 9.1–9.3.

Excised breast is, however, a structurally complex tissue that contains cavities, such
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Figure 9.8: Deformation in a tissue containing a cavity. A, Illustration of a soft tissue sample

containing a cavity under compression in OCE imaging system. B, tissue displacement, d , versus

depth, z, at the location corresponding to the dashed line in A. C, corresponding local strain, ε ,
versus depth. The vertical dashed lines in B and C correspond to the upper and lower boundaries

of the cavity.

as ducts, lobules and blood vessels. This structural heterogeneity causes more complex

tissue deformation than that described above and can lead to positive local strain in

OCE, as observed in Figs. 9.1–9.3. To demonstrate how positive local strain may occur,

consider the upper boundary between a cavity (e.g., a duct) and soft tissue, as shown

in the illustration in Fig. 9.8. Under compression, the displacement is highest close to

the loading device and decreases with depth, corresponding to negative local strain.

However, as there is no tissue in the cavity to restrict motion, the axial displacement

of the tissue begins to increase at depths approaching the tissue-cavity boundary. As

illustrated in Fig. 9.8B, this results in a gradient of displacement with depth that is opposite

to that present in solid tissue and manifests as positive local strain in micro-elastograms

(Fig. 9.8C). Positive local strain is also present below the cavity and arises because there

is no axial force directly above the lower cavity-tissue boundary. This results in less

displacement at the lower cavity-tissue boundary than in the tissue below the cavity

and causes a positive gradient of displacement, corresponding to positive local strain

(Fig. 9.8C).

A number of other scenarios can also cause positive local strain in breast tissue. For

example, excised breast tissue has surface roughness characterized by localized peaks and

troughs caused by the tissue’s structure at the excision surface. This can result in small

gaps between the tissue and the compression plate. Similarly to the case of the lower

cavity-tissue boundary described above, this results in no axial force being applied directly

above the troughs at the tissue surface. This causes a positive gradient of displacement

as a result of the load applied to the tissue adjacent to the troughs, corresponding to

positive local strain in the micro-elastograms. Positive local strain may also occur if the

assumption that all constituent materials in breast tissue are incompressible is invalid

(incompressibility causes lateral expansion in response to an axially applied load and is
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Figure 9.9: FEM simulation of the tissue

sample illustrated in Fig. 9.7. Negative local

strain is visible at each pixel in the image.

Lower negative local strain in the sti� feature

allows it to be distinguished from the softer

background. Scale bar, 25 µm.

quanti�ed by Poisson’s ratio). Varying Poisson’s ratio between tissue types can allow

the more incompressible tissue to expand laterally into the less incompressible tissue

and can result in the incompressible tissue being forced upwards, causing a gradient of

displacement with depth opposite to the direction of the applied load. A combination of

these mechanisms cause the positive local strain observed in regions of invasive tumour

visible in Figures 9.2 and 9.3, characterized by adjacent regions of positive and negative

local strain.

To further illustrate the mechanism of compression in breast tissue and to demonstrate

an example of positive local strain by the �rst mechanism described above, we performed

mechanical simulations using the �nite-element method (FEM), a numerical method

commonly used to compute solutions to mechanical deformation problems by subdividing

the problem into a mesh of discrete, homogeneous elements and solving the governing

equilibrium equations in each element. The FEM simulations were constructed in the

Abaqus simulation software package (Dassault Systèmes, Providence, USA, v6.12). Our

group has previously used FEM simulations to analyse mechanical contrast in OCE [50]

and to develop a multiphysics simulation of the imaging technique [51]. In the simulations

presented in Figs. 9.9 and 9.10, the simulated tissue has (x×y×z) dimensions 10×10× 3mm.

To mechanically load the tissue, the tissue was �rst preloaded to 5%. The surface was then

displaced a further 2 µm to calculate local strain. These values are similar to those used

in OCE imaging of excised breast tissue presented in the manuscript. Figure 9.9 shows an

FEM simulation of a tumour-like feature, 50 µm in diameter and embedded 50 µm below

the tissue surface. The feature was ten times sti�er than the surrounding material in

which it is embedded. The �gure shows the local strain distributed throughout the sample

in a two-dimensional image in which the vertical axis represents depth (z-direction) and

the horizontal axis represents one lateral axis (x-direction). As observed, negative local

strain is present at every location in the simulated micro-elastogram. The sti� feature is

identi�ed as a region with lower local strain than the surrounding soft material. This

result is consistent with previous experimental and simulated OCE results [50, 51].
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Figure 9.10: FEM simulation of the tissue

sample, containing a cavity, illustrated in

Fig. 9.8. Both positive and negative local strain

are prominent in the image. Fluctuations in

local strain in the vicinity of the cavity provide

contrast with surrounding tissue. The dashed

circle represents the initial cavity diameter

prior to mechanical loading. Scale bar, 25 µm.

To illustrate positive local strain using FEM, Fig. 9.10 shows simulations of a soft,

incompressible material containing a cavity of similar dimension to the feature illustrated

in Fig. 9.8. Distinct regions of positive local strain are visible above and below the cavity,

as described above. There are also two distinct region of high negative local strain at the

sides of the cavity. These are caused by the lateral expansion of the soft material into the

cavity from either side, which allows the soft material adjacent to the cavity to undergo

more negative local strain in these regions.
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9.3 Perspectives

In this chapter, a summary of three studies in the utility of OCE toward the intraoperative

assessment of breast tissue pathologies has been presented. A key observation in these

studies is that malignancy in breast tissue often presents as a region of increased hetero-

geneity in strain contrast, whilst the benign stromal tissue presents a more uniform strain.

Further, mechanical signatures—the characteristic response in mechanical behaviour—of

micro-scale tissue features, such as ducts, vessels and lobules, have been observed. In the

latter wide-�eld study, each acquisition of beast data was restricted to under 30 min to

comply to the limit in diagnostic tissue handling, which matches the timeframe available

for an intraoperative assessment. These observations suggest that OCE has promise in

assessing breast tissue pathology.

Despite this promise, there remain signi�cant challenges to address to move OCE

closer to intraoperative use. Firstly, the observed contrast has largely been qualitative

and, further, lacking appropriate blind conditions. It remains to be seen, �rst, whether the

mechanical signatures attributed to local tissue morphology and areas/stages of malig-

nancy are consistent across a large number of tissue samples (across many demographics
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and many cancer types), and second, whether the OCE and OCT images read by patho-

logists will provide the necessary level of sensitivity and speci�city. Secondly, whilst

the acquisition speed is relatively fast, the subsequent processing is slow (few hours).

Near video-rate processing has been demonstrated with the implementation of graphical

processing unit (GPU) [156]; however, the strain elastograms are often of poorer quality,

due to limitations in averaging and phase-unwrapping algorithms. Strategies to improve

both speed and quality will be required in future research.

Further improvements in the acquisition and processing, and the evaluation of al-

ternative applications will likely feature in future work. Simultaneous imaging of two

tissue volumes has been demonstrated by depth-encoding the interferometric signal

onto one spectrometer [269] (co-authored, but not included in the thesis), thus, with a

potential to speed up acquisition two fold. Furhter. hand-held and probe-based methods

of compression OCE are being developed towards in-cavity use (unpublished).

These studies have laid out the foundation of OCE in breast cancer imaging, though,

beyond its promise, a long road remains to successful translation of this technology into

surgical and pathological practice.



10 Conclusion and perspectives

In this thesis, we have demonstrated a number of advances in compression optical

coherence elastography: extending the available contrast through characterising the

viscoelastic creep response in tissues; enhancing the resolution using extended-focus

optical coherence microscopy; and improving accuracy of estimated parameters through

the use of numerical methods. We have further demonstrated the technology by mapping

the mechanical properties of mouse aortas on the cellular-scale, and by investigating its

capacity for detecting and characterising pathologies of the breast. With the advances

presented in this thesis, the concurrent work in the �eld of optical elastography, and the

necessary future developments (as we will describe in this chapter), optical elastography

seems likely to mature and �nd important applications in mapping the mechanical

properties of tissues and cells on the mesoscale, observing, in three dimensions and

longitudinally, the organisation and disorganisation, patterning and migration essential

to disease pathogenesis, tissue regeneration and healthy development—information that

can be used for disease detection, characterisation, drug discovery, treatment monitoring,

and to inform fundamental biology.

However, there still remains a great deal of work to establish optical coherence

elastography as an e�ective tool in medicine and biology. In this concluding chapter, we

outline the contribution and signi�cance of this thesis, and discuss its limitations and

provide our perspective on future work.

10.1 Research contributions and significance

The contributions and signi�cance of the original research presented in this thesis are

summarised as follows.

In Chapters 1 and 3, we presented an overview and a review of contemporary optical

elastography methods, their brief history and likely future developments. The Chapters

focus primarily on OCE and Brillouin microscopy, the techniques that have shown

signi�cant development in the recent years, both in technology and applications.

In Chapter 2, we presented the methods of modelling the mechanical response of soft

tissues currently used in optical elastography. We compiled the principles of continuum
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mechanics necessary to cover the developments included in this thesis, and in the broader

optical elastography �eld.

In Chapter 4, we presented the methods speci�c to compression optical coherence

elastography, detailing the step-by-step formation of strain, stress or elasticity images.

The chapter expands greatly on the methods in the included research papers.

In Chapter 5, we presented a method for parametric imaging of viscoelastic creep

in tissue. Viscoelastic creep was generated by employing a step compressive load. Two

parameters, the viscoelastic strain and viscoelastic time constant, were extracted by

�tting a Kelvin-Voigt model to the recorded deformation, and mapped into a merged

multi-parameter cross-sectional image. The method was tested on tissue-simulating

phantoms and freshly excised muscle tissue. The results demonstrate the capacity to

produce viscoelasticity-derived contrast and distinguish between di�erent phantoms and

tissue types, such as muscle and connective tissue. The results suggest that viscoelastic

contrast could be complementary to the purely elastic contrast typically interrogated by

OCE.

In Chapter 6, we presented ultrahigh-resolution optical coherence elastography,

achieving the highest resolution in OCE reported at the time. The system is based on

extended-focus optical coherence microscopy, enabled through the use of Bessel beam

illumination. The optical system has demonstrated a sub-2-µm isotropic resolution over

a ∼100-µm depth of �eld. The OCE system was demonstrated on tissue-simulating

phantoms and freshly excised mouse aorta tissue, and was compared in performance

to a typical OCE system. The results show a signi�cant improvement in resolution and

feature contrast, detecting the mechanical response of features as small as the elastin

sheaths and smooth muscle cells, which are on the scale of 10–15 µm. This research

represents the �rst steps toward cellular-scale OCE imaging of mechanical properties.

In Chapter 7, we presented two methods employing numerical computation to improve

the accuracy of estimating tactile stress and shear modulus using OCE. In the �rst

method, concerning optical palpation, the accuracy of tactile surface stress imparted by a

compliant stress layer to an object or tissue was greatly improved, demonstrating reliable

estimation in samples with uneven surface topographies, heterogeneous mechanical

properties and in the presence of friction. Further, the numerical approach enabled an

e�ective decoupling of spatial deformation from the local surface stresses, providing

an almost order of magnitude improvement in resolution in the process. The approach

was demonstrated with the aid of simulations, on tissue-simulating phantoms and on

breast tissue. In the second method, concerning the iterative solution to the inverse

problem of elasticity, the intrinsic shear modulus was estimated from OCE data. E�cient

computation was enabled by the use of the adjoint equations. The method is a signi�cant
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improvement over previous methods to quantitatively estimate the mechanical properties,

as it does not require the assumption of uniaxial compression or tissue homogeneity. The

method was demonstrated on cross-sectional imaging of tissue-simulating phantoms and

excised equine bronchus, with provisions to move to volumetric reconstruction. This

work presented the �rst instance of computational inverse methods applied to OCE.

In Chapter 8, we have further extended ultrahigh-resolution OCE with the capacity to

estimate sti�ness (tangent modulus, or Young’s modulus in the linear elastic regime) by

incorporating a compliant stress layer. We have demonstrated the technique by imaging

the local sti�ness of mouse aortas in a model of hypertension, detecting local and global

changes, as well as detecting features related to systemic tissue remodelling and local

micro-structure. We have achieved an isotropic resolution of ∼15 µm within a 1-mm

lateral �eld of view and a ∼100-µm depth of �eld, which has been the highest resolution

of mechanical properties achieved with OCE to date. Further, we have observed the

sti�ness of individual elastic lamellae and smooth muscle cells, and we have observed

micro-mechanical signatures likely corresponding to �brous and lipid-rich regions. This

work has demonstrated the capacity to map cellular-scale mechanical properties on the

10-micron resolution scale in excised tissue volumes with no labelling.

In Chapter 9, we presented a summary of the applications of compression OCE to

breast cancer imaging. We have investigated the potential of compression OCE to identify

breast cancer pathology at the surface of excised breast tissue and involvement in lymph

nodes from the (additional and complementary) contrast provided by strain images.

We have demonstrated the potential of the technique to be employed in intraoperative

margin assessment in breast conserving surgery, and in intraoperative sentinel lymph

node assessment. The studies summarised here have evaluated samples from over 50

patients, showing potential beyond proof of principle. In further work toward margin

assessment, the �eld of view of OCE was extended to enable scanning large surface areas

of whole lumpectomies. The technique has shown the capacity to identify an involved

margin. The work has provided the necessary evidence to justify further clinical studies.

10.2 Study limitations and future work

As we have considered in Chapters 1 and 3 and summarise here, across the biological

length scale, from molecular to whole organ scales, the knowledge of mechanical prop-

erties is valuable. It may provide the capacity to diagnose and characterise stages of

disease, and observe the e�cacy of treatments. It may also provide understanding of the

forces guiding the complex assembly of cells into functional tissues. Whilst numerous

techniques exist to tackle both ends of this length scale, there are many fewer techniques
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that operate on the mesoscale, and those that do are at an earlier stage of development.

A somewhat similar notion can be seen in biology. At the cellular end of the length scale,

the movement from 2D cell cultures to a 3D context is gaining traction; though 2D is

still far more frequent [104, 270]. At the whole organ scale, investigations of disease, the

animal models and human clinical studies, are �nding increasing use of molecular and

high-throughput cellular screening technologies [271–273]. The more recent multiscale

approaches, such as systems biology, look to recapitulate the developments in cell biology

with the properties of a system, a tissue or a disease as observed in animal or human

studies [274, 275]. However, the equivalent multiscale approaches to investigating the

role of mechanics are yet to be adopted and incorporated to the same degree [18, 276];

though, there have been considerable discoveries towards this end [15, 104, 270, 277, 278].

There is a remarkable opportunity to connect the development of optical elastography

with these early advancements in 3D cellular and tissue mechanics, from both sides of the

length scale. Optical elastography has distinct advantages in this space, in particular: it

operates at high spatial resolutions (of mechanical properties, e.g., 0.5–5 µm for Brillouin

microscopy and 15–100 µm for OCE [66]) and at millimetre penetration depths; and

light has the capacity to intrinsically convey information about the dynamics of tissue,

such as that contained in the Doppler shift, phase and Brillouin scattering. However,

the development, utility and adoption of optical elastography requires the ‘push’ of the

technology, demonstrating what is possible, and the ‘pull’ of the application, de�ning

clear use-cases.

Despite the recent progress of OCE, the technology is still at a relatively early stage

with much development still required [22, 65, 66]. This thesis has presented a number

of advances in the contrast, resolution and accuracy of compression OCE to bring it

closer to genuine utility in medicine and biology. In this thesis, the work was often

developed concurrently, thus, a challenge remains to bring together these advances, for

instance, the application of numerical methods to high resolution imaging. Perhaps the

more challenging task is to incorporate numerical methods and quantitative elasticity

imaging to the characterisation of breast pathologies, which will require, not only techno-

logical development, but an understanding of the sources of contrast and the underlying

mechanical behaviour in complex cancer pathogenesis. This is also the case for any

other application, such as the cellular-scale imaging of aortas (Chapter 8) and those

applications to which the author has contributed but are not featured in this thesis: the

characterisation of muscle dystrophy [152], cancer spheroids [279], skin [280], diaphragm

�brosis [281] and hydrogels [245]. This understanding of tissue mechanical properties on

the scale probed by OCE is imperative, as it will undoubtedly be somewhat di�erent to

that observed on the micro-scale, such as by AFM, and on the macro-scale, by magnetic
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resonance or ultrasound elastography. A multi-scale multi-modality characterisation of

tissue mechanics may be a much needed development. A further challenge is to develop

OCE techniques to be accessible to biologists and clinicians, who may apply it best; bey-

ond these demonstrations, a consideration must be given to the reliability, repeatability,

speed and ease of use of the technology.

In the compression method, a load is applied over the entire surface, deforming the

majority of the sample. As we describe in Chapter 2, the deformation gradient or local

strain will be de�ned by the boundary conditions and the distribution of the mechanical

properties in the sample. The implication is that a change in a boundary or in the

mechanical properties of a local area will in�uence the deformation in all other areas of

the sample, which may be far away. We have referred to this e�ect in some instances as

mechanical coupling or mechanical cross-talk. When this e�ect is encountered with a

method that relies on the assumption of uniaxial stress, the local mechanical contrast

(strain or a modulus) will be a combination of the local mechanical properties and also

the mechanical properties and boundary conditions in its surrounding areas. In OCE,

where the imaging �eld of view is close to the surface, the mechanical contrast may be

signi�cantly in�uenced by the sample’s surface topography. In quantifying the intrinsic

properties, such as Young’s modulus, this is a challenge; however, in strain imaging, such

as in breast cancer (Chapter 9), this may produce characteristic contrast, for instance

that observed near lymphatic or blood vessels. There are two avenues to overcome

this issue, indeed, if it is an issue in a given application. Loading may be localised, for

example, via indentation, such that areas external to that loaded, contribute less to the

local deformation. However, this may increase the acquisition time if the load is scanned

to pro�le a large �eld of view. The other method is to employ numerical methods, such

as presented in Chapter 7, which, in essence, remove this mechanical cross-talk. Both

approaches have to be accompanied by a due examination of the mechanical behaviour

in biological tissues to understand the sources of error, and the extent to which the errors

may be remedied.

Numerical methods bring their own set of challenges. It is often tempting to pose

that, with numerical methods, fewer assumptions may be made on the mechanical

behaviour of tissues, thus, a more accurate and more useful characterisation may be

made. Whilst this may be true, showing a signi�cant improvement in some of the work

presented in Chapter 7, the added time to processing is substantial, and may close o�

certain time-sensitive applications (e.g., intraoperative assessment). The iterative nature

of numerical methods requires a series of calculations to be performed many times,

compared to a single calculation for any solution that can be presented in a closed

form (here referred to as algebraic or �rst-order methods). Sub-sampling of the data is
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often required to make the processing time feasible, thus, the potential advantages of

sensitivity or resolution may be lost. Further, numerical methods often enforce a rigid

compliance of the measured deformation to the assumed model of mechanical behaviour.

If a sample behaves outside the expected regime, the numerical method will attempt to

compensate for it, producing artifacts and errors that may propagate to adjacent regions;

the same process that decouples mechanical cross-talk will attempt to generate arti�cial

mechanical properties of the sample that would recreate, whilst still adhering to a strict

model, what is observed in the data. For instance, issues can be caused by a hollow duct

in an assumed incompressible tissue, or movement artifacts from in vivo scanning. Such

a strict adherence to the model makes numerical methods very sensitive to noise, which

is compensated, in part, through the use of regularisation. The regularisation parameter

can drastically change the estimated mechanical properties, as we saw in Chapter 7.3,

thus, its choice is critical. The selection is done quantitatively [282, 283]; however, it

should always be given due consideration.

Currently, the phase-sensitive method of measuring displacement is dominant in

OCE [23, 65, 66]. A limitation of this method is that only the axial (to the optical

beam) component of displacement can be measured e�ectively. As we have seen in

Chapter 2, the deformation of bodies in 3D is de�ned by all components of displacement.

The knowledge of all components of displacement will provide a more comprehensive

measurement of tissue deformation, and will improve the accuracy of the estimated

mechanical properties. Further, it may provide access to other tissue properties, such as

anisotropy in mechanical properties and Poisson’s ratio. It may be possible to combine the

phase-sensitive method with speckle tracking, incorporating high axial sensitivity and

the capacity to measure lateral displacement. Alternatively, imaging may be done from

multiple angles, independently or multiplexed. As we have mentioned in Chapter 3, the

mechanical resolution is determined by the optical resolution, the mechanical properties

of the sample, and the model used to reconstruct the mechanical parameters. The added

knowledge of displacement may not only improve accuracy, but enable di�erent models

to be used, potentially improving resolution. Similarly, improving the sensitivity to

displacement, in general, for instance through spatial averaging, may enable lower

�tting ranges or smaller regularisation parameters to be used, leading to higher feature

resolutions.

Beyond compression loading, wave-based and other dynamic loading techniques

show promise and provide alternate means to access the mechanical properties. Each

loading technique o�ers advantages across di�erent applications [66]. For instance, in

the delicate cornea, non-contact methods of loading o�er an advantage, which are readily

provided by wave-based OCE. Where large surface areas must be scanned rapidly, such
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as in breast margin assessment, compression OCE o�ers an advantage. It is likely that a

variety of loading, measurement and processing methods will be developed concurrently,

enabling diverse applications [66].

The increase in acquisition speed will likely be important to the success of OCE

in many applications. In breast cancer imaging (Chapter 9), for instance, there is a

requirement to scan large areas within an intraoperative time frame. In wave-based OCE,

it is important to sample the propagating mechanical waves rapidly in time. The use of

megahertz line-rate OCT [176] enabled by Fourier domain mode-locked (FDML) laser

sources has been investigated for elastography [177], achieving a line-rate (A-scan rate)

of 1.5 MHz. Such a speed has enabled the temporal measurement of wave propagation in

a cross-sectional B-scan from a single impulse load. Investigation of faster sources will

likely feature in future developments in OCE.

The measurement of the 3D components of displacement could also be important to

wave-based techniques. Measuring all components will enable a more accurate estimation

of wave velocity, which is required for an accurate estimation of mechanical properties.

The implementation of numerical methods to wave-based OCE is of particular interest.

Unlike in quasi-static methods, where to accurately estimate the mechanical properties,

the entire tissue domain (here the imaging �eld of view) has to be solved simultaneously,

in wave-based methods, a local area may be solved independently (given displacement

is resolved in 3D) [198, 284, 285]. This o�ers an advantage in computational e�ciency

and in its robustness to noise. Before this can be realised e�ectively, however, rapid

volumetric imaging of 3D displacement has to be achieved.

The characterisation of non-linear elastic parameters will likely see further explora-

tion. On one hand, non-linear elastic properties may provide additional complementary

sources of contrast, and on the other, non-linear elastic behaviour is often a source of

error in OCE, such as the dispersion of shear waves and the non-linear preload to tissue.

Studying these properties from both perspectives will likely lead to the improvement in

the e�cacy of OCE. There have already been a number of demonstrations of imaging

of viscoelasticity with OCE [29, 59, 81, 83, 175, 233] (including Chapter 5). In moving

beyond these demonstrations, the utility of viscoelastic characterisation in di�erent

applications will have to be explored to justify the added acquisition and processing time.

Characterisation of viscoelasticity will likely feature more prominently in dynamic OCE,

where it may already be estimated from recorded data with minimal modi�cation to the

method (e.g., from acoustic wave dispersion [233]). In compression OCE, in particular,

the characterisation of non-linear hyperelastic properties may become important. The

preload applied in compression OCE typically causes an overestimation in the measured

modulus in tissues (the tangent modulus compared to the Young’s modulus). Measuring
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the deformation at di�erent preloads may enable the estimation of the unloaded (or

resting) Young’s modulus, which could be compared more e�ectively to other techniques.

It will further enable the characterisation of hyperelasticity, potentially adding extra

contrast, as it has in ultrasound [286, 287].

Probe-based OCE methods may o�er attractive prospects for in vivo elastography,

with potential applications in cardiovascular and airway imaging, as well as intravital,

longitudinal assessment in animal models of disease. There have only been a few demon-

stration of catheter-based [30, 192] and needle-based [195, 197] OCE. The challenge

is in achieving a high sensitivity to displacement though a probe-based design, which

will invariably undergo movement, rotation, torsion and warping of the probes during

scanning. Another challenge is in developing methods to apply a load to the tissue, to

which we may not have easy means of access. Solutions such as local indenters, air pu�s,

balloon catheters or natural tissue motion (e.g., pulsatile �ow) have been proposed [30,

192, 193]. With the improvements to imaging speed, sensitivity and numerical meth-

ods (to accommodate less controlled loading methods), probe-based OCE methods and

applications will likely emerge.

As discussed in Chapter 8, the use of OCE in cell mechanics research is emerging.

Dynamic motion of magnetic microbeads has been characterised, point-wise, in various

locations in single cell cultures to characterise mechanical properties [175]. Recently,

a method suited to 3D traction force mapping with OCE has been demonstrated [244],

measuring cell-induced displacements; however, the reconstruction of traction forces has

not been attempted, though, it is likely to come shortly. Further, we have recently applied

compression OCE to characterising linear sti�ness gradient hydrogels to support cell

migration and mechanotransduction research [245] (not featured in this thesis). Although

the demonstrations have been few, OCE holds much promise in this space, o�ering a

window into the cellular-scale mechanical properties that has not been provided by

other techniques. Future developments may well lead to new discoveries on the role of

mechanics in the micro- to meso-scales of cell and tissue development, organisation and

pathogenesis [22].
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10.3 Final remarks

Optical coherence elastography is emerging as an important new characterisation and

imaging platform for cellular and tissue mechanics, with compelling demonstrations

of applications moving beyond the stages of demonstration of novelty and proofs of

principle [23, 65, 66]. Such emerging promise must still be accompanied by further

e�ective development of the techniques, the understanding of cell and tissue mechanics

on the scale probed by OCE, and further demonstrations of key applications in medicine

and biology. This thesis has presented work to address some of these challenges in

compression OCE. A collective e�ort still remains to bring the developments of the

broader �eld of optical elastography into the hands of biologists, medical researchers and

clinicians [66].
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